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Abstract

The main focus of this thesis is to develop biologically-based computational
models for object recognition. A series of models for attention and object
recognition were developed in order of increasing functionality and complex-
ity. These models are based on information processing in the primate brain,
and especially inspired from the theory that visual information processing
occurs along two parallel processing pathways in the primate's visual cortex,
the ventral pathway and the dorsal pathway. To capture the true essence of
incremental, constraint satisfaction processing in the visual system, interac-
tive neural networks were used for implementing our models. Results from
eye-tracking studies on the relevant visual tasks, as well as our hypothesis
regarding information processing in the primate visual system, were imple-
mented in the models and tested with simulations.

As a �rst step, a model based on the ventral pathway was developed to
recognize single objects. Through systematic testing, structural and algo-
rithmic parameters of this model were �ne tuned for performing its task
optimally. In the second step, the model was extended by considering the
dorsal pathway, which enables simulation of visual attention as an emergent
phenomenon. The extended model was then investigated for visual search
tasks, where one object is to be identi�ed among other objects. In the last
step, we focussed on occluded and overlapped object recognition. The model
was further advanced on the lines of the presented hypothesis, and simulated
on the tasks of occluded and overlapped object recognition.

On the basis of the results and analysis of our simulations we have found that
the generalization performance of interactive hierarchical networks improves
with the addition of a small amount of Hebbian learning to an otherwise pure
error-driven learning. We also concluded that the size of the receptive �eld
in our networks is an important parameter for the generalization task and
depends on the object of interest in the image. Our results also show that
networks using hard coded feature extraction perform better than the net-
works that use Hebbian learning for developing feature detectors. We have
successfully demonstrated the emergence of visual attention within an inter-
active network and also the role of context in the search task. Simulation
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results with occluded and overlapped objects support our extended inter-
active processing approach, which is a combination of the interactive and
top-down approach, to the segmentation-recognition issue. Furthermore, the
simulation behaviour of our models is in line with known human behaviour
for similar tasks.

In general, the work in this thesis will improve the understanding and per-
formance of biologically-based interactive networks for object recognition
and provide a biologically-plausible solution to recognition of occluded and
overlapped objects. Moreover, our models provide some suggestions for the
underlying neural mechanism and strategies behind biological object recog-
nition.
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Populärvetenskaplig

sammanfattning

Biologiskt motiverade interaktiva neutrala nätverk

för objektigenkänning och visuell uppmärksamhet

Att automatiskt känna igen och korrekt klassi�cera objekt är ett viktigt
forskningsområde inom datavetenskapen. Människor har inte stora problem
med detta men för datorer är det fortfarande svårt att klara av, speciellt
om objekten som skall kännas igen är skymda eller kan förväxlas med andra
objekt i bilden.

I denna avhandling presenteras ett antal modeller för visuell uppmärksamhet
och objektigenkänning som inspirerats av hur människor behandlar visuell
information. Speciellt teorin om att den visuella informationen behand-
las i två parallella strömmar i visuellt kortex, den ventrala strömmen och
den dorsala strömmen. Modellerna har skapats med hjälp av inkrementella
neutrala nätverk, vilka efterliknar det sätt på vilket den mänskliga hjärnan
behandlar information. Resultat från ögonrörelsestudier, då människor får i
uppgift att känna igen objekt, samt hypotesen om hur människor behandlar
visuell information, användes för att bygga modellerna som därefter testades
i ett �ertal simuleringar.

I ett första steg utvecklades en modell baserad på den ventrala strömmen för
att känna igen enstaka objekt. Denna modell testades och för�nades så att
den blev optimal. I nästa steg utökades modellen med mekanismer för att
även utnyttja den dorsala strömmen, vilket leder till att visuell uppmärk-
samhet uppstår som ett emergent fenomen. Denna modell studerades för
visuella sökuppgifter, då det gäller att hitta ett objekt bland många. Slut-
ligen utvecklades en modell för att känna igen skymda och överlappande
objekt.

Baserat på resultaten och analys av simuleringarna fann vi att modeller-
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nas generaliseringsförmåga förbättrades genom att lägga till en liten del sk.
Hebbiansk inlärning till en för övrigt helt fel-driven inlärning. Vi kunde
också sluta oss till att storleken på det receptiva fältet, dvs hur stor del
av bilden som behandlas av nätverket i varje steg, är en viktig parameter
och beror av det objekt som skall identi�eras. Våra resultat visar vidare
att det är bättre att ha ett antal förde�nierade detektorer för att känna
igen objektegenskaper än att låta nätverket lära sig dem. Vi har visat hur
visuell uppmärksamhet uppstår emergent i ett neutralt nätverk och den be-
tydelse kontexten har. Resultat från simuleringar med överlappande och
skymda objekt stöder vår utökade interaktiva ansats för objektigenkänning,
som också är i linje med den kunskap som �nns om mänskligt beteende för
liknande uppgifter.

Det arbete som presenteras i avhandlingen ger ytterligare förståelse för bi-
ologiskt motiverade interaktiva nätverk för objektigenkänning och ger en
biologiskt trovärdig lösning till problemet att känna igen skymda och över-
lappande objekt. Modellerna ger också några förslag till de underliggande
neurala mekanismerna och strategierna bakom biologisk objektigenkänning.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Object recognition is the process of assigning a given object a known label.
Human beings perform the task of object recognition almost all the time
while their eyes are open. The speed, robustness and ease with which the
visual system perceives objects are unmatched and are also a requirement
for survival.

Object recognition is a prerequisite for the development of many autonomous
systems. It is still an unsolved problem and massive research is going on
in this area. Although initially, object recognition was considered a very
simple problem soon it was realized that it is quite a complicated issue.
The main computational di�culty is variability with which an object may
appear. Actually, recognizing an object under constrained, favourable con-
ditions is not very di�cult. For example if one has to develop a system
that recognizes the Roman letter `A' under the conditions that it must be
machine printed on a white paper, at a �xed position, must have only one
font size, and be presented under ideal lighting conditions then it would not
be a very challenging task. On the other hand, developing a system that can
recognize letters under less favourable conditions, such as a letter written by
an arbitrary person, at any position, of any size, font, and colour, against
an arbitrary, possibly cluttered background, would make this problem quite
complicated. Due to this complication, object recognition systems that are
used commercially are built for particular applications and work under re-
stricted conditions. The development of a generic object recognition system
still seems to be a distant reality.

Much e�ort is being put into understanding, modelling and simulating the
human visual system in order to develop a generic object recognition system.
For obvious reasons, the main inspiration for building a generic object recog-
nition system comes from the human visual system. A number of models
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which try to explain the underlying mechanism for invariant object recog-
nition and achieve the performance level of the human vision system have
been proposed.

Most previous work on biologically-based object recognition modelling is on
feed-forward processing. The one-way restriction on information process-
ing makes these models rigid in terms of adaptability and thus limits their
scope when simulating a number of complex visual phenomena, like visual
attention, memory, etc. It is the one of the main reasons that these object
recognition models needed a single, well segmented object as input to per-
form its task satisfactorily. These models cannot model the phenomenon of
visual attention to handle many objects in the input. This requires feed-back
connections to model the phenomenon of visual attention in a biologically
plausible way.

In contrast, the interactive paradigm of information processing, where infor-
mation can move in many directions, provides computationally rich dynamic
models. These interactive networks have the capacity to model the object
recognition task in a computationally e�cient and biologically plausible way.
Such networks have the potential to model the attention phenomenon, in
a biologically-plausible manner, thereby providing a solution to recognize
multiple objects appearing in a single image.

1.1 Research Problem

In this thesis we developed and investigated biologically-based interactive
network models for object recognition. The main aim of this thesis is to
use interactive neural networks to model biologically-plausible models for
single and multiple object recognition. For that, we use an incremental
development approach and present a series of models for attention and object
recognition in order of increasing functionality and complexity. This whole
developmental and investigative process is divided into three logical steps.

In the �rst step we focus on biologically-based interactive network models
for single object recognition. Investigations will be made to broaden the
understanding of such networks, and thereby improve their performance for
object recognition. Structural modi�cations and learning parameters will be
evaluated by systematic testing for optimal generalization. More speci�cally,
we will �nd answers to the following research questions:

1. What e�ect does the size of the receptive �eld have for recognition
performance of the network? What is the optimal size of the receptive
�elds?

2. Can Hebbian learning be employed as a generic feature extraction
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method in order to obtain good generalization performance for novel
objects?

3. Should error-driven learning be used � an otherwise very powerful
learning algorithm � as a standalone learning algorithm in biologically-
based interactive networks?

4. Should we use a learning method to develop new feature detectors
every time a new dataset is presented to the network or are hard
coded standard feature detectors a good alternative?

In the second step we will model the phenomenon of visual attention by
extending our interactive networks of object recognition. We will consider
the following questions for our investigations:

1. Is it possible to model focus of attention as an emergent property of
the network, as a result of interactions within the network, instead of
computing it as a standalone process? And, what is the behaviour of
such a model for object search or �nding an object?

2. How to model historical context of an object within an interactive
network which facilitates object search?

In the last step, we will consider the recognition problem of occlusion and
overlapping of objects. We will be conducting eye-tracking studies to un-
derstand how humans tackle these problems; especially we will consider
the important issue of segmentation-recognition which makes recognition of
multiple objects di�cult. In this step, we will try to �nd answers to the
following questions:

1. What is the role of occluding noise in recognition or reconstruction of
the occluded patterns?

2. Which strategy is commonly used by humans to recognise objects in
case more than one object appear in the visual �eld and speci�cally
when objects occlude or overlap each other?

3. What is the role of direct connections in the visual cortex for object
recognition?

4. Is segmentation-recognition a top-down, bottom-up or interactive pro-
cess?

This PhD thesis is an extension of my licentiate thesis Exploring Biologically-
Inspired Interactive Networks for Object Recognition [139] which investigates
the properties of interactive networks for object recognition. The PhD thesis
contains new work on recognition of occluded and overlapped objects. The
work in this thesis partially overlaps with the licentiate thesis.
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1.2 Published and Submitted Articles

The research presented in this thesis includes the following published and
submitted articles:

1. Mohammad Saifullah. A Selective Attention-Based Model for Over-
lapped Pattern Recognition. (submitted to Cognitive Computation)

2. Mohammad Saifullah, Christian Balkenius, Arne Jönsson. A Biologically-
Based Model for Occluded Pattern Recognition. (Submitted to Neu-
rocomputing)

3. Mohammad Saifullah, Christian Balkenius, Arne Jönsson. Hybrid
learning Improves Generalization in Hierarchical Networks. (Submit-
ted to Biological Cybernetics)

4. Mohammad Saifullah. A Biologically-Inspired Model for Context Aware
Object Search. In Proceedings of the International Conference of Com-
putational Intelligence and Intelligent Systems (ICCIIS'12). London,
UK.

5. Mohammad Saifullah. Biologically-Inspired Hierarchical Models for
Segmentation and Recognition of Overlapped/Occluded Patterns. A
PASCAL2 Workshop on Deep Hierarchies in Vision (DHV, 2012). Vi-
enna, Austria. (Abstract)

6. Mohammad Saifullah. A Biologically-Inspired Model for Occluded
Patterns. International Conference on Neural Information Processing
(ICONIP'11), Lecture Notes in Computer Science, Vol. 7062, 88-96,
2011. Shanghai, China.

7. Mohammad Saifullah. A Biologically-Inspired Mode for Recognition of
Overlapped Patterns. In Proceedings of the International ICST Con-
ference on Bio-Inspired Models of Network, Information and Comput-
ing Systems (BIONETICS'11). York, England.

8. Mohammad Saifullah, Rita Kovordanyi. Emergence of Attention Fo-
cus in Biologically-based Bidirectionally-connected Hierarchical Net-
work. In Proceedings of the 10th International Conference on Adaptive
and Natural Computing Algorithms (ICANNGA' 11), pages 200-209.
Ljubljana, Slovenia. Best student paper award (second place).

9. Mohammad Saifullah, Rita Kovordanyi, Chandan Roy. Bidirectional
Hierarchical Network: Hebbian Learning Improves Generalization. In
Proceedings of the 5th International Conference on Computer Vision
Theory and Applications, (VISAPP'10), pages 105-111. Angers, France.
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10. Rita Kovordanyi, Chandan Roy, Mohammad Saifullah. Local Feature
Extraction: What Receptive Field Size Should be Used. In Proceedings
of the International Conference on Image Processing, Computer Vi-
sion and Pattern Recognition (IPCV' 09) , pages 541-546. Las Vegas,
USA.

1.3 Outline

In addition to the introductory chapter this thesis is divided into two parts.
Part I contains three chapters which provide a brief background to the the-
ory and concepts needed for Part II. Each of the three chapters in this part
provides one of the key concepts used in this thesis. Part II presents research
conducted on biologically-based model for visual attention and object recog-
nition.

Chapter 1 � Introduction � States motivation behind this study, intro-
duces the research problem and presents an outline of the thesis.

Part I: Background Theory

Chapter 2 � Neural Networks � gives an introduction to neural net-
works.

Chapter 3 � Biologically-Based Object Recognition � Discusses brie�y
the biology, theories and biologically-based models for object recogni-
tion.

Chapter 4 � Visual Attention� Discusses brie�y the biology, theoretical
concepts and biologically-based models of visual attention.

Part II: Research Work

Chapter 5 � Approach and Method � presents the overall approach
taken in this thesis and general method for conducting simulations
and the procedure carried out for training and testing.

Chapter 6 � Exploration of a Biologically-Based Interactive Net-
work Model for Object Recognition � presents and investigates
an interactive neural network model for single object recognition.
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Chapter 7 � Biologically-Based Interactive Network Models for
Visual Attention � presents a model of visual attention as an emer-
gent property and also a model for object search.

Chapter 8 � Biologically-Based Models for Occluded Pattern Recog-
nition � presents the model and simulations for occluded object recog-
nition.

Chapter 9 � Biologically-Based Models for Overlapped Pattern
Recognition � presents the model and simulations for overlapped
object recognition.

The last chapter of this thesis is:

Chapter 10 � Conclusions � comprises the discussion and suggestions
for further research.
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Chapter 2

Neural Networks

Neural networks have received much attention due to their association with
biological networks of neurons in the brain. As humans are very good at
object recognition, many researchers were attracted to neural networks due
to this resemblance and started to use neural networks as a tool for object
recognition problems. In this chapter, �rst, a brief description of neural net-
works and their di�erent strategies for object recognition will be presented.
Then a short discussion about the biology of the human visual system and a
brief review of a few selected biologically-inspired models will be provided.

2.1 Biological Neurons and Cortical Networks

The neuron is the basic processing element in the human brain. It is a single
biological cell with a nucleus and a cell body (Figure 2.1). The neuron can
be divided into three parts: the dendrite, the axon and the cell body. The
neuron receives input through the dendrites. This input is processed in the
cell body and if certain conditions are met an output is sent out through
the axon. The axon of a neuron transfers activation to another neuron's
dendrite through synapses. The synapse is a joint between the axon of
the sending neuron and the dendrite of the receiving neuron. The sending
neuron is called the pre-synaptic neuron and the receiving neuron is called
the post-synaptic neuron. Charged ions are responsible for all input, output
and processing inside a neuron. The neuron can be considered as a detector
in the sense that it gathers input to detect a particular condition. When
this condition is ful�lled, the neuron �res, that is, sends a signal. This �ring
of the neuron is called spiking. In the human cortex there are 10-20 billion
neurons [71] [144]. These neurons form networks that perform di�erent
tasks.
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Figure 2.1: Diagram of a biological neuron.

The cortex can be divided into six layers, but in general these can be cate-
gorized into three functional layers, input, hidden and output layers. Input
neurons get information from the senses or from other areas of the cortex.
This information is then transformed in the hidden layers and fed to the
output layers. The output layers send motor and control signals to other
areas of the cortex or to sub-cortical areas.

Neurons in these functional layers can be of two types: excitatory or in-
hibitory neurons. Excitatory neurons form the dominant majority of the
neurons in the brain. They are mostly bidirectionally connected within and
across brain areas, so information �ows both forwards and backwards in
these biological networks. Inhibitory neurons can be found in all cortical
areas. They are responsible for controlling or `cooling down' the excitation
of the biological neural network.

2.2 Arti�cial Neurons and Arti�cial Neural Net-

works

An Arti�cial Neural network (ANN) is an information processing paradigm
inspired by the workings of the human brain. Similar to cortical neural
networks, an arti�cial neural network is a network made up of a large number
of interconnected units or arti�cial neurons.

An arti�cial neuron or unit approximates the computational function of a
biological neuron. The �rst computational model for an arti�cial neuron
was proposed by McCulloch and Pitts in 1943 [89]. An arti�cial neuron
receives one or many input signals and then multiplies each input with its
corresponding weight and sums them (Figure 2.2). The weights represent
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Figure 2.2: A basic arti�cial neuron.

the synapses of the neuron and model connection strength. The weighted
sum is then �ltered through a non-linear activation or transfer function that
generates the output. An acceptable range of output is usually between 0
and 1, or -1 and 1. The general equations for a neuron output can be written
as:

µj =
∑

wijxi (2.1)

yj = φ(µj) (2.2)

where, µj is the net input for the receiving unit j, yj is the output of the jth
neuron,xi is the activation value of the jth sending unit,wij is the synaptic
weight, φ is the activation function.

Equation 2.1 and 2.2 represent the weighted sum of inputs to the neuron
and the transfer function respectively.

2.2.1 Architecture of the ANNs

There are several possible architectures of the neural networks, but, they can
be divided into two main types. These two types are feed-forward neural
networks and recurrent neural networks.
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Feed-forward Neural Networks

In feed-forward networks information �ow is in one direction only which is
from lower level to higher level layers of processing. In this type of archi-
tecture there is not a single connection from higher to lower level or there
is no feed-back connection among the layers. In simple words it means that
the output of the layer has no e�ect on the same layer or preceding layers.
Some well know examples of feed-forward networks are the perceptron [131]
and Adaline [176].

Recurrent Neural Networks

In recurrent networks there are feed-back connections from the higher layers
to lower or the same level layers. It means that output of a layer may a�ect
the preceding or the same layer. In this architecture dynamic properties of
the network are important for the tasks they are meant for. For example, in
some cases feed-back connections are used for relaxing the units to reach a
stable state. While in other cases the changing activation values of the out-
put of the network constitute the dynamic behaviour. Well known recurrent
networks are Elman [34], Kohonen [72] and Hope�eld [61].

Attractor Neural Networks Attractor networks are recurrent neural
networks whose dynamics cause an initial state to evolve over time to a
�xed stable state. The stable state to which the network might evolve is
called attractor. The attractors can be stationary (a point in the state
space) or time varying (cyclic). In a given state space all of the states which
evolve to an attractor constitute the basin of this attractor.

There are many neural network architectures that can achieve attractor
dynamics which include Hop�eld network [61], Boltzmann Machine [59],
adaptive resonance network [16], and recurrent back propagation [137] net-
work. In these network architectures the connections are made symmetric
to ensure that the network will achieve attractor dynamics. Here symmetric
weight means that forward and backward connection between any two units
must have the same weight. Under the weight symmetry condition the net-
work dynamics can be consider as performing local optimization or in other
words minimizing energy or maximizing harmony.

2.2.2 Training ANNs

Neural networks learn a task by experience. Before performing a recognition
task, a network is �rst trained on data from the problem domain. This
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process is called training of the network. During training, the weighs of the
networks are approximated such that they can classify the given training
data. Methods used for training of the neural networks can be broadly
divided into two categories; Supervised and Unsupervised.

Supervised Learning

In case of supervised learning, the network is trained on a dataset in the form
of input-output pairs. The network predicts the output for a given input
data, then this output is compared with the desired output and the error
is calculated for each unit. The error is then used to change the weights
of the network to improve the performance of the network. In this way,
the network learns the correct mapping for the input-output set. One of
the most well-known supervised learning algorithms is back-propagation of
error.

Back-propagation of Error The idea of back-propagation of error was
�rst stated by Arthur E. Bryson and and Yu-Chi Ho [12]. But this algorithm
became well-known after the work of Rumelhart and coworkers in 1986 [136].
It is a modi�cation of the Hebbian learning rule. It changes the weights of
the networks by minimizing the error of the network, and is based on the
delta rule:

∆wij = η(ti − αi)αj (2.3)

Equation 2.3 implies that weight update is proportional to the di�erence
between the output activation of the target ti and the output activation of
the receiving neuron αi , and the output activation of the sending neuron
αj . Where, η is the learning rate.

The simple delta rule cannot be applied directly to multilayer networks,
having many hidden layers. A problem with the hidden layers units is that
there is no way to �nd the desired output which is needed for calculating
error signals, like in the case of the output units. The back-propagation
algorithm uses a generalized form of the delta rule, called the generalized
delta rule when the network has hidden layers.

According to this rule, the activations of the units is calculated in the forward
pass and in the backward pass algorithm iteratively calculates the error
signals (delta terms) for deeper layer's units. These error signals represent
the contribution of each to the overall error of the network and are based
on the derivatives of the error function. Error signals determine changes in
the weights which minimize the overall network error. The equation for the
delta rule can be expressed as:
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∆wij = ησiαj (2.4)

According to this rule, the weight change is equal to the learning rate times
the product of the output activation of the sending unit αj and the delta
term of the receiving unit σi.

The backpropagation algorithm is not a biologically plausible algorithm. A
biologically plausible version of the back-propagation algorithm known as
the recirculation algorithm was presented by Hinton and McClelland [60].
Later, an improved version of the recirculation algorithm, GeneRec (Gener-
alized Recirculation algorithm) [103] was presented for biologically plausible
recurrent networks. This algorithm requires two phases of settlings for a net-
work in order to estimate the error. The two phases are the minus phase and
the plus phase. In the minus phase input is clamped to the unit and out-
put is produced, without any target output, while in the plus phase target
output is provided, in addition to input. The error is then calculated as the
di�erence between the product of the pre and the post-synaptic activations
between the two phases.

∆wij = εα−
i (α+

j + α−
j ) (2.5)

In Equation 2.5, ∆wij is the weight update, ε is the learning rate constant,
α+
j is the activation of the receiving unit for the plus phase, α−

j is the

activation of the receiving unit for the minus phase, α−
i is the activation of

the sending unit for the minus phase.

Unsupervised Learning

In unsupervised learning there are no output patterns presented to the net-
work. The network learns on its own by �nding statistical regularities in
the input data. Hebbian learning is an important example of supervised
learning.

The Hebbian Learning Method Hebbian learning is a biologically-
plausible learning algorithm. It is based on the Hebbian theory of learning,
proposed by Donald Hebb in 1949 . In Hebb's own words, from Organization
of Behavior [56]

"When an axon of cell A is near enough to excite a cell B and repeatedly or
persistently takes part in �ring it, some growth process or metabolic change
takes place in one or both cells such that A's e�ciency, as one of the cells
�ring B, is increased." (p.62)
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This proposition states that connections between the neurons which are
active simultaneously are strengthened or in other words the connection
weight is increased. There are many mathematical learning rules based on
this proposition. The simplest mathematical form of such a learning rule is:

∆wij = µxixj (2.6)

In Equation 2.6, ∆wij is the change in the synaptic weight for a connection
from neuron j to neuron i and, xi ,xj represent the activities of the neurons
i and j respectively while µ is the learning rate.

2.3 Neural Networks for Invariant Object Recog-

nition

The main di�culty for an object recognition system arises due to the varia-
tions with which a given object may appear in the image. The object may
have di�erent sizes, have di�erent positions within the image, have di�erent
shape variations, etc. A good object recognition system must have the abil-
ity to handle these variations, or in other words be able to perform invariant
object recognition.

Neural networks have been widely used for object recognition to recognize
objects under all kinds of variances. Techniques to achieve invariant object
recognition can be divided into three categories [5]. First, the structure
of the network is developed such that it is invariant to di�erent transfor-
mations of input. Second, all kinds of transformations of the input are
presented to the network during training, so that the network learns which
transformations belong to the same input. Third, features spaces are used
as input to the neural network classi�er that are invariant under di�erent
transformations.

2.3.1 Invariance by Structure

In the invariance by structure method, the connections between the units
are manipulated to produce the same output under certain transformations
of the input. For example, we may want to develop a neural network such
that it can handle translation variations within the image. Assume that
the required translation is only horizontal. Now, we construct a three layer
neural network. Suppose ηj is a neuron in the hidden layer of the network
and wji is the connecting weight for the input to this neuron. To get the
translation invariance we have all the neurons on the same horizontal line to
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share weights. This means that wji = wjk, for all i and k which lie on the
same horizontal line in the input image. The neurons will receive the same
output even if the image is translated horizontally. This neural network
architecture is invariant for translation in the horizontal direction. It is a
naive solution for a simple problem.

A number of architectures to achieve invariant object recognition have been
proposed. Approaches based on the biological theory of object recognition
also fall in this class of neural networks as the biological vision system han-
dles variation in input by its hierarchical architecture.

Neocognitron is the �rst such network presented by Fukushima [42]. Neocog-
nitron is a multilayer hierarchically structured neural network which uses the
principles of local feature extraction and weight sharing.This network per-
formed well on translated and to some extent distorted images of letters.
Convolutional networks, designed for recognizing visual patterns directly
from the input images also falls in the same category [75][76]. There are
many other types of neural networks which use various structures to deal
with certain variations for the object recognition [177][46][167].

2.3.2 Invariance by Training

The philosophy behind invariance by training is that, since neural networks
are very strong classi�ers why not use them directly to get transformation
invariance. A number of input instances of the same object under di�erent
transformations are presented to the network during training. The training
instances of the same objects represent the very same object under di�erent
transformations under which recognition invariance is required. Once the
network learns the training set it is expected to perform in a transformation
invariant manner. Rumelhart et al. [137] used this approach to obtain
rotational invariance, and Lang et al.. for achieving speaker independence
in speech recognition.

There are two problems with this approach. First of all it is di�cult to
understand how the network can recognize objects invariantly or in other
words what kind of training images of an object are required so that the net-
work predicts the object under di�erent transformations. Thus, to achieve
invariance, a network has to be trained on almost all transformations of the
object before it can be used for invariant recognition.

The second problem stems from the fact that a given neural network has
a limited capability in terms of processing. If the dimensionality of the
feature space is very high then it will put a huge pressure on the network.
In that case the network will not be able to recognize objects under di�erent
transformations with accuracy.
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2.3.3 Invariant Feature Spaces

There are certain object representations which remain the same even if the
input undergoes di�erent transformations. These representations or feature
spaces are used as input to the classi�er. Then, the classi�er's task decreases
considerably as it does not need to separate the di�erent transformations of
the same object with decision boundaries. Instead the only thing to take
care of is the noisy and occluded instances of the same object class. In
such cases the role of the classi�er is secondary. The important step is to
compute the invariant feature representations. There are two main disad-
vantages with using this method. First it requires a lot of preprocessing in
terms of computing invariant feature representations for the input objects,
as input images cannot be directly used as input to the neural networks
for recognition. One possible solution to avoid this problem is to use fea-
ture spaces which are computationally inexpensive. The second problem,
associated with this approach is that not all feature spaces are suitable for a
given problem. Thus, the method to select the feature space must be �exible
enough to allow the choice of a feature space suitable for a given problem.

Many invariant feature spaces have been used with neural nets including
wedge-ring samples of the magnitude of the Fourier transform [47], the mag-
nitude of the Fourier transform in log-polar coordinates [152], and moments
[70]. These feature spaces have various shortcomings. Moment feature
spaces are well known to have di�culties when noise is present, and the
remaining two feature spaces are not invariant to all transformations.
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Chapter 3

Biologically-Based Object

Recognition

Object recognition is an important visual phenomenon and one of the most
puzzling questions for the vision community. Research e�orts in di�erent
�elds, e.g., neuroscience, Psychology, Cognitive Science, etc., are studying
this phenomenon from di�erent angles to �nd out the underlying neural
circuitry and its connection with the higher level cognitive tasks. The ad-
vancements in these e�orts are substantial and encouraging but given the
complexity of the problem and limitations of the investigation tools are still
a long way to go before understanding completely. In this chapter a brief
review of the research e�orts made on this topic are presented.

3.1 Recognition vs Categorization

Object recognition can be divided into two types based on the task at hand.
These are object categorization and object identi�cation. In object catego-
rization, the task is to identify the object's type or to which larger class the
object belongs. For example, even if cars may have di�erent shapes, colours,
makes, year of manufacture, etc., we can categorize all these objects as cars.
Object identi�cation, on the other hand, is about identifying an object as
a unique member within a class. For example in a car parking area, where
a large number of cars are parked, a person can �nd his own car. What is
important for object categorization is the ability to ignore variations within
a category while inter-category variations are emphasized. On the other
hand, during object identi�cation, instead, variations among the objects of
the same category are emphasized. While in computer vision these two tasks
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of object identi�cation and categorization are considered as two contradic-
tory tasks, biologically they rely on the same processes and the same stages
of generalization [159]. Likewise, in computer vision, identi�cation comes
before categorization, while biologically these two seem to be performed in
the reverse order [130].

3.2 Theories of Object Recognition

Object recognition theories can be divided into two broad classes on the basis
of their feature representation approach. These two classes are: structural
description theories and image-based theories.

Figure 3.1: Marr's schematic description of the object recognition process.
Reproduced from [86].

3.2.1 Structural-Description Theories

The basic assumption in this set of theories is that an object can be de-
composed into 3-D view invariant components. For recognition of a given
object, its 3-D components with their con�guration are extracted, if this rep-
resentation matches with the one that is in memory then the given object
is recognized in a view invariant manner.

One of the earliest works in this approach is by Marr and Nishihara [85].
In this approach, a 3-D model representation of an object is constructed
from the visual properties of the object and then matched with previously
stored object-centered 3-D representations in memory (Figure 3.1). Object
recognition is achieved on three levels. On the �rst level, the principal axis
of the object is found. On the next level, the axes of the smaller sub-objects
are identi�ed. And, in the last step, matching is performed between the
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arrangement of the components and a stored 3-D model of the object. The
advantage of the model is that it keeps only one canonical representation
of the object. This is theoretically enough to recognize the object from any
view point, which thus saves memory. One of the main problems with this
account is the extraction of 3-D generalized cones from a given image. Marr
and Nishihara proposed that 3-D cones can be recovered from the �rst axis
of the object. To this end they suggested that the object contour can be used
to �nd the main axis of the object and using this axis 3-D parts and their
spatial con�guration in the object can be described. This description is then
used to match with the descriptions stored in the memory for recognition
purpose.

Following Marr and Nishihara, Biederman [8] presented their well known
`Recognition by Components' (RBC) model. This model introduced two new
concepts which increase the practicability of the model. First, the number
of volumetric primitives were �xed to 36 or so, named as `geons'. Second, it
was proposed that geons can be recovered by using non-accidental properties
of the images. These non-accidental properties are shape con�gurations and
it is unlikely that they will occur by chance [83]. For example, there is a
greater chance that three orthogonal edges at a point in the image represent
a corner of a cube than being a result of random occurrence of noise.

3.2.2 Image-Based Theories

Image-based or view based approaches reject the idea of 3-D shape represen-
tation of objects. These theories believe that 2-D views of objects are stored
in the memory and, thus, the recognition process is to compare a given ob-
ject image (2-D view) with the stored 2-D views. View-based models [42],
[168] [117] [157] on the other hand, suggest that objects are represented by
a collection of snapshots, obtained by an observer while viewing the objects.
In these models, to recognize an object, a mechanism is required which takes
the current percept of an object and matches it with the stored views. One
advantage is that view-based models do not require complex 3D representa-
tions [117] [74].

Image-based theories are a direct consequence of two important develop-
ments. First, it was demonstrated in many behavioural and neuroscience
studies [148] that object recognition is highly sensitive to viewing condi-
tions. Second, some computational models [117] [13] showed their ability in
recognizing the novel view of an object by learning the images of the same
object. These models do not learn the 3-D representation of the object but
store di�erent views of the object from the training images.

As image-based models utilize the surface properties of the image an im-
portant question arises; what should be the spatial relationship between the
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di�erent individual surfaces. There are two extreme views about this. In
one view it is suggested that the representation should maintain the com-
plete 2-D spatial relationship as in the images [117]. This view leads to a
representation of a rigid template. In yet another extreme view, the spatial
relationship between features is ignored and supports an unordered collec-
tion of features [90]. These two extreme views has some strengths in some
peculiar conditions but are not suitable in general due to their in�exible
nature.

Due to obvious disadvantages of the above two mentioned theoretical ap-
proaches, usually a hybrid approach is preferred which uses the image-based
features related to each other along a hierarchy and thus forms a multilevel
object structure. It is a hybrid approach in the sense that basic features are
2-D view dependent local features while these features are spatially related
to each other along the hierarchy as in structural description models.

Figure 3.2: The Dorsal and Ventral pathways in the human brain.

3.3 Biology of the Visual System

Here a brief description of the visual system of the primate is described. The
focus is on some basic processing pathways and their functionality rather on
very �ne details (Figures 3.2, 3.3).

Biologically, the process of object recognition starts as soon as re�ected or
emitted light from an object enters the primate's eye. Light contains in-
formation about the object from which it is coming. The light hits the
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Figure 3.3: Some of the known connectivity in the visual cortex.

retina of the eye and the pattern of light is forwarded towards the part of
the brain responsible for the recognition of objects. The visual informa-
tion from two eyes, transferred by optic nerves, meets at the optic chiasm.
From here, information takes one of two transferring pathways to reach at
two di�erent processing parts of the brain. About ninety percent of the
visual information is transmitted to the Lateral Geniculate Nucleus (LGN)
along the retino-geniculate pathway, and, ten percent information reaches
the Superior Colliculus (SC) along the collicular pathway.

From LGN, information is transferred to the primary visual cortex (V1).
When the visual information reaches at V1 it is not the same as it was at
the retina. On its way to the visual cortex, some preprocessing of the image
takes place. Already at this early stage visual processing can be divided
into two processing pathways. These are the ventral or `what' pathway and
the dorsal or `where' pathway. While the ventral pathway implements ob-
ject recognition, the dorsal pathway is responsible for processing the spatial
properties of the objects and guiding actions toward the objects. The ven-
tral pathway is composed of a series of areas like V2, V4, and IT [37]. And,
the dorsal pathway is composed of visual processing areas of the middle
temporal area (MT or V5) and the posterior parietal cortex (PP).

Now consider the funcitonality of these visual areas. The �rst part of the
visual cortex V1 is, among other things, sensitive for edges, gratings (bars
with orientations) and lengths of the stimuli [124]. There are three main
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cell classes in V1 called s-cells (simple cells), c-cells (complex cells) and hy-
percomplex cells [62]. S-cells detect edges and lines, c-cells detect lines and
edges with some spatial invariance, and hypercomplex cells detect length.
The next area is V2 which is considered to be sensitive to angles or corners
[116] and illusory border edges [164]. Information from V2 is sent to V4
which has a preference for complex features like shapes and contours [110]
[24]. The next processing area in the ventral visual hierarchy is the inferior
temporal (IT) cortex, which is considered as the last exclusively visual pro-
cessing area. The neurons in this area are sensitiveto complex shapes, like
faces, and have invariant representations for position, size, etc.

Information processing in the brain is largely dependent on the connec-
tions and connectivity patterns among di�erent processing areas. There are
enough evidence that di�erent visual processing areas are bi-directionally
connected to each other. Feed-forward connectivity can account for the
�rst milliseconds of information processing and contribute to rapid object
categorization [121][151][179]. Many visual phenomena can be explained in
terms of feed-forward connectivity among the layers, but there are many
other, more complex, processes like memory, attention etc. which can only
be explained by taking into account the feedback connectivity among the
layers.

An important concept in the biological vision system is that of the recep-
tive �eld. According to Levine and Shefner [81] a receptive �eld (RF) is an
�area in which stimulation leads to response of a particular sensory neuron�.
Put simply the RF of a neuron constitutes all the sensory input connec-
tions to that neuron. A neuron becomes sensitive to a particular stimulus
through learning. Receptive �elds play a key role in developing invariant
representations within the visual system.

3.4 A Basic Conceptual Model of Cortical Pro-

cessing

By studying single cell recordings of animal's visual cortex, Hubbel and
Weisel [62] proposed a conceptual model for visual cortex organization (Fig-
ure 3.4). They suggested that cells in the cortex are arranged topographi-
cally and therefore generate a spatial map of the visual �eld. They described
a hierarchical organization of the cortex cells. Such that, at the lowest level
of this hierarchy radially symmetric cell are sensitive to the small dots of
light.

Next in this hierarchy are the simple cells. These cells respond to bars like
stimuli having speci�c orientations and at certain positions in the visual
�eld. These bars edges are actually intensity di�erence at the con�uence of
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dark and light regions, and the speci�c position constitutes receptive �elds
of these cells.

Next in the hierarchical order are the complex cells. Complex cells are sen-
sitive to the bars of di�erent orientation, just like simple cells, but they can
detect their speci�c oriented bars in a contrast invariant manner, i.e., they
can detect both dark bars with light background or vice versa. Moreover,
complex cells can detect these bars at larger regions of the visual �eld which
implies that these cells have comparatively larger receptive �elds than simple
cells. At the top level of this hierarchal organisation are the hyper-complex
cells which responds to bars, encoded at the lower levels, in a position in-
variant manner, i.e., these cells have very large receptive �elds which may
encompass the whole of the visual �eld.

Figure 3.4: Huble and Wiesel's organization of visual cortex. Reproduced
from [62].

3.5 Biologically-Inspired Computational Mod-

els for Recognition

A number of models inspired by the biology of the human visual system
has been proposed and used to simulate and explain the functionality of the
human visual system [125] [42][77] as well as to be used in object recognition
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applications. These models are based on the experimental �ndings of Hubel
and Wiesel [63]. Most of the biologically-inspired models conform to the
following four principles: (i) Hierarchical structure, (ii) Increasing size of the
receptive �elds higher up in the hierarchy, (iii) Increasing feature complexity
and invariance representations higher up in the hierarchy, (iv) Learning at
multiple levels along the hierarchy.

Figure 3.5: Basic structure of the neocognitron by Fukushima. Reproduced
from [42].

Most of the biologically-inspired models have a feed-forward architecture.
One of the foremost biologically-inspired feed-forward models is called Neocog-
nitron (Figure 3.5), a hierarchical multilayer neural network proposed by
Fukushima [42], [45]. This network is capable of robust object recognition.
The neocognitron is basically a feed-forward �xed-architecture network with
both variable and �xed connections. The �rst two layers of the neocogni-
tron are the input layer and the contrast extraction layer. The input layer
corresponds to the photoreceptors of the retina and the contrast extraction
layer play the role of the LGN_on and LGN_o�, which represent on-center
and o�-center cells in the LGN (lateral geniculate nucleus) in the human
brain, relaying on information from the retina to the primary visual cortex
V1. The rest of the layers of the neocognitron model are organized in pairs,
where the �rst layer in the pair is called the S layer and the second the C
layer. S and C stand for simple and complex respectively and are named
after the simple and complex cells of the visual cortex. The S and C lay-
ers are further divided into the S and C planes, where each of the S and C
planes are composed of two-dimensional arrays of S and C cells. All the cells
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within a cell plane have similar connections from the previous layer but from
adjacent spatial locations, so that all these cells look for the same feature
but from adjacent locations. The S cells are feature extracting cells, as they
extract features from the preceding C layer. Each S cell has connections
with a group of C cells in the preceding layer, which constitute the receptive
�eld of this particular S cell. The S cell's connections are variable and are
modi�ed during the learning process. Learning determines the nature of the
features extracted by the S cells. These features are local edges and lines
detected at earlier layers which become more complex global features, like
contours and shapes at the higher layers. Similarly, the C cells have connec-
tions from the preceding S layer. These connections are �xed and cannot be
modi�ed by learning. Each C cell receives input from a group of S cells that
extract the same features but with a slightly di�erent position. The C cell
responds whenever an S cell is active in its receptive �eld. If the stimulus
and consequently the feature changes its position, another S cell becomes
active. The C cell will now respond to this S cell. In this way the C cell
embeds shift error tolerance in the network which results in position shift
invariance of the network. Another cell type, the V cell, has an inhibitory
role. For every S cell there is an accompanying V cell, which is connected
with the S cell with a variable inhibitory connection. The V cell receives
its excitatory input from the same group of C cells from with which the S
cell is connected. The inhibition injected to an S cell from a V cell is the
average of all excitatory input received by the V cell.

The neocognitron can be trained by both supervised and unsupervised learn-
ing. The unsupervised learning method of the neocognitron is less successful
but is more biologically plausible than its supervised learning method. Su-
pervised learning is performed in a bottom up way, that is, from input to
output. Each S plane is assigned a feature to learn during training. The S
cell in the center of the plane is considered as a seed cell whose connection
weight is updated with the Hebbian learning rule. Weight sharing is also
constantly performed during this process such that all the cells within a cell
plane have their connections in the same spatial distribution. In this way
all cells in a cell plane are sensitive to a speci�c feature.

In unsupervised learning, in addition to weight sharing, a Winner Takes All
(WTA) principle is the basic mechanism for self-organization of the network.
During training, the variable connections of the S cells are modi�ed accord-
ing to its activation in response to the input. For example an S cell receives
excitatory input from a group of preceding C cells as well as inhibitory input
from a V cell. When a stimulus is presented and the S cells get activation,
the S cell which receives maximum activation is considered the winner and
consequently its connection strength is increased. In this way the said S cell
develops its weights for a particular feature. This S cell acts as a seed and
all other S cells in the same plane also strengthen their connection in the
same way as this S cell. Whenever a di�erent stimulus is presented this S
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cell shows little activity, as the V cell sends a strong inhibitory input. In
this way the S cell plane becomes sensitive for a particular feature in dif-
ferent positions. Thus, after training, the di�erent planes of S cells become
sensitive for di�erent features.

Figure 3.6: Standard model of object recognition by Riesenhuber and Pog-
gio. Reproduced from [125].

An important hierarchical model, the so called standard model of object
recognition (Figure 3.6), was proposed by Riesenhuber and Poggio [125].
It introduces a hierarchical structure with the idea of a simple linear fea-
ture hierarchy. This model is based on the fact that 3D models of object
recognition have no solid theoretical proof, rather neurophysiological and
psychophysical experiments provide strong support for view-based object
representations. The two main ideas in the model are: (1) The MAX oper-
ation provides invariance at several steps of the hierarchy; (2) The Radial
Basis Function (RBF) network learns a speci�c task based on a set of cells
tuned to example views. This model consists of six layers namely Input,
S1, C1, S2, C2 and VTU (View-Tuned Units). In the S1 layer, line features
oriented at di�erent angles are extracted from the input image by using
two-dimensional Gaussian �lters at di�erent angles. This layer resembles
the properties of simple cells of the visual cortex. In the C1 layer optimal
features are pooled from the S1 layer using the MAX operation. This means
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that activity of the C1 unit is determined by the strongest output from S1.
S2 units use Gaussian like functions to extract more complex features. The
S2 units can be considered the feature directory of the system. The C2 units
are fully connected with the previous S2 layer and implement pooling of the
strongest features. The units of the last layer, namely VTU, are selective
for a particular input at a speci�c view. The only connection where learn-
ing occurs is from C2 to VTU. This model was successfully applied to the
modeling of the V4 and IT neurons' responses.

Figure 3.7: Building features along the feed forward architecture for rapid
categorization by Serre. Reproduced from [143]
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Another important feed-forward model was proposed by Serre and colleagues
[142] [143]. It is based on the immediate/rapid object recognition paradigm.
It has a feed-forward architecture (Figure 3.7) and accounts for the �rst few
milliseconds of the visual processing in the human brain. These models ex-
tract biologically-motivated features and then use those for classi�cation.
The system is based on a quantitative theory of the ventral stream of the
visual cortex. In its simplest form, the model consists of four layers of com-
putational units, where simple S units alternate with complex C units. The
S units �lter their inputs with a bell-shaped tuning function to increase
selectivity. The C units pool their inputs through a maximum (MAX) op-
eration, thereby increasing invariance. At the S1 units a battery of Gabor
�lters (Appendix 10.2), with 4 orientations and 16 scales are applied to the
input image. In this way 16x4=64 feature maps are obtained. These maps
are arranged in 8 bands where each band contains two sizes of consecutive
�lters and four orientations. At the next stage of C1 some tolerance to posi-
tion shift and size variation is obtained by a max pooling operation by each
unit at the C1 layer, so that the maximum for each band over position and
size is taken. For training, feature patches of di�erent sizes and four possi-
ble orientations are extracted from all training images. The S2 units use an
RBF-like activation function. The S2 units actually represent a Euclidean
distance from the learned C1 features to learned features of the S2 units. In
this way S2 maps are obtained. In C2 the maximum activity over scale and
position from the S2 map is extracted. Due to the pooling operation, the re-
sult is to some extent scale and position invariant. During learning, feature
representations in the S2 units are computed. In the classi�cation stage the
C1 and C2 features are extracted from the input image and classi�ed by a
simple linear classi�er.

3.5.1 Limitations of Feed-Forward Models

Biologically based feed-forward models are good at solving many challenging
problems, but they have processing limitations as information is only prop-
agated in one direction. This unidirectional processing imposes restrictions
on the models' ability to manipulate input information for solving complex
tasks. For example, it is di�cult for feed-forward models to recognize objects
in a cluttered environment including many, possibly occluded objects and
noise. Any attempt to handle such environments with a feed-forward model
need to apply additional mechanisms at the cost of biological plausibility,
e.g. [170]. On the other hand, a graceful way to deal with such problems is
to use interactive models, which is achieved by adding feedback connectivity.
This interactivity allows information to �ow in both directions and conse-
quently provide more �exibility for manipulating information when solving
complex tasks. Bidirectional connectivity is very common in the human
cortex. A large portion of the connections in the cortex are from higher
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to lower areas [37][15][82][175]. Thus, bidirectional information processing
is useful in dealing with complex problems, and it enhances the biological
plausibility of a model.

In the next section, a biologically-plausible model for object recognition
containing bidirectional connections will be presented. This model is based
on interactive neural networks.

3.5.2 An Interactive Processing Model for Object Recog-

nition

A bidirectionally connected, interactive model of object recognition, based
on the ventral pathway of the visual system, is proposed by O'Reilly [106].
It is based on the principle of hierarchical sequences of transformations to
produce spatially invariant representations. Unlike the previous models,
that separate the process of increasingly complex feature representations
and increasingly invariant representations into two di�erent hierarchies of
processing, this model achieves these two objectives at the same time using
the same computational units.

This model simulates multiple hypercolumns for each layer, such that the
concept of a hypercolumn is represented by a unit group. Each unit group
(hypercolumn) receives input from a unique input area, their receptive �eld,
with units within a unit group specializing for various features from the
same area. Neighboring unit groups partially overlap with their receptive
�eld and cause some encoding redundancy of the input. In general, however,
each hypercolumn processes di�erent parts of the input.

Units within each unit group share weights because the same input object
can appear anywhere within the image, meaning that the same set of feature
detectors have to be developed within each unit group. This weight sharing
reduces memory usage and speeds up processing.

The model (Figure 3.8) receives input from two layers LGN_On and LGN_O�.
For example, for a simple image containing a vertical bar, LGN_On will
contain the image of the skeleton of the bar while LGN_O� will represent
the surrounding contour of the bar. These two types of information are for-
warded to the next layer of the model, V1, named after the visual processing
area V1. This is a multi-group layer. Units within the unit group are tuned
for oriented bar-like line features through the use of Gabor �lters. Each unit
within a unit group is encoding a particular orientation of the bar. There
are two types of units in each unit group of the V1 layer. Half of the units
encode bars from the LGN_On layer and the remaining half encode bars
from the LGN_O� layer. In this way the V1 representation is simpli�ed
but still keeps the property of orientation.
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Figure 3.8: O'Reilly's model of object recognition. Reproduced from [35]

The next layer in the model represents the V2 area of the visual cortex and is
named V2. It is also a multi-unit group layer. Units in this layer have larger
receptive �elds than units in V1. Units in this layer process the information
encoded by the V1 units. During learning, this layer tends to develop more
complex and more invariant feature representations. After processing at V2,
information is fed to the V4 layer.

The V4 layer has two kinds of con�gurations depending on the scale of the
model. For small-scale models the V4 and IT layers are collapsed into one
layer named the V4/IT layer. This layer is homogeneous in the sense that
it is not subdivided into unit groups. Units in this layer have a very large
receptive �eld which encompasses the whole input. This layer has a com-
plex and fully invariant representation of individual objects. For large-scale
models, full invariance and object level complexity is achieved �rst in the
IT layer, which comes after the V4 layer. In this case the V4 layer has to
be a multi-unit group layer with a receptive �eld size larger than that of
the V2 units. The last layer of the model is the IT output layer. Each
unit of this layer represent a unique class, therefore, the number of units in
the output layer is equal to the number of classes to be recognized. Error-
driven learning in combination with Hebbian learning is used to assign all
representations of a particular class of object at the V4/IT layer to its true
class-representing unit at the output layer. The reason is that there may
be several representations related to a single class of objects, for example, a
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class may have objects of di�erent color, shape, etc. At the output layer for
supervised learning the target (desired output) is presented. Error signals
are computed and propagated to other layers in the lower hierarchy through
backward connections. The model of object recognition is meant to process
a single object in its �eld of view at a time, which is in accordance with the
biological functionality of the ventral pathway. In the biological vision sys-
tem, processing of multiple objects in the environment is facilitated by the
mechanism of attention. In order to deal with multiple objects in a biologi-
cally plausible way, O'Reilly [106] extended his model of object recognition
by taking into account the functionality of the dorsal pathway, in addition
to the ventral pathway. The extended model is called the model of visual
attention and it simulates the mechanisms of attention.

3.6 Recognition of Occluded Objects

Objects seldom appear in isolation. It is very common in the real, uncondi-
tional 3 D environment, that objects appear with a number of other objects
and that they occlude and overlap each other when viewed from a certain
angle. Object occlusion and overlapping make recognition very challenging.
However, humans have the ability to recognize objects in cluttered environ-
ments e�ortlessly, unfortunately, the underlying mechanisms of this ability
are widely unknown and it is still part of ongoing research to understand
how the visual system performs the recognition task of objects in cluttered
environments.

It has been shown in studies that response of the IT neurons weakens if
more than one object simultaneously appears in its receptive �eld [18][129].
Whereas IT neurons are considered to be vital for recognition of objects
as they form the last processing area of the ventral stream their response
is considered vital for invariant object recognition. Other studies propose
some additional mechanisms in the visual system to reduce the interference
of clutter, e.g., shrinking of the IT neurons RF [129] or using a mechanism of
visual attention to reduce the e�ects of noise or background objects [18][95].

Mostly, the vision theories dealing with object recognition or computational
models for object recognition consider an object to appear stand alone with
a blank background. In fact these approaches assume that segmentation of
objects from the background and its recognition are two standalone processes
and can be separated. The order in which these two processes segmentation
and recognition occur in the human visual system is widely debated and a
controversial issue. A brief discussion about this issue will be presented in
the following.
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3.6.1 Segmentation-Recognition Process in the Human

Visual System

Recognition of patterns in cluttered environments involves two fundamental
issues in the �eld of computational vision: Segmentation and Recognition.
Both in human vision [111][163][100] and in computer vision [3] these two
processes are considered as highly interdependent. In a given pattern recog-
nition approach sequential ordering of these two processes is important but
varies across approaches. In fact, the order of these two processes in the
human visual system is still unsolved and widely debated. Moreover, com-
putational approaches for pattern recognition can be categorized on the basis
of this order.

Segmentation-Recognition as a Bottom-up process

Traditional theories of visual information processing [8][73][86][101] suggest
a bottom-up `segmentation followed by recognition' approach. According to
this approach only stimulus based cues, e.g., intensity, continuity of edges,
junctions etc., are used to segment the input image into di�erent conceptual
regions. Each of the segmented regions is supposed to represent a distinct
pattern. Once segmentation is completed the recognition process is carried
out on each segmented region. Since this approach does not utilize the class
speci�c top-down cues for segmentation it does not use representations of ob-
ject knowledge in the segmentation process. Although very e�cient, models
based on the bottom-up approach have limitations when well-de�ned stim-
ulus cues are absent. Moreover, most of the patterns are non-homogenous
regarding colour, intensity, etc., and require prior knowledge of the pattern
class. The work of Gestalt psychologists, particularly [134] and [173] related
to �nding the `rules' for the visual system to distinguish between �gure and
background further supports the bottom-up approach. According to their
work image based cues, like, symmetry, convexity, area, etc., are used by
the visual system for �gure-ground segmentation.

One of the earlier works in this regard was Marr's model [86] of visual
processing, (see section 3.2) which is based on the bottom-up approach. The
model is divided into four stages, from bottom-to-top: raw primal sketch, full
primal sketch, 2½D primal sketch and 3D model. At the raw primal sketch
stage intensity changes are detected, at the full primal sketch stage location
of intensity changes are interpreted as contours and boundaries, at the 2½D
primal stage local depths and surface orientation is made explicit, and �nally
the 3D stage combines all information to build a 3D representation of the
world. However, in this model the object recognition stage does not provide
any class speci�c information for grouping the features from the 2-D raw
primal sketch to the full primal sketch.
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Ullman [158] proposed a model-based object recognition system which used
high level object speci�c knowledge to search and locate the features. But
his model does not use any stored object knowledge for segmentation in the
earlier stages of processing.

Mozer and colleagues [96] [96] proposed a neural network model, Multiple-
object Adaptive Grouping of Image Components (MAGIC), to segment over-
lapped patterns. This model is based on the principle of Parallel Distributed
Processing (PDP). The hidden layer of this model gets input from the feature
representation layer and encodes useful feature conjunctions that facilitate
segmentation of boundaries through learning. The signi�cant thing of this
model is that the network did not use hard coded, built in, heuristics; rather
it discovers the grouping principles through learning. However, their model
is basically a bottom-up approach as it does not utilize any high level pattern
speci�c knowledge to guide the segmentation process.

In their Preconscious oscillations theory Rock [127] explained how high level
cues in�uence the bottom-up segmentation process. According to this the-
ory when someone views a stimulus a region of the given stimulus is preco-
ciously selected and considered as a �gure and then matched against stored
representations. If a match occurs then this region represents a �gure in
the stimulus otherwise the selection is shifted to other regions. This theory
also supports bottom-up serial processing as segmentation of parts of the
preconscious �gure occurs before matching for recognition.

Despite a number of theories and some success in segmenting the patterns
in a bottom-up manner, it is widely believed that top-down object speci�c
processes might be required to segment objects in cluttered conditions.

Segmentation-Recognition as a Top-Down Process

Another proposed approach to the recognition-segmentation process is top-
down `Recognition followed by segmentation'. In this approach, contrary to
the bottom-up approach, as a �rst step, patterns are identi�ed and, in the
next step, top-down cues utilize stored pattern representations for segmen-
tation. The main proponents of this approach are Peterson and colleagues
[112], [113][114], [111] who on the basis of their studies proposed that fa-
miliarity plays an important role in segmentation of patterns. They further
proposed a `pre-�gural' pattern recognition process before the beginning of
any segmentation in the visual system. Recently this approach has achieved
much attention among computer vision researchers [10][156], [38]. Due to
the large variation in shape of patterns of a given class, top-down processes
only are not enough to accurately segment patterns in a given image.

Peterson and colleagues [114], [113][115] presented a theoretical `pre-�gural'
model, and proposed that there are two types of cues for image segmentation.
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The �rst type of cue is a stimulus based `Gestalt' cue and the second type
of cue is an early orientation-dependent, high level object representation
process. According to this model the object recognition process determines
two sets of parts by operating on both sides of the luminance contour in a
given stimulus. If one of these sets matches the stored object representation
in the visual memory then this representation provides top-down cues to the
low level segmentation process. In this model the second cue is computed
before completion of the �rst cue which is based on the segmentation process.
This model clearly suggests that the object recognition process precedes the
segmentation process.

Segmentation-Recognition as an Interactive Process

There is a third approach which combines the bottom-up and the top-down
approach also known as the interactive processing approach. In this ap-
proach both the segmentation and recognition processes proceed in parallel
in small incremental steps and through mutual interaction. Both processes
depend on each other and thus facilitate each other. This approach is also
based on evidence from human vision studies (as is the top-down approach).
But, its proponents reject the top-down approach with an argument that `If
we assume that the goal of sensory segmentation is to provide the correct
inputs to object representations, then how can object representations in�u-
ence segmentation prior to receiving inputs from the earlier segmentation
processes? [162] (p.1293). In the interactive processing approach the tra-
ditional hierarchical structure of information processing remains intact but
di�erent levels of processing interact with each other and perform constraint
satisfaction style processing. The partial processing results from the lower
levels are propagated to the higher levels and then sent back after partial
processing. Many studies in cognitive psychology and psychophysics [123],
[174][122][109] support the interactive processing approach.

Vecera and O'Reilly [163] presented a computational model of �gure-ground
organization that is based on the Parallel Distributed Processing (PDP)
model [88][135] of information processing. In their model they implemented
the more general principles of graded, interactive processing. Their model
is a hierarchical model with three processing layers. The �rst layer extracts
oriented edges from the input images. The second layer, called the �gure
unit, groups the features representing the �gure and the third layer is the
output layer which represents the individual objects. These layers inter-
act with each other through excitatory connections. The second layer, the
�gure unit layer, gets bottom-up (image information) as well as top-down
(object representation) information and thus the model performs processing
under these two constraints. An additional sparsity constraint in the form of
a kWTA (k-Winners-Take-All) mechanism was introduced which improves
the results and reduce the simulation time; moreover, it matches the biolog-
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ically plausible inhibition in the visual system. The model performs equally
well for both ambiguous and unambiguous images. In case of unambiguous
images an extra layer, which represents the disparity in the input, is added.
This layer receives input directly from the image and connects it to the
�gure unit layer with one-to-one connectivity.

3.6.2 Segmentation-Recognition in Computer Vision

In computer vision, most work on the segmentation recognition problem is
based on the bottom-up approach. In these approaches both region based
properties and boundary properties are used for segmentation. For example
[172] use the colour, [32] use the intensity and [94] utilizes continuity of body
contours as bottom-up cues for segmentation.

Recently there has been an increased interest for using object related knowl-
edge for �gure-ground segmentation. Borenstein and Ulman [10] represented
the images into small fragments together with labels of object and back-
ground labelling. Given an image containing a known object class, these
fragments were used in a jigsaw-puzzle fashion to �t the image which results
in a consistent mapping of object-background labelling. They produced im-
pressive results on the segmentation of side viewed horses images. In their
model they did not recognize the segmented part which might result from
segmentation of background clutter that matches the object part randomly.
In later work [11], they extended and improved the segmentation results by
combining top-down and bottom-up processing cues. For bottom-up pro-
cessing they used the uniformity criteria to create a hierarchy of segmented
regions.

Another signi�cant work in computer vision that considers segmentation
and recognition as intertwined tightly coupled processes that collaborate
for a common goal is by Leibe and colleagues [80]. The main part of their
approach is on learning highly �exible shape representations of objects in
a probabilistic extension of the Generalized Hough Transform. These rep-
resentations are used to segment the pixels representing the objects in a
given image. The segmentation results in turn improve the recognition by
providing to the system an improved set of pixels of a speci�c object, with
little misleading background pixels. Their proposed system is demonstrated
to be applicable to both rigid as well as articulated objects and achieve
competitive performance with comparatively smaller training data.
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Chapter 4

Visual Attention

Our visual system continuously receives huge amounts of data while our eyes
are open. It is beyond its capability to process all incoming data parallel
in real time. It is probably evolution which provided the visual system
of primates a solution to deal with enormous amount of incoming visual
data. This solution is the phenomenon of visual attention which prioritizes
incoming visual data and performs processing in a serial manner. The focus
of attention is not only relevant to visual data but present in other sensory
systems as well, e.g., the well known cocktail party e�ect for the auditory
system.

4.1 Covert vs Overt Attention

In the visual system there are two possible ways to shift focus of atten-
tion from one part of data to another. First and the most obvious way
is called overt attention where focus of attention can be moved by using
eye-movements. The second way, which is called covert attention, focus of
attention can be changed without moving eyes. Through covert attention,
usually, peripheral areas of current focus of attention are explored. The phe-
nomena of covert attention were �rst stated by Helmholtz [166]. Moreover,
overt and covert attention related to each other [31][21].

4.2 Units of Visual Attention

An important question is: What is the unit of visual attention? In simple
words, what is selected by visual attention: spatial locations, individual
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features or whole object? In most studies attention is focused on a speci�c
location even when related distracters are present in other locations of the
input as well. The main support for location-based attention comes from
the behavioural [35] and physiological [20] studies which demonstrate that
stimuli appearing nearby the attended target get perceptually enhanced.
In the same way, most psychophysical and neurobiological studies support
location-based attention. However, there are studies [17] Treue]. Feature-
based attention in�uences motion processing in macaque visual cortex] which
provide evidence that attention selects features such as colour and motion,
instead of spatial locations. Some studies indicate that attention is object-
based, as selection contains whole objects with all of their features [128]. It is
believed by researchers [161][39][181]that there is no single unit of attention
but all three above motioned units can be used to deploy attention.

4.3 Bottom-up vs Top-down Attention

Visual attention is guided by mainly two factors. These factors are bottom-
up image based saliency and top-down task based guidance [30]. Attention
focuses on a certain part of input information as a result of interaction
between these two factors. For example, when our eyes catch a shooting
star in the dark sky, it is mainly due to bottom-up factors as usually this
event is observed without any intention. While when we search and �nd a
certain colour of a marker, e.g., a blue marker in a box of coloured markers,
it is predominantly due to top-down task speci�c cues.

There are evidence from neuro-physiological studies that the neural sub-
strate for the bottom-up and top-down attention mechanisms reside in two
separate but interacting brain areas [21], and, under normal perception con-
ditions, these two separate areas interact with each other. But, how, exactly,
these two areas generate cues and how they interact with each other is still
an unresolved issue.

Mostly, visual attention research is focused on bottom-up factors because
it is comparatively easier to control and manipulate the bottom-up image
cues presented to subjects than that of the top-down knowledge based cues.
Similarly, most computational models are also based on bottom-up process-
ing and ignore top-down processing. However, there are some models which
consider both bottom-up and top-down processing.
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4.4 Visual Search and Context

Visual search is the most common perceptual task performed by a visual
system. Visual search means �nding something in cluttered environments.
The something is usually called a target and all other non-target items are
called distracters. The basic reason for performing visual search in visual
environment is limitation of the visual system to process all visual informa-
tion entering through the eyes at a time. That is why; visual attention is
used to select serial selection of visual environments as part of search task.
Both overt as well as covert attention is used for the visual search.

An important factor which facilitates search process is context of the target.
In the real world there is a strong relationship between objects and their
surroundings. Experimental studies [108][4] have also shown that humans
use contextual associations of objects for performing detection and recogni-
tion more e�ciently. Computational models of attention have demonstrated
that context play a signi�cant role in guiding the attention towards the most
probable locations and thus improve e�ciency of the search task [97][19].

4.5 Neural Correlates of Visual Attention

The neural mechanism involved in producing visual attention is still an
open research issue. One thing that can be stated with surety is that there
is no single brain area responsible for guiding visual attention. Neuro-
physiological �ndings [87] suggest many di�erent brain areas taking part
in the visual processing responsible for producing visual attention.

In the brain there is a network of brain areas responsible for the mechanism
of visual attention, the most important areas among these are the posterior
parietal cortex (PP), the superior colliculus (SC), the Lateral Intra Parietal
area (LIP), the Frontal Eye Field (FEF) and the pulvinar. But, it is still not
clear that which area is responsible for which speci�c task and how these
areas interact with each other.

Posner and Peterson [119] related the visual attention functions to the dif-
ferent brain areas. They suggested that three brain areas the PP, the SC
and the pilvinar interact with each other to mediate orientation of attention
to salient stimuli in the visual �eld. They claimed that the PP is responsible
for withdrawing attention from the present stimulus, the SC moves atten-
tion to new locations while the pulvinar reads the information from the new
location.

Researchers believe that top-down task speci�c signals are generated from
the areas in the parietal and frontal cortex of the brain. Moreover, there are
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con�icting views about the location of saliency map in the brain. According
to Bichot [6], bottom-up and top-down signals form a kind of saliency map
at FEF. There are variable accounts about the exact location of the saliency
map which can be at LIP, at SC, at V1 or at V4.

4.6 Theories of Visual Attention

There are a large number of psycho-physical theories and models which try
to explain the phenomenon of visual attention. In this text a couple of the
most in�uential theories and models will be presented here.

Figure 4.1: Models based on the Feature Integration Theory (FIT)

One of the most in�uential theory for visual attention is presented by Tries-
mann and Gelade [151] which is known as the Feature Integration Theory
(Figure 4.1). According to this theory visual attention can be divided into
two stages of processing: pre-attentive stage and focused-attention stage. In
the pre-attentive stage individual features, like, colour, intensity, orientation,
etc., are processed independently and automatically in parallel. Individual
feature maps, which are topographical representations, are generated for
each feature. These feature maps are combined together at a master feature
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map. The most salient region of the master map is considered as a �rst focus
of attention. In the focused-attention stage, a serial search is performed on
the salient locations of the master map and selected locations for focus of
attention are processed further for high level perceptual tasks. The salient
locations in the master map do not give any information about the identity
of the object but provide measures of saliency.

Figure 4.2: The Guided Search model of Jeremy Wolf.

Another in�uential theory, which is in competition with the FIT, is Guided
Search theory [178] of Jeremy Wolf (Figure 4.2). This theory was initially
presented against the shortcomings of the FIT and has been continuously
improved since its �rst presentation. It is specially focused on the search
problem. In this theory both bottom-up as well as top-down factors are
employed to select interesting locations in the visual �eld. According to
this theory basic features develop their own activation maps such that the
activation value represent the salience strength of that feature. Top-down
knowledge selects the relevant features to the search task and thereby help
in distinguishing the target from its distracters.

4.7 Computational Models of Visual Attention

Computational models of visual attention provide researchers a useful tool to
test their hypothesis regarding di�erent aspects of visual attention. There
are a large of number of computational attention models. According to
Tsotsos [154] computational models of attention can be classi�ed into four
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Figure 4.3: Description of problems that lead to selective routing hypothesis.

schools of thought or hypothesis. In the following a short description of
the foundation of each hypothesis and its related computational model is
provided.

4.7.1 The Selective Routing Hypothesis

This hypothesis deals with the problem of selecting the correct stimulus at
the input and transmitting information related to this stimulus to the visual
cortex with little interference by other stimuli or noise. For biologically-
inspired neural network models, which contain complex interconnection both
feed-forward and feed-back connection, four problems can be identi�ed [154]
regarding selection and transmission of stimulus at input. Consider �gure
4.3 for a description of these problems. First, (Figure 4.3 a)it can be seen
from the �gure that each output layer unit is connected to many units at
the input layer. In this situation it is not possible for an output unit to
see an attended unit in the input as it sees all units in the input which can
a�ect this output unit. As a unit at the output layer can see the attended
units at the output layer in the context of many other units, it is called the
context problem. Second, (Figure 4.3 b) a unit at the input is connected
to more than one unit at the output layer. Therefore, an attended unit at
input sends signals to many units at the output. In the absence of any extra
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remedial process the localization information of the attended unit is blurred
at the output. This is called the blurring problem. Third, (Figure 4.3 c) if
more than one stimulus appears in the input they interfere with each other
in terms of mutual connecting units and thus give rise to activities in the
network which contain in�uences from many stimuli. Consider two units in
the input layer, one grey and one black, have many common units along their
feed-forward connection. These common units contain in�uences form both
input units and thus result at the output of mostly units with corrupted
information. This problem is known as the cross talk problem.

The problem mentioned above appears in almost all biologically inspired
neural network models and need to be handled. A possible solution to this
problem is presented by Tsotsos [154] in the form of an attention beam
passing through the network from top to bottom. This beam modulate the
network layers and allows the selected items to pass through while suppress
the other stimuli in the context (Figure 4.3 d). Figure [154] e, shows the
changed con�guration of the network due to modulatory action of the at-
tentional beam. The selected unit at the top layer is shown by the arrow
and selected units are shown as black squares.

Models that fall in this category include Pyramid Vision [14] Selective Tun-
ing [153][155][132][132] Neocognitron [45] and SCAN [120].

4.7.2 The Saliency Map Hypothesis

This hypothesis is based on the FIT [150]. According to this hypothesis input
data is represented in the form of individual feature maps, such that each
map represents saliency measures of input data with respect to that feature.
In the next step, these individual maps are combined, while keeping their
topographic representation. The combined map forms a master saliency
map of input data. A Winner-Takes-All (WTA) mechanism is implemented
to select the most salient part of the map as a region of interest. As a last
step, an inhibition of return mechanism is implemented so that the presently
selected region is inhibited to give way to the selection of the next salient
region in the master saliency map and so on. The features used and weights
of each individual feature map in the master saliency map depend on the
problem.

The models of Itti et al.[68], Itti & Koch [67] Walther et al. [170], Naval-
pakkam & Itti [99], Humphreys & Müller [66], Zhang et al. [182], and Bruce
& Tsotsos falls under this hypothesis.
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4.7.3 The Temporal Tagging Hypothesis

The very roots of this hypothesis can be traced back to the work of Gross-
berg [50][49] in which he discussed the relation among the neural oscillations,
perception and attention, and Milner [92] who linked the synchronized neu-
ronal oscillation to the unity of an object. Von Der Malsburg [165] suggested
that temporal correlations of neural activity signal objects.

Crick and Koch suggested that all neurons share activity for certain object
or bind together by an attentional mechanism. In this mechanism neurons
responding to the same object exhibit a phase-locked synchronized oscilla-
tory activity at 40-60 Hz. These synchronized oscillations activate working
memory. In simple words, attended and unattended stimuli can be distin-
guished by temporal tagging. That is the activity of neurons representing
the attended stimuli consists of more synchronized oscillations than that of
neuron representing the unattended stimuli.

The model of Hummel & Biederman [64] and those from Deco's group -
Deco & Zihl [28], Corchs & Deco [22], Deco, Pollatos & Zihl [27] are within
this class.

4.7.4 The Emergent Hypothesis

According to this hypothesis attention is an intrinsic property of large as-
sembly of neurons involved in competitive interaction. The selection process
of attention is mediated by local dynamics and top-down knowledge-based
biasing. Unlike other hypothesis, there is no special stand alone process for
producing visual attention. One of the earlier work which suggested atten-
tion as an emergent property is that of Duncan [33]. This view was further
strengthened by Grossberg's ART (Adaptive Resonance Theory) [48] and
Pomerantz and Pristach [118] and Treisman and Paterson [150] work on
emergent features for attention. Style [146] supported the idea of emergent
visual attention and attributed it to the complex processing in the brain,
while Shipp [145] viewed it as a most acceptable hypothesis.

The model based on and supporting this hypothesis includes, among oth-
ers, Desimone and Duncan [30], Heinke and Humphreys SAIM [57][58][52],
Hamker [53][54][55] , Deco and Zihl [28] and Corchs and Deco [22].
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4.8 Attention-Based Models for Object Recog-

nition

Mostly, in computational modelling, attention and object recognition are
considered as two separate and independent mechanisms, and thus mod-
elled as standalone processes. In cluttered environments where the number
of objects appears together, attention is used as a front end for object recog-
nition, so that recognition can be performed in a serial manner. A number of
computational models for attention-based-recognition have been developed.
In the following a brief overview of some of these models is presented.

Miau et al. [91] presented a biologically-inspired model for attention based
recognition which combines a visual attention front-end with an object
recognition back-end. The attention recognition front-end selects a certain
number of conspicuous locations as candidates for being the required object,
while the object recognition back-end �nds out whether these locations rep-
resent the object of interests. Miau et al. experimented with support vector
machines and a HMX recognition model [125] as two recognition back-ends.
With support vector machines they applied the model to the task of pedes-
trian detection in natural scenes. With the biologically-inspired HMAX
recognition system, which has limited capability, they applied the model
for recognition of simple arti�cial objects like circles and rectangles. They
demonstrated that integrating the attention and recognition models produce
signi�cant speed-up over exhaustive search approaches. Their results also
show that attention facilitates recognition.

In order to perform serial pattern recognition, Salah et al. [140] combined
a bottom-up saliency based attention system with a neural network and an
observable Markov model. They applied this model for the tasks of hand-
written digit recognition and face recognition. Ouerhani [107] developed an
attention based model for tra�c sign recognition. His model is composed of
two components: one component is the bottom-up saliency based attention
system which is adapted to detect tra�c signs, and the second component is
a tra�c sign recognizer which matches the detected region of interest with
the tra�c sign model. Similarly, Frintrop et al. [41] combined an atten-
tion recognizer with an AdaBoost based classi�er for laser scanner data. In
other work, Walther [169] combines an attention based recognizer with a
SIFT feature [84] based object classi�er for improving object recognition
results.

Mitri et al. presented a scheme for combining a biologically-inspired atten-
tion system [93] with a fast classi�er for object detection, and applied it for
locating the soccer balls in a ROBOCUP context. The attention system is
based on both bottom-up and top-down cues. The attention system gen-
erates object hypotheses that are veri�ed by the classi�er. This approach
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contains three phases: training phase, adaptation phase and decision phase.
In the training phase the classi�er learns to recognize the ball from training
images. In the adaption phase the attention system learns the special sce-
nario from a few example images, e.g., the ball's colour and its contrast to
the environment. In the decision phase the attention system generates the
regions of interest that are later veri�ed by the classi�er.

A biologically-inspired approach to combine the attention and recognition
process is presented by Hamker [55]. In this approach, unlike the previously
presented approaches, the attention and object recognition processes share
resources and depend on each other. In this model they used specialized
units that performed template matching with the encoded patterns and,
if a match occurs the target is considered to be detected. This model is
considered as a conceptual one as the targets can be detected with only
those orientations that are learned during training.

Recently, Walther and Koch [171] presented a unifying framework for at-
tention based object recognition. They combined an attention model with
the HMAX recognition model. In the combined model, the representation
learned by the recognition model for identi�cation of a particular object,
can be used to modulate the features and locations of the same object in
the input by top-down modulation.

A model for visual perception and recognition was proposed by Rybak et
al., [138]. In their approach an image is explored and investigated from
previously learned knowledge. The proposed model contains two memory
structures: what (sensory memory) and where (motor memory). Initially,
�xation points are determined in an image and relative information is stored.
The features from the image fragments located at the �xation points are
extracted and stored in sensory memory, and relative shifts between the
�xations is stored in the motor memory. This stored information is used
to guide the visual search and match the extracted features with the stored
data.
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Part II

Research Work
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Chapter 5

Approach and Method

5.1 Introduction

As stated in Chapter 1, the main research goal of this thesis is to develop
biologically-based models for object recognition which can deal with single
as well as multiple objects in the visual �eld. In achieving this goal we
developed a series of models for both visual attention and object recognition.
The whole work in this regard can be divided into three steps. In the �rst
step we develop a model for single object recognition and investigate its
di�erent parameters. In the second step, we extend the model by adding
functionality of visual attention, which enables it to handle multiple objects
in the visual �eld. In the third step, we focus on occluded and overlapped
objects and perform a couple of eye-tracking studies with human subjects to
understand human behaviour on these tasks. On the basis of the results and
analysis of these studies we made some hypothesis and accordingly upgraded
our model. We apply this model to recognition of occluded and overlapped
objects.

5.2 General Approach

The computational modelling approach in this thesis is based on biologically-
based neural networks. These networks are modular, hierarchical, bidirec-
tional and parallel processing machines. Di�erent parts of the network
(sub-network) process di�erent aspects of the input information indepen-
dently and in parallel. These modules are hierarchical, having many levels
of processing. These levels are connected to each other through bidirectional
connections and form attractor networks. Then modules are connected to
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each other to share information which facilitates performing their tasks.

In the primate brain the smallest information processing unit is the neuron.
The neurons work together under speci�c natural rules and structures to
form the neural substrate for cognitive tasks performed by primates. At the
elementary level a model of real neuron is used as the basic computational
unit. This model uses equations based on the electrophysiological properties
of the real neuron to compute the synaptic responses to the input signals
[106]. These computing units are then arranged in a specialized architecture.

Two important elements for any learning algorithm are to take care of reg-
ularities in input information and label distinctive structures under high
level instructions. To meet these criteria, a hybrid learning model is used
which contains both the Hebbain and error-driven learning. While the Heb-
bian learning extracts statistical regularities in the input the error-driven
learning performs a task speci�c assignment. Moreover, an inhibitory com-
petition in the models are introduced which, in addition to facilitating the
Hebbian learning, helps to generate a distributed representation. Due to the
bidirectional information �ow, the models perform a constraint satisfaction
style of processing to achieve the required states of the models in response
to a speci�c input.

Figure 5.1: A typical object recognition network model based on our ap-
proach.
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5.3 Modelling Object Recognition

The approach to object recognition modelling is based on the information
processing in the ventral pathway of the human visual system. This pathway
is composed of hierarchically organized processing areas and converts low
level visual features into complex and spatially invariant representations.
Thus, transforming low level visual information to spatially invariant repre-
sentations is the de�ning characteristics of the object recognition process.

The transformation process is carried out along a hierarchal structure and
allows information to �ow in both top-down and bottom-up directions. The
information oscillates among levels of the hierarchy before reaching a stable
state and thus an interactive constraint satisfaction style of processing is
carried out.

In order to generate a spatially invariant representation, the information
transformation mechanism collapses di�erences in scale, position etc., while
keeping the distinctions which help distinguish among di�erent object classes.
Moreover, the representation must also be tolerant to di�erences within
classes.

An important issue in hierarchal object recognition is the binding problem,
i.e., the spatial relationship among object features that must be encoded
in the representation so that objects can be recognized correctly. In our
approach spatial relationship is kept intact to a certain level of the hierarchy
where the whole shape of the object is represented.

In other models which use a similar approach, each level is divided into
two successive stages such that the �rst level enhances the invariane of the
representation and the second level develops a more complex representation.
In our model both these jobs are performed at the same level.

A typical object recognition model based on our approach is hierarchical
interactive neural network (Figure 5.1). Its layers are bidirectionally con-
nected to perform constrain satisfaction style interactive processing in a
biologically-plausible manner. The layers of the network are divided into
groups of units. An inhibition mechanism is used to achieve a sparse dis-
tributed representation. The task of this network is to recognize a given
pattern in a scale, position and distortion invariant manner. In this thesis,
for all simulations we will use the same network architecture for the object
recognition tasks.

The �rst layer of this network is the Input layer. This layer feeds input
images to the network. Each unit of this layer represents one pixel of the
input image.

The �rst layer after the Input layer is the Feature_Extraction layer which
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represents V1 or the primary visual cortex. It is designed to extract local
features from the input image. The units of this layer are arranged into
groups such that each group processes a speci�c part of the input image.
All units within a group of the Feature_Extraction layer extract features
from the same spatial location. This layer is connected to the Input layer
with feed-forward connections.

The next layer along the hierarchy is the Intermediate_Representation layer,
which represents the V2 area of the visual cortex. It is also a multi group
layer. Units of this layer have larger receptive �elds than that of the Fea-
ture_Extraction units. Units in this layer process the information encoded
by the Feature_Extraction units. During learning, this layer develops more
complex and invariant feature representations.

The next layer along the hierarchy is Shape_Representation which repre-
sents the higher processing areas. This layer is not divided into groups.
Units in this layer have a very large receptive �eld which encompasses the
whole of the input, i.e., each unit of this layer gets input from all of the
units in the previous layer. This layer builds a complex and invariant rep-
resentation of the individual patterns.

The last layer of the model is the Output layer which represents the output
of the network. Each unit of this layer represents a unique pattern class;
therefore, the number of units in the output layer is equal to the number of
classes for which the network is trained. Error-driven learning in combina-
tion with Hebbian learning is used to assign all representations of a speci�c
class of patterns at the Shape_Rep layer to its class-representing unit at
the output layer.

5.4 Modelling Visual Attention

In most of the models of attention [151][67][153][67], attention focus and
object recognition are considered to be two separate mechanisms. In such
models, attention for an image is computed and a part of the image within
the attentional focus is extracted. This image part is fed to the object
recognition module for recognition purposes. Unlike most other models, the
models presented in this thesis do not consider attention as a separate, stand-
alone mechanism. Instead, attention emerges as a result of the interaction
between the ventral and dorsal pathways. The main factors which cause
attentional focus to emerge are inhibitory competition among the units,
inhibitory competition within hyper-columns and layers, and a constraint
satisfaction (learned weight patterns in the network) style of interactive
processing.

The visual attention models presented in this thesis simulate the function-
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Figure 5.2: Model of attention used in the studies.

ality of both the ventral and the dorsal pathway for generating attentional
focus at speci�c spatial locations. The spatial focus of attention interacts
with top-down e�ects in the object recognition pathway to give rise to object-
based attention. The basic structure of the attention model is shown in
Figure 5.2. It contains the same object recognition model as Figure 5.1 with
the addition of two layers, the Saliency_map and the Attention layer, which
perform the role of the dorsal pathway. The Saliency_map and the Atten-
tion layer are laterally interconnected with the object recognition network
at the level of Feature_Extraction and Shape_Rep respectively. The num-
ber of units in the attention layer represents the unique locations, instead
of features, within the object recognition pathway. The interaction between
the two attention layers and the object recognition pathway selects object-
speci�c location units in the Saliency_Map layer. The inhibitory compe-
tition within layers allows only the most active units in the Saliency_Map
layer to stay active, which indicates the location of the strongest activated
object in the object recognition pathway. The same interaction increases
the activations of the Feature_Extraction units at this particular location.
The local inhibition within the Feature_Extraction layer inhibits the acti-
vations at all other locations, which are comparatively weak. In this way the
interaction between the two pathways single out the most salient object for
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further processing along the object recognition pathway. If the mechanism
of inhibition-of-return is properly implemented, then focus will shift to the
next salient object location, and so on.

Similarly, the object- or task-speci�c top-down e�ects are injected through
the output layer units to the layers Shape_Rep and Intermediate_Rep.
The interaction between the top-down e�ects and bottom-up input process-
ing in the object recognition pathway leads to an increase in the activation
of units representing the task-related object's speci�c features in the layers
Intermediate_Rep and Shape_Rep. Meanwhile, an interaction between the
object recognition pathway and the dorsal pathway, taking place in par-
allel through the Intermediate_Rep and Attention layers, causes focus of
attention to shift to the most task relevant object.

In our simulations, the visual attention models will be based on the same
basic structure as described above, but then it will be extended to more
complex models.

5.5 A Biologically Plausible Computational Frame-

work

In this section a brief overview of a biologically plausible algorithm, the
Leabra (Local, Error-driven and Associative, Biologically Realistic Algo-
rithm) [106], [104], will be presented. The Leabra algorithm (Appendix B)
is implemented in Emergent [1], a comprehensive neural network simulation
environment we used for developing our models and performing simulations.
Leabra is based on six basic principles [106]:

1. biological realism

2. distributed representation

3. inhibitory competition (kWTA)

4. bidirectional activation propagation

5. error-driven learning (GeneRec)

6. Hebbian Learning (CPCA)

On the basis of the above stated principles, the activation function for the
basic units and learning algorithm was formulated. In the following the
activation function for the basic unit of the model will �rst be described
and then an overview of the learning algorithm and its components will be
presented. (In Appendix B, pseudo code for Leabra will be described to help
understand how it works with interactive networks).
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Activation Function for the Basic Unit in Leabra In Leabra, the
basic unit is a point approximation of a biological neuron. All necessary
computations regarding the basic unit are made according to a formula that
is derived by analysing the electrophysiological properties of a biological
neuron. An important parameter of a biological neuron is its membrane
potential, which can be described as a function of all input to the neuron
through its dendrites. The value of the membrane potential, together with
a threshold, is responsible for determining the output of the neuron. Leabra
models the output of a neuron by using the thresholded sigmoidal function
of the membrane potential:

yj =
γ[Vm − θ]+

γ[Vm − θ]+ + 1
(5.1)

In equation 5.1, γ = gain, Vm = membrane potential, θ = �ring threshold,
[x]+ = the positive component of x, otherwise zero.

Hebbian/Model Learning Hebbian learning or Model learning is about
developing an internal model of the environment. For model learning, Leabra
uses CPCA (Conditional Principal Component Analysis) augmented with
weight re-normalization and contrast enhancement, which improves the dy-
namic range of the weights and the selectivity of the units to the strongest
correlations in the input. The weight update equation for the Hebbian model
learning is given as:

∆wj = εyj(xi − wij)

= ∆hebb (5.2)

In equation 5.2, ε = learning rate, xi = activation of sending unit i, yj =
activation of receiving unit j, wij = weight from unit i to unit j.

K-Winners-Take-All (kWTA) To achieve a sparse distributed repre-
sentation, Leabra uses a K-Winners-Take-All (kWTA) inhibition function.
The kWTA function computes threshold values which allow only the K most
active units in a layer to become activated while keeping the remaining
weaker units under their �ring threshold. The amount of inhibition gi,
which is provided to the layer or unit group is de�ned to lie somewhere be-
tween the inhibition threshold of unit k+1, gθi (k+1), which is the amount of
inhibition that is required to press unit k+ 1 below its activation threshold,
and the inhibition threshold, gθi (k), of unit k:
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gi = gθi (k + 1) + q(gθi (k) − gθi (k + 1)) (5.3)

In equation 10.3, gθi (k) = inhibition threshold for unit k, q = margin above
required level.

The combination of Hebbian model learning and inhibitory competition
leads to a distributed representation of the input patterns, such that units
represent the statistically-informative principal features of the input.

Error-driven Task Learning Model learning learns an internal model
of the outside world, but it has limitations when it comes to learning input-
output mappings. This makes model learning insu�cient for learning a
speci�c task. For this reason, in Leabra, model learning is complemented
with error-driven task learning. Error driven learning in Leabra is realized
by Contrastive Hebbian learning (CHL) which is an improved form of the
biologically plausible GeneRec algorithm [103]. To realize error-driven learn-
ing in a biologically plausible manner, the network settles in two phases, i.e.,
expectation (minus) and outcome (plus). The network then computes a sim-
ple di�erence of a pre-synaptic and post-synaptic activation product across
these two phases:

∆wij = ε(x+i y
+
j + x−i y

−
j )

= ∆err (5.4)

In equation 5.4, ε = learning rate, xi = activation of sending unit i, yj
= activation of receiving unit j, x−, y− = activation when only input is
clamped, x+, y+ = activation when both input and output is clamped.

Combined Hebbian and Error-driven Learning In Leabra, Hebbian
learning and error-driven task learning are combined, at each synapse in
the network, to obtain the advantages of the two forms of learning. A net
weight update of a connection as a result of a linear combination of the two
learning methods is:

∆wij = ε[Chebb∆hebb + (1 − Chebb)∆err] (5.5)

In equation 5.5, ε = learning rate, Chebb = proportion of Hebbian learning.

The combination of the two forms of learning allows the model to learn the
statistical regularities in the input data, and do this in a way that suits the
task at hand.
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5.6 A General Scheme of the Studies

To achieve the overall objective of the thesis and conduct studies smoothly,
the following steps were performed in all studies.

(a) Network Development

(b) Selection of Dataset

(c) Training and Testing

(d) Network Analysis

5.6.1 Network Development

As a �rst step, for each study, the network will be developed from the models
of object recognition and attention. For that the Emergent framework will
be used and the Leabra algorithm will be employed for learning and working
of the networks. Some changes in the structure of the networks from study
to study will be done, but within the strict limits, so that the basic structure
will remain intact.

5.6.2 Selection of Dataset

For all studies presented in this thesis, the datasets were developed (or
selected) according to the requirements of the task. The main objective was
to use a dataset that facilitated evaluation of the network's performance on
the task at hand, and was useful for analysing the network. The datasets
and their characteristics, with reference to our studies, are:

Figure 5.3: Satellite images of three di�erent cyclones.

Satellite Images of Cyclones

Cyclone images contain cloud patterns that have amorphous shapes and a
lot of noise (Figure 5.3). They have large variations in sizes, construction
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Figure 5.4: Three samples of the handwritten characters dataset.

and intensity at almost all points within the image. The direction of the
movement of a cyclone is signi�ed by its tail. Predicting the future direction
of a cyclone by learning cyclone images and then by generalizing to novel
objects is a di�cult task.

Handwritten English Alphabets and Digits

Hand written characters have also large variations in sizes and shapes due
to variations in writing styles from person to person (Figure 5.4). That
is why handwritten alphabets have been widely used as a benchmark for
classi�cation algorithms. Meanwhile, alphabets share parts with each other
e.g. `H' and `E' share `-' and `I'. This sharing of parts makes them an ideal
choice as a dataset for evaluating part-based or feature-based generalization
and analysis.

Figure 5.5: First row shows original dataset. Each object is made up by
combining three, horizontal and vertical lines at di�erent positions. Middle
row shows the distorted version of the original dataset and, the images in
the last row are the original images, each with di�erent type of noise.
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Line Objects

The main bene�t with line objects is the freedom to tailor the objects ac-
cording to the requirements of the task at hand. We developed arti�cial
objects that were composed of three connected horizontal and vertical lines
at di�erent positions within the image. For testing, three noisy and distorted
versions of the original dataset were created by adding noise and distortion
to the original objects (Figure 5.5). These modi�cations made the dataset
quite challenging for the recognition and generalization tasks.

Figure 5.6: Top row: Examples of the �ve object categories that were se-
lected from the Caltech-101 data base. Bottom row: Edge representations
of the images.

The Caltech-101 Database

This is a well-known image database of 101 categories of di�erent objects.
Objects in this database are single, well de�ned and have little clutter. We
selected �ve di�erent categories of objects, and extracted edges from them
by �rst converting them into grayscale (Figure 5.6).

Now, after describing the datasets used in this thesis, a brief description of
the studies in relation to the datasets used is presented.

Chapter 6

Study-I In this experiment we investigated the optimal receptive �eld size
for interactive networks. The network used in this study was based on the
basic model of object recognition described previously. For these simulations
the cyclone images were used.

Study-II In this experiment the role of Hebbian learning for generalization
to novel objects, was investigated. The units of the network learnt the
features of the objects from the training set, and these features were reused
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for generalization to novel objects. Due to the requirement of the task, we
wanted to have images with objects that have varying size and shape, and
share parts or features with each other. For these reasons, we used the
handwritten character dataset for our simulations.

Study-III This experiment made a comparison between two feature ex-
traction methods, the Gabor-�lter method and the Hebbian-learning method.
The main objective was to evaluate the performance of the two networks
that used di�erent feature extracting methods with respect to their ability
to generalize to novel objects, and with respect to tolerance for noise in the
images. For the simulations, we developed two hierarchical networks based
on the basic object recognition model. The dataset of line images was used
in the simulations.

Chapter 7

Study-I This experiment was about the emergence of focus of attention
in an interactive network, as a result of the interaction between the top-
down and bottom-up activation �ows. The main emphasis in this work was,
�rstly, to observe the role of bottom-up e�ects for attention in the image,
and secondly, how top-down task based cues modulate the bottom-up ef-
fects. The network developed for simulation was based on the previously
described basic model of attention. To clearly demonstrate the role of at-
tention, especially the modulatory e�ects by top-down signals, well de�ned
objects of di�erent categories, with little clutter were needed. That is the
reason we use objects from the Caltech-101 dataset.

Study-II In this experiment a selective attention based model for object
search was presented. The model uses context as a cue to select the required
object among both dissimilar as well as similar objects. The image data
for this experiment was developed by arranging selected objects from the
Caltech-101 database within an image.

Chapter 8

Study-I A simple model for occluded pattern recognition is presented.
Handwritten English letters and digits were used to train the models. Oc-
cluded patterns were developed manually to test the model.

Study-II In this experiment a relatively complex model for recognition of
occluded patterns is presented. An eye-tracking study was also conducted.
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For this experiment both machine printed and handwritten patterns of En-
glish letters and digits were used. The occluded patterns were developed by
manually adding noise or superimposing patterns on each other.

Chapter 9

Study-I A simple model for recognition of overlapped patterns is pre-
sented. Handwritten English letters and digits were used in training the
model. To test the model, overlapped patterns were developed manually.

Study-II In this experiment a model for recognition of overlapped pat-
terns in a serial manner was presented. An eye-tracking study was also per-
formed. For this experiment overlapped objects was developed by manually
superimposing the drawn patterns. Both handwritten as well as machine
printed English letters and digits were used.

5.6.3 Training and Testing

After developing the networks and selecting the datasets, for conducting a
particular study, the next step was to run simulations and generate results.
For this purpose, training and testing needs to be done. First of all, the
network was trained on the speci�ed training dataset for �ve to ten batches.
A minimum error criterion was set for training, so that when the network
achieved this minimum level further training was stopped. For most of
the studies, the minimum criterion was set to achieve zero mean square
error. There was also an upper bound on the number of maximum epochs
for one batch of training. If a network was unable to reach the pre-set
error criterion it was stopped after a pre-speci�ed number of epochs and the
next training batch was started. Di�erent training parameters were used to
achieve optimal performance.

5.6.4 Network Analysis

In all studies, after simulations, we performed analyses of the network model
used in that experiment. One of the problems with the neural network
approach is the di�culty to analyse the network's internal working. The
activation patterns of the layers are not easily analysed. Moreover, the
hidden layers, which are not directly connected to the input layer, do not give
any clue on viewing the weight patterns developed during training. Instead
of adhoc manual analysis, in some experiments, we therefore used activation
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Figure 5.7: An illustration of the ARF and APF analyses. The three rectan-
gular boxes represent three layers: Input, Feature_Extraction and Output.
The other hidden layers have not been shown in the �gure. The ARF of a
Feature_Extraction unit, represented by a small drawn box, is computed
by averaging all the input patterns for which the unit has shown some ac-
tivation. The Input layer displays the same average pattern for the whole
image. The box, at the corner of the Feature_Extraction layer, represents
the actual ARF for the Feature_Extraction unit. The Output layer displays
the APF for the same Feature_Extraction unit.

based receptive �eld (ARF) and activation based projection �eld (APF)
analyses to understand the transformations implemented by the network.

Activation based receptive �eld analysis measures the correlation between
the activity of a unit with respect to the activity patterns of another layer,
and displays the result graphically (Figure 5.7). For example, we want to
know how a hidden layer's unit activity correlates with the activity patterns
of the input layer. In this case the input layer will be considered as a RF for
the hidden layer unit. Mathematically, the expression for a given receptive
�eld element ri (corresponding to an input layer unit i) can be calculated
as:

ri =

∑
t yj(t)xi(t)∑
t yj(t)

(5.6)
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In equation 5.6, yt(t) represents the activation of the unit for whom the RF
is being computed, xi(t) represents the activation of the unit in the layer
on which we are computing the receptive �eld, and t is an index over input
patterns.

The equation calculates the activation for a single unit of the RF, but it can
be extended to calculate the activations for all units of the RF correspond-
ing to a particular hidden layer unit. The calculated RF pattern represents
the weighted average of all the input layer activations for which the hidden
layer unit shows some sensitivity.In the same way, in the activation-based
projection analysis, the activation of a hidden layer unit with respect to the
corresponding activation at the output layer is calculated and represented
graphically. It helps to understand the involvement of a particular hidden
layer unit when activating di�erent output classes. The activation-based
projection �eld is calculated with the same formula that is used for calcu-
lating ARF.

In our simulations, we performed the ARF and APF analyses to visualize the
sensitivity of the Feature_Extraction units for various forms of input within
their RF, as well as for the whole input patterns. It enables us to decide
whether the feature extracted by the Feature_Extraction unit is generic,
that is, shared by many classes or discriminative, speci�c to one class of
objects.

5.7 Eye Tracking Studies

As a part of the research work related to this thesis, a couple of eye tracking
studies were conducted. The main aim of these studies was to register
and analyse human behaviour for object recognition. A certain number of
human subjects were selected and presented with appropriate task relevant
stimuli. The gaze paths obtained in this process were analysed to predict
the strategies adopted by these subjects and corresponding behaviour for
speci�c recognition tasks. The results of these studies were utilized, �rstly, in
developing models and, secondly, for evaluating and comparing the stimulus
behaviour of the models on similar tasks.
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Chapter 6

Exploration of a

Biologically-Based

Interactive Network Model

for Object Recognition

This chapter investigates a biologically-based interactive network model for
object recognition with the aim to broaden the understanding of such net-
works, and thereby improve their performance for object recognition. Struc-
tural modi�cations and learning parameters will be evaluated by system-
atic testing for optimal generalization. This chapter contains three studies.
Speci�cally, Study-I investigates the e�cacy of using hybrid learning (a mix
of Hebbian and error-driven learning), instead of pure error-driven learning
for generalization tasks. Study-II analyzes the optimal size of the receptive
�elds in the feature extraction layer. Study-III compares learnt vs. hard
coded feature detectors.

6.1 Study-I: Size of the Receptive Field

Biologically-based neural network models for object recognition are hierar-
chical in structure. At the lowest level, just next to input, local features
are extracted and in subsequent layers along the network hierarchy these
features are combined together to develop invariant representations of the
objects. For extracting local features, the biological concept of receptive
�eld (RF) is implemented in the network architecture. The RF is the area
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or group of units from which a unit receives its input. In arti�cial neural
networks, this concept is implemented by connecting a unit within a layer
to a limited group of units in the preceding layer.

In this study, we investigated the optimal size of the RF for the feature
extraction layer of the interactive hierarchical network. Especially, we were
interested in how the size of the receptive �eld a�ects generalization of the
network. For this purpose, we conducted systematic tests on networks with
di�erent receptive �eld sizes.

Figure 6.1: A snapshot of one of the three networks used in this study. This
network has six layers.The highlighted line shows the connectivity pattern
of a unit in the Feature_Extraction layer with the Input and Intermedi-
ate_Rep layer.

6.1.1 Model and Network

For simulation purposes we developed three similar networks (Figure 6.1)
based on our basic model of object recognition. The three networks were
similar except for the three di�erent receptive �eld sizes used in the Fea-
ture_Extraction layer: 26x26, 20x20 and 16x16, producing a large, medium
and small RF respectively. Since we used the same convergence rate for all
three networks, the di�erence in the sizes of RF's required the three networks
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to have di�erent number of layers in order for the receiving unit groups to
converge into a single layer at the top-level. The network with large RF had
�ve layers, while medium and large RF networks had 6 layers. In case of six
layers, the Intermediate_Rep layer of the basic model is replaced with two
layers which are named Intermediate_I and Intermediate_II. All layers of
each network are connected to each other through bidirectional connections.
The di�erent sizes of the RF caused the three networks to have a di�erent
number of receiving unit groups within the layers. The numbers of RF for
large, medium and small RF networks were: 25 (5x5), 16 (4x4) and 9 (3x3)
respectively. All other parameters, except the structures (number of layers)
of the network due to variations in RF sizes, were kept constant across the
simulations.

Figure 6.2: Images of cyclones used to generate training and test data.

6.1.2 Task, Dataset and Training

The task of the networks was to predict the future direction of cyclone
movement based on the cloud pattern in the cyclone image (Figure 6.2).
We used satellite images of four cyclones. The original images of the four
cyclones were resized to 66x66 pixels and rotated in eight equal steps to give
eight possible directions of the cyclones. Each rotated image was then shifted
in two steps in all directions to produce 25 images from each rotated image.
In total we obtained 8x25=200 images from each cyclone image. We kept
aside three basic satellite images of cyclones (equivalent to 3 x 200 generated
images) for testing. Out of the remaining 200 images, corresponding to one
satellite image, 95% were used for training the network and 5% for testing.
All these cyclone images are di�erent in shape and to some extent in size as
their size depends on their intensity.

For training a mix of Hebbian and error-driven learning was used. In all
networks, the connection between input to the Feature_Extraction layer
used a Chebb of 0.5 (5% of Hebbian learning) while the rest of the connections
used a Chebb of 0.25 (25% of Hebbian learning).
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Table 6.1: Results from the generalization tests using both a 5% testing set
from the same cyclone that was used for training and images of four new
cyclones. Testing was based on the two best weight sets selected from the
�ve listed below.
Training Image Test Images

5% set
RF size % error % error % error % error % error
16x16 14.3 35.5 70 51.5 55

0 28.5 92.5 42.5 41
20x20 14.3 28.5 94.5 41.5 48

0 24.5 79.5 41.5 33.5
26x26 0 13 64 32 12

14.3 3.5 47 26 12

6.1.3 Simulation and Results

We tested the networks' generalization capability in two ways: First, by us-
ing the 5% testing set containing novel translations (orientation and position
variations) of the same cyclone that was used for training, and second by us-
ing a full set of images (all orientation and position variations) of four novel
cyclones. We recorded the number of errors and calculated the percent of
errors that were made (Table 6.1). As illustrated in Table 6.1, generalization
performance was worse when a small RF of 16 x 16 pixels was used in the
Feature_Extraction layer. Generalization performance was intermediate for
20 x 20 pixels RF in the Feature_Extraction layer. Generalization was best
for an RF size of 26 x 26 pixels. This indicates that RF is an important
factor for generalization, and that RF needs to be big enough so that all
receiving groups in the Feature_Extraction layer cover some portion of the
meaningful parts of the image. The meaningful parts would be those parts of
the image that contain task-relevant information, such as information about
object identity. Non-meaningful parts could, for example, be background
information and/or noise.

In addition to the above tests, we analysed the weight structure developed in
the network during training, using activation-based receptive �eld analysis
(ARF).
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Figure 6.3: Activation-based receptive and projective �eld analysis for the
Feature_Extraction layer of the 16 x 16 receptive �eld network architecture.
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Activation-Based Receptive Field Analysis for Small RF Size (16
x 16)

The plots for activations-based receptive �eld analysis for small RF sizes (16
x 16) are shown in Figure 6.3. The plots show the thirty-six (6 x 6) units
in the lower leftmost group in the Feature_Extraction layer organized in
the same order as they appear within the layer. Note that although average
incoming activation is shown across the whole image, units actually receive
input from a small RF within the image (marked with white squares).

The plot at the top in Figure 6.3 shows average activation mediated from
the Input layer into each of the thirty-six units in the receiving group. So,
in a sense, the plots show the average of all those training and testing im-
ages that a particular unit has learnt to react to. Note that all thirty-six
units have the same RF, that is they receive input from the same part of
the image (marked with white squares). The Plot at the bottom in the
Figure 6.3 shows projection �elds (output) from the same unit group in
the Feature_Extractionlayer into the Output layer (8 x 1 units). The two
plots reveal that about ten units in the Feature_Extraction layer are never
activated during processing. In addition, nine or so units have not devel-
oped any useful feature representations (round blobs) and became activated
for all inputs. These units also project to a large number among the eight
directional units (those direction units that receive projection are marked
with yellow-red squares).

It can be concluded from the two plots that feature detectors that were
developed in the Feature_Extraction layer for small RF sizes (16 x 16) were
often not indicative of the cyclone direction. Also, units were to a large
extent dead, that is, they did not partake in the processing of any input
after learning.

Activation-Based Receptive Field Analysis for Large RF Size (26
x 26)

The plots for the activations-based receptive �eld analysis for small RF
sizes (26 x 26) are shown in Figure 6.4. The same unit group of V1 is used
for analysis that was used in the previous case. In contrast to units with
small RF's, Feature_Extraction units with large RF's (26 x 26 units) often
developed useful representations, and tended to react to input depicting cy-
clones in a few speci�c directions (which can be seen in the elongated shapes
in Figure 6.4, top), and in that the Feature_Extraction units were to a
greater extent useful for the task of predicting the direction of cyclone move-
ment (Figure 6.4, bottom). In addition, when large RF's were used, Fea-
ture_Extraction feature detectors turned out to indirectly project to a few
direction units in the output layer, indicating that the Feature_Extraction
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Figure 6.4: Activation-based receptive and projective �eld analysis for the
Feature_Extractionl layer of the 26 x 26 receptive �eld network architecture.
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units were to a greater extent useful for the task of predicting the direction
of cyclone movement.

6.1.4 Discussion and Conclusion

Our results and analysis indicate that the RF-size in the �rst hidden layer
must be chosen so that each RF cover meaningful information in the input
images; meaningful in the sense that the information contributes to the
task that the network has to accomplish. For the images that we have
used, the optimal RF size turned out to be relatively large, 26 x 26 pixels,
which was about one third of the image size. When we used smaller RF's,
peripheral receiving groups, for example covering the lower left corner of
the input image, did for some image translations not see any part of the
foreground. At the same time, these unit groups were encouraged by the
kWTA algorithm to produce an activation pattern consisting of K active
units within that particular receiving group. It may thus be that part of the
observed e�ect can be attributed to the kWTA algorithm that we used, which
encourages a certain level of activation (K active units) in each receiving
group. This entails that those units whose RF did not, at least partially,
cover foreground information developed a tendency for spurious activations.
Instead of mediating useful information in the feed-forward direction, these
units were driven by feedback signals, which may have hampered learning
and subsequent generalization in the network. This e�ect would, of course,
not occur if larger RF's were used that always cover some part of the image
foreground.

6.2 Study-II: Hybrid Learning for Generaliza-

tion

In this study we developed a biologically-inspired hierarchical network and
used a hybrid learning algorithm based on Hebbian and error-driven learning
algorithms. We analysed the performance of the network by systematically
varying the amount of Hebbian learning from zero and onward. Especially,
we focus on the generalization capability of the network with and without
the use of Hebbian learning. Images of cyclones and letters of the English
alphabet are used for the classi�cation task. For feature extraction, the
network relies on the features detector developed by Hebbian learning.
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Figure 6.5: A snapshot of the network used in this study. The highlighted
line shows the connectivity pattern of a unit in the Feature_Extraction layer
with the Input and Intermediate_Rep layer.

Table 6.2: Speci�cations of the network used in simulations.
Layer Name Type Unit

Geom
Group
Geom

RF of a
Unit

RF
Overlap

Input Input 66x66 - - -
Feature_Ext Hidden 8x8 3x3 26x26 6x6
Intermediate_Rep Hidden 4x4 2x2 14x14 4x4
Shape_Rep Hidden 12x12 1x1 Whole

Layer
-

Output Target 8x1 1x1 Whole
layer

-

6.2.1 Model and Network

In this study we use the model of object recognition described earlier in
Chapter 5. The interactive hierarchical network based on this model is
composed of �ve layers: Input, Feature_Extraction, Intermediate_Rep,
Shape_Rep and Output (see Figure 6.5). Table 6.2 summarises the network
architecture.
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6.2.2 Task, Dataset and Training

We run simulations with two di�erent sets of images, with two di�erent
structures with respect to their composing features. One set consists of
cyclone images, Figure 6.6, and the other consists of handwritten letters of
the English alphabet, Figure 6.7.

Figure 6.6: Cyclone images used for generating training and test datasets.
All the images are di�erent in shapes and sizes. Images are named as (from
left) cyclone 1, cyclone 2, cyclone 3, cyclone 4 and cyclone 5. For each
simulation, four images were used for generating the training set and one,
alternatively, for the test set.

Figure 6.7: Handwritten letters of the English alphabet used for generating
training data.

Simulation with Cyclone Images

The task of the two identical networks (identical in all respect except learn-
ing algorithm) was to predict the future direction of cyclone movement in
images based on cloud patterns. We used satellite images of �ve cyclones,
such that, four of those alternatively were used for training and the remain-
ing one for testing purpose. The original images of �ve cyclones were resized
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to 66x66 pixels and rotated in eight equal steps to give eight possible di-
rections of cyclones. Each rotated image was then shifted in two steps in
all directions to produce 25 images from each rotated image. In total we
got 200 (8x25) images out of each cyclone image. We used four cyclones,
i.e., 800 (4x200) images for training and one cyclone, i.e., 1x200 images for
testing. All these images are di�erent in shape and location at which they
appear in the images and to some extent in size. Training and testing of
the networks was performed side-by-side, i.e., testing on novel images were
performed after every two epochs of training. Both of the networks were
run for a maximum of 50 epochs, or until training error have reached zero.

Simulation with Images of Handwritten Letters

We chose eight capital letters from the English alphabet and got handwritten
samples of these letters from six di�erent persons. All images were resized
to 60x60 pixels and then each image was shifted and resized in two steps.
Where each of the shifting steps is two pixels wide and each resizing step
increases the original size by 20%. Thus, we got 75 (1x25x3) images from a
single letter image. In total the number of images obtained was 600 (75x8).
In the simulations we used �ve of the sample images for training and left
one for testing. In this case both of the networks were run for a maximum
of 50 epochs, or until training error have reached zero. Like in the case of
simulations with cyclone images, testing on novel images were performed
after every two epochs of training.

6.2.3 Simulation and Results

In this section simulation results and analysis for both cyclone images and
English alphabets will be presented.

Simulation Results for the Cyclone Images

Test results of the simulations for the cyclone images are compiled in Table
6.3. The images in the table represent the cyclone images used for generat-
ing the test set. The columns under each image present the percentage of
error for the generalization test on the corresponding image. Training and
testing was performed side by side, i.e., testing was performed after every
two epochs of training. From Table 6.3, it is clear that addition of some
amount of Hebbian learning with error-driven learning reduces the percent-
age of generalization error, made by the network, on the novel image set
compared to the case of pure error-driven learning.
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Table 6.3: Results from the generalization test on novel cyclone images.
The network was trained by using the hybrid learning. Each of the columns
under a cyclone image presents the percentage of error for the network for
the test data generated by that cyclone image.

-
Epoch % error % error % error % error % error
2 52.5 32 64.3 50.8 56
4 22.8 13.4 63.8 24.1 20.2
6 16.2 0.9 60.1 4.9 10.6
8 15.9 1.5 56.3 4.6 11.5
10 14.5 4.3 58.3 4.2 10.8
12 14.1 2.6 58.1 3.4 10.7
14 13.5 2.5 58.1 3.6 11
16 13.9 2.5 58.3 3.6 11.3
18 13.8 2.3 58.3 3.7 11.3
20 13.5 2.4 58.3 3.6 11.3
22 13.7 2.2 58 3.7 11.3
24 13.3 2.5 58 3.7 11.2
26 13.4 2.8 58.1 3.8 11.3
28 13.6 2.8 57.9 3.7 11.5

Figure 6.8: Plots for the training and the testing errors vs. number of
epoch for the cyclone images for: (left) hybrid learning, (right) error-driven
learning alone. The plots represent the average value of the �ve batches of
testing and training. In this �gure broken lines represent training curves.
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Table 6.4: Results from the generalization test on novel cyclone images. The
network was trained by using only error-driven learning. The layout of the
table is the same as that of Table 6.3.

-
Epoch % error % error % error % error % error
2 58.6 43.1 69.7 45.3 58.6
4 23.2 30.3 81.2 13.1 38.5
6 10.9 2.2 72.5 2.6 10.5
8 10.3 4.7 72.8 5.1 14.3
10 12.8 6.3 73 13.5 14.5
12 13.2 5.9 73.1 9.5 15.3
14 13.5 5.7 72.6 10.3 15.1
16 13.2 6.5 72.3 10.3 16
18 13 5.4 71.3 10.2 17.2
20 13.1 5.6 71.5 9.2 17.9
22 13.3 5.9 71.3 9.9 18.1
24 13.3 5 71.3 10.1 19
26 12.8 4.8 71.5 9.9 18.1
28 13.1 4.8 71.4 10 18.9

In order to have a clear idea of the simulation results, training and testing
curves are plotted (Figure 6.8) for both modes of learning. These curves
demonstrate the average percentage error, obtained after every two epoch
of training and testing, for all the test data. In both learning modes, gen-
eralization improves as training proceeds until a saturation point at which
generalization stops to improve further. In case of mixed learning, the gen-
eralization curve shows stability while in the case of error-driven learning
the curve �uctuates and the percentage of error tends to increase. This
implies that in the case of pure error-driven learning the network starts to
over-�t input data at the cost of generalization. Since the plots in the graph
represent the average percentage of error value of the �ve di�erent images,
the �uctuation cannot be seen very clearly, nevertheless, it is evident from
the plots that generalization performance for the network is better in the
case of mixed learning.

In order to understand the generalization capabilities of the networks in
terms of feature extraction, we performed Activation-based Receptive Field
(ARF) and Activation-based Projection Field (APF) analysis on the net-
work. The ARF analysis will enable us to know what the receptive �eld
means in terms of encoding the input pattern by the units at the hidden
layers. Here we observe the patches of the input patterns for which a given
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Table 6.5: Results for the generalization test on handwritten letters. The
network was trained by using the hybrid learning algorithm. The �rst col-
umn gives the epoch number. Each of the succeeding columns presents the
percentage error of the network for the test data, generated by the letters
shown just above the respective columns.

Epoch 5% set
2 22.25 22.80 27.93 45.47
4 9.80 23 19.73 36.43
6 3.58 16.30 10.83 26.80
8 2.65 16.47 14.77 27.07
10 3.71 17.70 13.93 26.67
12 2.52 16.37 13.07 26.13
14 2.78 16.27 13.53 25.80
16 2.78 16.47 13.60 25.83
18 2.78 16.33 13.47 25.77
20 2.91 16.17 13.30 25.63
22 3.05 16.37 13.70 25.73
24 3.05 16.40 13.67 25.73
26 3.05 16.53 13.77 25.57
28 3.05 16.90 13.87 25.63

Table 6.6: Results for the generalization test on the handwritten letters.
The network was trained by using error-driven learning. The layout of the
table is the same as that of the Table 6.5.

Epoch 5% set
2 18.81 35.53 28.50 38.87
4 22.12 35.63 28.23 45.03
6 5.96 22.17 15.47 36.37
8 6.23 22.70 18.87 36.03
10 8.08 23.77 18.57 34
12 6.89 23.30 18.60 33.17
14 6.49 23.83 18.43 33.43
16 6.49 23.70 18.50 33.57
18 6.49 23.77 18.47 33.37
20 6.49 24.27 18.37 33.43
22 6.49 24.57 18.27 33.53
24 6.36 24.30 18.10 33.57
26 6.36 24.07 18.50 33.50
28 6.36 24.13 18.30 33.87
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unit is sensitive. Receptive �eld analysis in conjunction with projection �eld
analysis will help us to �nd the selectivity, that is, the type of input patterns
a unit is sensitive to in the analysed layer. Later, we will also perform the
Principal component analysis (PCA) of the network to get insight into the
workings of a network.

Figure 6.9: Activation-based receptive �eld and projective �eld analysis for
the Feature_Extraction layer, for the hybrid learning mode. (Left) each big
box in the plot represents the input layer and the small white box within
each big box signi�es the actual receptive �eld for the units of a given Fea-
ture_Extraction layer group. (Right) each rectangle in the plot represents
the output layer with eight units. The gray colour is the default background
colour. Pattern colours from red to yellow (dark to light) signify the in-
creasing activation/intensity value. Light (yellow) colour represents high
pixel and dark (red colour) low pixel values. The position of each box and
rectangle in the array corresponds to the position of the Feature_Extraction
layer unit in its group, for which analysis was made.

ARF and APF Analysis of the Network for Cyclone images We
calculated the ARF of a particular unit by taking the weighted average of all
the input patterns over the activation of that unit. In this way we got the
average input image for which the given unit is sensitive (becomes active).
Similarly, for the calculation of APF of a given unit of the output layer, we
calculated the weighted average of all output patterns over the activation
of that unit. Figure 6.9 shows the ARF analysis of one group of units at
the Feature_Extraction layer on the left and the corresponding APF of
the same group of units on the output, at the right. The plot on the left
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side, containing a grid of 8X8 boxes, represents the ARF of an 8x8 group
of the Feature_Extraction layer units. Each big box represents the whole
input image received by a particular node and the white small box at the
lower left corner of the big boxes represents the limited receptive �eld of a
particular unit. Position of the box in the grid is the same as that of the
Feature_Extraction layer unit in its group. Now consider the graphs of the
Feature_Extraction layer, the �rst big box from the lower left represents the
�rst lower left unit in the lower left group of units in the Feature_Extraction
layer. The pattern inside the big box is the weighted average of all input
patterns over the activation of the unit for which ARF is being calculated.
The proportion of the pattern falling in the small boxes is the actual pattern
at which a unit is looking. Similarly, the plot on the right represents the
APFs of the group of units to the output layer. Each rectangle in the APF
represents the output layer of the network and the APF of one unit for the
output layer. The number of big boxes in the left plot and rectangles in the
right plot are the same as both of them concern the same group of units in
the Feature_Extraction layer. Now we can easily analyse a particular unit
by simply knowing its position and then looking at the same position on the
left and right plots for its ARF and APF.

If we look closely at the ARF plots for the Feature_Extraction layer, we
will notice three types of patterns in the big boxes (i) well oriented patterns
with �ne details, (ii) well oriented but blurred patterns and, (iii) patterns
with no clear orientation or more than one orientation.

There are only a few patterns of the �rst type in the ARF plot for the Fea-
ture_Extraction layer. These patterns appear when a Feature_Extraction
layer unit is selective to only one cyclone image of a particular category. This
happens when a Feature_Extraction layer unit encodes a feature which is
speci�c to only one cyclone image. These kinds of Feature_Extraction units
are not very useful for generalization. In the RF plot the big box on the
seventh row and the �rst column represents one such case.

The second type of patterns appears when a Feature_Extraction layer unit
extracts a feature that is speci�c to a particular class of cyclones. That is
why these patterns are oriented in a particular direction. Since the extracted
feature is part of the whole category, the patterns are the average of all
cyclones in this category. These patterns are blurred because an average
pattern is composed of all cyclones with the same orientation that include
di�erent sizes and positions. These units are good for generalization to new
cyclone patterns having the same orientation. The big box in the ARF plot
at the �rst row and the �rst column represents such a pattern.

The third type of patterns appears when a feature extracted by the Fea-
ture_Extraction layer unit is very general and present in almost all classes
of the cyclone images. If a feature is available in most of the classes then it
is not very useful, as it does not give any useful information for the classi-
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�cation purpose. But, if a feature is available in two to three classes then
it maybe useful. We can �nd one such pattern in the ARF plots in the �rst
row and second column.

Now, if we take a look at the plots of the APF of the Feature_Extraction
layer units, we observe that most of the rectangles have one strong activated
unit out of the eight units in a given rectangle. It can be due to one of two
reasons, either a Feature_Extraction layer unit is selective for only one cy-
clone or it is selective for one class of cyclones. We can determine which is the
case by looking at the ARF and the APF of the same Feature_Extraction
unit. Consider the projection �eld of the Feature_Extraction, Figure 6.10.
The two rectangles located at the �rst row and the �rst column, and the
�rst row and the sixth column show just one active unit. But if we look at
the ARF of the same two units we will �nd that the �rst unit is sensitive
to a particular class of input image while the later one is selective for only
a particular image. Therefore, in order to get a clear understanding, both
RF and PF must be analysed in conjunction. There are some rectangles
in the APF that show a single strong unit and some weak activated units,
which imply that the unit is speci�c to a particular image as well as to some
instances of other classes. Some of the rectangles show many equally strong
activated units. This implies that the unit is equally sensitive to all these
classes.

Now we will do an analysis of the data when the network was trained with
only error-driven learning. The arrangement of Figure 6.10 is similar to
that of Figure 6.9. If we look carefully at the ARF and APF for the Fea-
ture_Extraction layer we can easily �nd some di�erences. For the ARF of
the Feature_Extraction layer group, we can notice that now there are in-
creasing numbers of patterns in the plot that are not showing any particular
orientation, rather they are like circular blobs. This means that the units in
the Feature_Extraction layer are now not encoding any useful information
because they are getting activated for almost all or many input patterns,
which is not useful for generalization. Also, the number of blurred patterns
with particular orientation is less than that in the previous case. This is
probably one of the reasons for the decrease in generalization performance
of the network. In the same way, the APF also emphasizes the fact that
in this case the units at the Feature_Extraction layer are sending equally
strong signals to many output classes.

PCA of the Network for Cyclone Images In the PCA of a given
layer, the activation patterns are plotted in the 2D-coordinate axis on the
basis of their similarity. Input patterns with similar representations are
positioned close to each other and can be considered as belonging to the
same representational category in that layer. Input patterns belonging to
the same output class are displayed with the same coloured circles in the
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Figure 6.10: Plots for the Activation-based receptive �eld (left) and the
projection �eld (right) for the units of the Feature_Extraction layer of the
trained network. The network was trained on the cyclone images by using
only error-driven learning.

Figure 6.11: PCA analysis of the Feature_Extraction, the Intermedi-
ate_Representation and the Shape_Representation layers of the network
for the cyclone images. The network was trained by using the hybrid learn-
ing. The colour of the circles signi�es a particular class of cyclone.
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Figure 6.12: PCA analysis of the Feature_Extraction, the Intermedi-
ate_Representation and the Shape_Representation layers of the network
for the cyclone images. The network was trained by using only error-driven
learning.

plot. In this way, it can easily be seen how the input is transformed in
each layer into the �nal output categories. The distance among di�erent
input patterns within a group signi�es how unique representation a layer
has for this group of units. Very close or overlapped patterns mean that the
representation is a unique one. On the other hand the distance among the
di�erent groups of patterns is a measure of uniqueness of the representations
for di�erent classes.

We did a PCA analysis for each hidden layer of the network. Figure 6.11
and Figure 6.12 were obtained by running two di�erent sets of test images
on a trained network and then calculating the PCA for each of the layers.
It can be seen that the network performs the task step by step, along the
hierarchy, as circles having di�erent colours are separated from each other
in steps. At the Shape_Representation layer, all circles are distributed into
eight groups as �nal classi�cation into eight classes is done at this stage. It
can be seen that some circles with di�erent colours fall in the wrong group
of circles. This implies that the network has classi�ed these patterns to the
wrong class because the main features extracted from these patterns are
encoded by the network in the representation of some other class.

Simulation Results for Handwritten Letters

In this section the simulations with the letters of the English alphabet will
be analysed. The images in the top table row in Table 6.5 and Table 6.6,
in groups of 8 in each column, were used for generating the test set for the
network, except in the �rst case, where 5% of the images were excluded
from training and used for testing. Each value in the table is the average
of �ve batches of training and testing. From Table 6.5, it is quite evident
that the addition of Hebbian learning with error-driven learning reduces the
percentage of error on novel test images. Figure 6.13 shows both the learning
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and the generalization curves for the two modes of learning. These curves
show that learning is smoother in the case of hybrid learning. Furthermore,
generalization performance is also better in the hybrid learning case than in
the error-driven learning case.

Figure 6.13: Plots of training and testing of the network for the handwritten
letters: (left) hybrid learning case; (right) pure error-driven learning case.

Figure 6.14: Plots for activation-based receptive �eld (left) and projection
�eld (right) for a group of units in the Feature_Extraction layer of the
trained network for handwritten letters. The network was trained by using
hybrid learning.

ARF and APF Analysis of the Network for Handwritten Letters
Before analysing the ARF and APF we examined the letters used in the
training and test sets to �nd out the feature types they are made up of.
Unlike the cyclone images, letters are linear structures with well de�ned
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boundaries. Some of the linear features are shared by more than one letter.
For example, P, R, E, H all share the `I' feature. So a unit encoding this
feature will get activated with all these letters as input. That is why we
will see, unlike in the case of cyclone images, average patterns of more than
one letter in the ARF and, similarly, many output units will be active for a
single unit in the APF. Figure 6.14 shows the plots of ARF and APF for a
group of the Feature_Extraction layer units when the network was trained
on letter images by using hybrid learning. Here, we can see that most of
the big boxes, representing the whole input layer, display an image which is
mostly the average of two images of the letters and in some instances it is
the average of three images. In the whole ARF there is only one unit, at the
�fth row and the seventh column, which is sensitive for only one particular
instance of a pattern.

On the other hand, in case of pure error driven learning, for most of the
units the average input image is composed of many classes. It implies that
units in the Feature_Extraction layer are not selective for one or two classes
of the images; instead these units extract features that are present in several
classes of letters. It can be corroborated by looking at the APF patterns in
Figure 6.15. This clearly shows that most of the Feature_Extraction units
are sending more than one strong signal at the output.

Figure 6.15: Plots for the activation-based receptive �eld (Left) and the
projection �eld (right) for a group of units in the Feature_Extraction layer
of the network. The network was trained by using error-driven learning only.
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Figure 6.16: PCA analysis of the Feature_Extraction, the Intermedi-
ate_Representation and the Shape_Representation layers of the network for
the Handwritten letters of the English alphabet. The network was trained
by using hybrid learning.

Figure 6.17: PCA of the Feature_Extraction, the Intermedi-
ate_Representation and the Shape_Representation layers of the network
for the handwritten letters. The network was trained by using error-driven
learning only.

PCA of the Network for Handwritten Letters Figure 6.16 and Fig-
ure 6.17 show the PCA of the Feature_Extraction, the Intermediate_Representation
and the Shape_Representation layers of the network for the two modes of
learning. Form the above two �gures it can be observed that in the case
of hybrid learning, circles with the same colours are closer and form more
closely packed groups than those using pure-error driven learning. The dif-
ference is most prominent in the PCA of the Shape_Representation layer
in Figure 6.16 (c) and Figure 6.17(c). This implies that the network using
hybrid learning performs better when classifying or grouping objects of the
same class.
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6.2.4 Discussion and Conclusion

In this study we have investigated hybrid learning, which combines Hebbian
and error-driven learning, for bidirectionally-connected hierarchical neural
networks. The emphasis was on Hebbian learning's ability to generalize.
A biologically-based neural network was developed that is based on the
processing in the ventral pathway of the human visual system. We compared
the networ's performance with and without Hebbian learning. Simulation
results indicate that Hebbian learning is important for the generalization
ability of the network.

In general, information processing in hierarchical networks can be divided
into two stages. The �rst stage is feature extraction from the input, and the
second stage is development of invariant representations on the basis of the
extracted features. The presence of Hebbian learning plays an important
role at both stages to improve network generalization.

In case of hierarchical networks with only error-driven learning, there is no
systematic mechanism to extract features from the input image. In this
learning mode the individual pixels of the input image can be considered
as primary features. Error-driven learning works on the individual pixels
and manipulates those to achieve a solution to the problem. Moreover, in
error-driven learning all units of a network, at all levels of the hierarchy,
work together to solve a given task, therefore, an activation change of any
unit's activation value a�ects all other units. That is why the correction
signal at the output serves as a constraint for the network under which
all units cooperate and tries to �nd a solution speci�c to given data. The
representation developed for the solution considering only output constraints
is too speci�c to the problem at hand and thus hinders generalization of the
network to novel objects. It can be seen in the ARF analysis that most
of the units encode features for only one object or a couple of individual
objects of only one class.

On the other hand, at the feature extraction stage Hebbian learning devel-
ops feature detectors on the basis of the underlying statistical correlation in
the input image. The version of Hebbian learning which was used in this
study extracts the principal component from the input pattern. Further-
more, the receptive �eld ensures that features are modular and represent a
small part of a pattern. Since these features are learned from the training
data of a speci�c problem the developed feature detectors are task speci�c
and, since these represent the principal components of the input patterns,
they are present in almost all instances of a class. Thus, Hebbian learning
helps extract features that are useful for generalization to novel patterns of
the same class as novel instances usually contains the principal features of
a class. Once the basic features are extracted from the input, in the next
phase these features are combined along the hierarchy and converge at the
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highest level to represent each of the individual classes present in the input.
The representation encoded along the hierarchy is important from a gen-
eralization point of view. In case of error-driven learning there is no such
constraint to systematically encode the features.

Feature extraction and image processing seem to bene�t from basic feature
detectors that are developed locally from patches of the input image. Pre-
sumably, the encoding of local features allows for activation of these features
in new combinations in response to novel input. Even if the importance and
the bene�ciary e�ect of Hebbian learning may decrease when more input is
used for training, it seems to be a good strategy to mix about 1% Hebbian
learning into an otherwise error-driven learning. This is especially impor-
tant for the weights connecting the input layer and the �rst hidden layer, as
the local features are formed at this level.

As we have observed that Hebbian learning improves generalization for both
kind of images, cyclones and letters, we can consider Hebbian learning as a
good method for generic feature extraction for biologically inspired networks.

6.3 Study-III: Learning vs Hard Coding as Fea-

ture Extraction Method

In this study, focus is on feature extraction. The importance of features
arises from the fact that they are the building blocks for invariant object
representations which develop along the processing hierarchy of the basic
object-recognition network. Moreover, these features must be suitable to
represent objects having di�erent shapes. In biologically-inspired networks
it is the �rst hidden layer (the layer closest to the input) that is responsible
for extracting features from the input.

Di�erent feature extraction methods, such as Gabor �lters, Gaussian �lters,
or Hebbian learning can be used for this purpose, and it is today not clear
which feature extraction method that is most generic and which method
that would be most suitable to a particular dataset. In this study we made
a comparison between two feature extraction methods, Gabor �lters and
Hebbian learning to �nd the optimal one for bidirectional hierarchical net-
works. Gabor-�lter-based feature detectors are hard coded to extract, from
the, input predetermined bar-like features, oriented at predetermined angles.
The Hebbian learning method develops feature detectors through learning
of the available dataset.
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6.3.1 Model and Network

For this study we developed two interactive hierarchical networks based on
the basic object recognition model described earlier in Chapter 5. The two
networks were the same in all respects, except the method used for extracting
features from the input. For one network we used Gabor �lters while for the
other we used Hebbian learning to develop feature detectors during training.
Gabor �lters were con�gured to detect small bar like features at four di�erent
orientations at 0, 45, 90 and 135 degrees.

Figure 6.18: Dataset used in this study.

6.3.2 Task, Dataset and Training

The task for the networks was to generalize to novel and distorted objects
and to handle di�erent types of noise in the images. For the simulations,
we developed our own dataset (Figure 6.18) based on eight objects, such
that each object was composed of three connected lines (both vertical and
horizontal) at di�erent positions in the image. Each object was shifted in
two steps in eight directions thus producing a total of 8 x 25 images out
of eight objects. Of these images, 95% were used for training and 5% for
testing as novel objects. In addition to this, three noisy datasets, having
di�erent noises and a distorted version of the original dataset were created
for testing. The network was trained on the images without any noise.
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Table 6.7: Test results (in% error) for the two trained networks.
Feature extraction method

Dataset Hebbian (% error) Gabor �lter (% error)
5% of training set 46.8 34.4
Distorted ersion 49 51
Noisy set-II 30.1 28.4
Noisy set-III 28 23.7
Noisy set-III 14.6 11.1

6.3.3 Simulation and Results

It is clear from the simulation results (Table 6.7), that the network with
Gabor-�lter-based feature extraction gives better generalization performance
than the one using Hebbian learning. The only exception is the case when
the distorted dataset was used, there the network with Hebbian learning has
a slight edge over the Gabor-�lter-based method.

6.3.4 Discussion and Conclusion

There are two important factors that could have a�ected the results. First,
we used a comparatively small datset. Second, we used images made up
of line structures. Both these work against the Hebbian learning method.
As the Gabor-�lter-based method uses hard coded detectors, it does not
need training to develop feature detectors. In contrast, Hebbian learning,
which extracts statistical regularities in the input, needs large datasets for
training to develop more �ne tuned detectors. Moreover, as the Gabor-
�lter-based method extracts oriented bar-like features, it is suitable for the
present dataset. As compared to this, the Hebbian learning method is more
general and ought to handle any dataset.
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Chapter 7

Biologically-Based

Interactive Network Models

for Visual Attention

This chapter is focused on the phenomenon of visual attention, which is of
utmost importance for e�cient information processing in the visual system.
In the human visual system attention performs the role of an adaptive �lter.
It helps the object recognition process by focusing on the most relevant
information, selecting parts of the visual input for further processing. The
models developed in this chapter are based on the visual attention model
described in Chapter 5. Two studies are performed. In the �rst study of
this chapter it is demonstrated that how attention emerges in an interactive
network which models the ventral and the dorsal pathways. The second
study is about the role of context for facilitating the visual attention for
object search problems.

7.1 Study-I: Emergence of Attentional Focus

Most computational work on the attention system is on bottom-up saliency
determination. These bottom-up approaches utilize local and global con-
trasts within the image to develop a saliency map. These maps can help to
locate the strongest part of the image, but to identify which parts of the im-
age that can be useful for a speci�c task, top-down task-speci�c modulation
is required. Approaches combining bottom-up and top-down activation for
modelling focus of attention often view them as two separate and indepen-
dent mechanisms [99] [40]. In these works, the two mechanisms are modelled
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Table 7.1: Speci�cations of the network used in simulations.
Layer Name Type Unit

Geom
Group
Geom

RF of a
Unit

RF
Over-
lap

Input Input 66x66 - - -
Feature_Ext Hidden 8x8 3x3 26x26 6x6
Intermediate_Rep Hidden 4x4 2x2 14x14 4x4
Shape_Rep Hidden 12x12 1x1 Whole

Layer
-

Output_Obj Target/
Input

8x1 1x1 Whole
layer

-

Saliency_Map Hidden 14x14 1x1 4x1 -
Attention Hidden 7x7 1x1 1x1 -

and implemented independently of each other and as a �nal stage, saliencies
generated by these two separate models are combined together to generate
a global saliency. In the same way, these approaches consider attention and
object recognition as two independent mechanisms. However, �ndings from
neuroscience support a more holistic and integrated approach [29] [2]. In
this work we consider attentional focus as an emergent phenomenon that
arises within the object recognition process. It evolves through an interac-
tion between top-down and bottom-up activations within the model.

Figure 7.1: The network model used for the simulations.
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7.1.1 Model and Network

For this study we used our basic model of visual attention. The network, de-
veloped for simulation, (Figure 7.1) contains two channels, the Recognition
channel and the Spatial channel. The layers: Feature_Extraction, Inter-
mediate_Rep, Shape_Rep, and Output_Object represent the Recognition
channel, while layers, Saliency_Map and Attention represent the Spatial
channel. The speci�cation of the network is given in Table 7.1.

7.1.2 Task, Dataset and Training

The task for the model was to �nd a required object under in�uence of
bottom-up saliency and top-down object speci�c cues. As per requirement
of the task, �ve objects were selected from the well-known Caltech-101 cat-
egories dataset. Edges were detected from the selected images and then
resized to 30x30 pixels. The size of the input to the network was 60x60.
The training set was composed of input, such that each object could appear
at one of the four quadrants of the input, thereby out of each object we
created four images. For testing, inputs were created with two or three,
same or di�erent, objects at di�erent locations within the input. Three dif-
ferent cases, presented below, were simulated and analysed. The network
was trained by using a mix of Hebbian and error-driven learning to update
weights of the connections. The layers representing the dorsal area, i.e., the
Saliency_Map and the Attention layer, have no learning connections and
therefore, no learning takes place in these two layers.

7.1.3 Simulation and Results

In this section simulation results under di�erent attentional conditions will
be presented.

Multiple Objects without Attentional Focus

The trained network was fed with two, three and four objects at a time to
test network behaviour. The network's output was arbitrary, as it could
not handle multiple objects. Multiple objects, at multiple locations, acti-
vated units representing their features. But, due to kWTA, the most active
units in all objects remained active. The representation at the higher lay-
ers contained features belonging to all objects fed at input. Now, it was
sheer chance which category that was highlighted by the network. This
case clearly exposed the network's inability to deal with multiple objects
simultaneously.
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Figure 7.2: Consecutive snapshots of activations in the various network lay-
ers (each layer is made up of a matrix of units and the activation values of
these matrices are shown here). The recorded changes in activation for dif-
ferent processing cycles illustrate how task-based focus of attention emerges
as a result of top-down and bottom-up interactions. For each graph, in
the order from left to right, the columns represent: Number of process-
ing cycles (how far computation of activation has gone), activations in the
Output_Object layer, the Input layer, the Saliency_Map layer, and the At-
tention layer of the network. Yellow colours denote high activation values,
red colours low activation. Gray colour means no activation.
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Multiple Objects with Bottom-Up Attentional E�ects

The bottom-up e�ect along the dorsal pathway removed the arbitrary be-
haviour of the network when presented with multiple objects. The network
began to recognize the most salient object in the input, as the Saliency_map
layer generated a saliency map on the basis of input from the Feature_Extraction
layer. Due to kWTA, the activation of the strongest object survived while
other objects got suppressed. The mutual interaction between the Saliency_Map
and the higher Attention layer activated the location unit of the focused
object. The active unit in the Attention layer, through interaction, then en-
hanced the activations of units pertaining to the location which represents
the strongest object in the input. This process produces an attentional fo-
cus at a particular location in the dorsal pathway. If the proper neural
fatigue and inhibition-of-return mechanisms are implemented, focus of at-
tention would next move to the second strongest object, and so on. But,
if the objective is to locate a speci�c object, top-down e�ects within the
object-recognition system are required.

Multiple Objects with Both Bottom-up and Top-Down Atten-
tional E�ects

When introducing a top-down signal in the ventral object-recognition sys-
tem, the interaction between this signal and the feed-forward �ow of image
information along the ventral pathway leads to a more controlled network
behaviour. For example, consider a single case, shown in Figure 7.2, with
an input containing two di�erent objects, a cup and a cray�sh, presented
at the input layer of the network. The activations produced by the cup are
stronger compared to those of the cray�sh. Therefore, the saliency map will
select the cup as an object to focus attention on. But the Output_Object
layer, that has changed its role from the output to the input layer, is clamped
with the pattern that represents the cray�sh. This layer will now mediate a
top-down signal which will bias the network towards searching for the cray-
�sh. Now from Figure 7.2, it is evident that initially the Saliency_Map will
highlight the most salient object location, namely that of the cup (cycles
11-14). Furthermore, through interaction with the Saliency_Map layer, the
position of the cup will be activated in the Attention layer, which in this
case is the right top unit in the Attention layer (cycles 19-20). Meanwhile,
top down e�ects will start to interact with the activation development in the
Shape_Rep and Intermediate_Rep layers and bias the activations towards
the cray�sh-speci�c features. This interaction indirectly also strengthens
the activity at the location where the cray�sh was actually presented. This
interaction in turn activates the location unit representing the cray�sh lo-
cation in the Attention layer. At this time, a competition between locations
takes place driven by bottom-up and top-down e�ects (cycles 21-42). In this
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case, this competition gives way to attention being focused on the cray�sh
(cycle 42-113).

7.1.4 Discussion and Conclusion

On the basis of the simulation and analysis, the outcomes of the experiment
can be summarized along the following lines. When more than one object is
presented simultaneously, the network's response was arbitrary. That means
that the network was confused and was unable to classify the objects. Here,
it is worth mentioning, that the network has inherent limitations in that it
can classify one object at a time. Later on, when the bottom-up attention
mechanism in the form of the `where' network was attached to the object
recognition or the `what' network, the network began to focus on one speci�c
object and recognize it correctly. The `where' network generated a saliency
map and thereby selected the strongest object in the input, with active in-
teraction with the `what' network, for further processing along the `what'
network hierarchy. In this case, the bottom-up attention mechanism helps
the network single out the strongest object and recognizes it. If inhibition
of return is implemented, then the network will recognize the objects, one
by one, in decreasing order of their activation strengths. Lastly, when we
included the task speci�c top-down cues through the output layer, the net-
work changed its criterion of selectivity from the strongest object to the
most task-speci�c object. The interaction between the `what' and `where'
networks lead to detection of the most task speci�c object in the input.
These results are in line with the behaviour of the biological vision.

7.2 Study-II: A Model for Object Search

In this study a biologically-based model for context-based search is pre-
sented. In this model focus of attention will emerge as an outcome of inter-
action between bottom-up and top-down cues. The most important aspect
of this model is an integrated and adaptable computational framework that
enables di�erent processing modules to interact with each other at di�erent
levels.

7.2.1 Model and Network

The model of context-based attention (Figure 7.3), is an extension of our
basic model of visual attention. A context module is added that interactively
encodes the contextual cues for objects by interacting with the two pathways.
During search the context module �nds cues and facilitates the search by
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Figure 7.3: A network model of context-based attention for visual search.

biasing the focus of attention towards the most probable location for the
objects' presence.

Basically, the model is composed of two separate but interacting modules,
namely: the Object Recognition module and the Spatial module.

The Object Recognition Module

It is the same basic model of object recognition which we used in all other
studies.

The Spatial Module

The Spatial module plays the role of the dorsal pathway of the human visual
system and encodes spatial information of objects. This module is divided
into two sub modules: the Saliency sub-module and the Context sub-module.

The Saliency Sub-module

The Saliency sub-module is sensitive to positions of objects in the input
scene. The layers in this sub-module register di�erent locations of the ob-
jects by virtue of their salient property. This module interacts with the
object module to pop-up the most salient and task relevant object. The
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Saliency Sub-module and Object Recognition module together form our ba-
sic attention model described earlier in Chapter 5.

The Context Sub-module

The architecture of the Context module is based on our premise that the
human brain devises di�erent strategies to deal with di�erent situations.
The basic processing principles remain the same, i.e., the Ventral part deals
with identity and the dorsal part takes care of the position of the object,
but the strategy changes from situation to situation and person to person.
Moreover, the computing framework has the �exibility to integrate di�erent
strategies for achieving the main computational goal. For example, in case of
simply encoding the position of the object within a given scene, with respect
to the input image's frame, the context module just perform a mapping
between the location and identity of a given object that is used to search
the same object in the future. In another scenario, where the position of the
object depends on the position of another object or an object tends to appear
at a position relevant to another object, a somewhat di�erent strategy is
devised. For example, when we search for an aeroplane, we almost always
lift our head and search for it above the horizon. Our action shrinks the
search area but require an estimate of the skyline or the line above where
the probability of �nding the aeroplane is much higher than at other places.
This strategy is based on previous experiences that are encoded in the brain
as an association between aeroplanes and their possible locations.

Neural Network for the Simulations

In this section the architecture of the proposed network and a task scenario
for the model will be presented.

Architecture A network based on the model of attention described above
is developed for the task of context-based visual search (Figure 7.3). This
network is a combination of three sub-networks. Each of the three sub-
networks implements one of the modules of the model, and are named after
these modules, i.e., the Object Recognition network and the Spatial network.
The Spatial network can be further subdivided into the Saliency network and
the Context network. The speci�cation of the network is given in Table 7.2.

The Object recognition network is a bidirectionally-connected hierarchical
network, composed of �ve layers: Input, Feature_Extraction, Intermedi-
ate_Rep, Shape_Rep and Output. While,the Saliency network contains
two layers; the Saliencey_Map, and the Attention layer.
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Table 7.2: Speci�cations of the network used in simulations.
Layer Name Type Unit

Geom
Group
Geom

RF of a
Unit

RF
Overlap

Input Input 114x114 - - -

Feature_Ext Hidden 54x54 3x3 26x26 6x6

Intermediate_Rep Hidden 21x21 2x2 14x14 4x4

Shape_Rep Hidden 8x8 8x8 Whole
Layer

-

BotUp_Saliency Hidden 52x52 2x2 16x4 8x2

Attention Hidden 26x26 - 18x18 1x1

Context Hidden 3x3 - 3x1 -

Feature_Ext
_Context

Hidden 14x14 - Whole
Layer

-

Saliency_Context Target 3x3 - Whole
layer

-

Context_Position Hidden 3x1 - 3x1 -

Context_Map Hidden 8x8 - Whole
layer

-

Output Target/
Input

3x1 - Whole
layer

-

The Context network is composed of �ve layers, namely, Feature_Ext_Context,
Saliency_Context, Context_Position, Context_Map and Context, having
the sizes, 114x114, 3x3, 3x1, 8x8 and 3x3 units respectively. The Fea-
ture_Ext_Context layer draws its input directly from the Input layer. Ide-
ally the network should get its input from the Feature_Extraction layer, but
for implementation convenience a separate layer, Feature_Ext_Context, is
created. All connections of the Context network are feed forward and are
connected to other layers in a topographic manner except for the connection
between the Context and the Context_Map layer which is bidirectional. The
Context and Saliency networks interact via the Context and Attention lay-
ers through bidirectional connection. Moreover, the Context_Map layer is
also bidirectionally connected to the Output layer of the Object Recognition
network.

7.2.2 Task Scenario for the Model

In order to demonstrate the feasibility of the model and to analyse its inter-
nal dynamics, a simple search task was designed. The choice of the task was
made with the aim that it should facilitate evaluating information processing
in di�erent modules of the network, and the interaction between them.

The task is to search for an object with the help of a cue. For example,
in the case of a �ying aeroplane the skyline provides an important cue. A
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�ying aeroplane has the highest probability to be found above the skyline,
somewhere in the sky. Likewise, the probability of locating a far distance
animal, human or vehicle etc. is highest at or around the skyline. In order
to perform these search tasks e�ciently, humans need to locate the skyline
and start to search an appropriate area with reference to the skyline.

For the simulation, the task was simpli�ed by taking three simple objects
and a horizontal line as cue. One of the three objects has the tendency
to appear at the same location where the horizontal line appears, while the
second object has an opposite tendency. The third object has no constraints
and can appear anywhere in the input.

Figure 7.4: Data for training and testing. The �rst box shows the three
object categories used for training. The next three boxes show the stimuli
used for testing.

7.2.3 Task, Dataset and Training

To demonstrate the feasibility of the approach we took three object cat-
egories (Figure 7.4) from the Caltech-101 dataset [36]. For each object
category, three images were selected. Each object image was converted to
gray scale before detecting the edges in the image. As these images contain
little clutter and the objects cover almost the whole image, all edges belong
to a single object. Each image was resized to 30 x 30 pixels. The size of
the input to the network is 114x114. The object size is approximately one
ninth of the actual input size, so that each object could appear in one of
nine locations in the input.

The training of the two networks, i.e., the Object recognition network and
the Spatial network was performed separately. The Object Recognition
network learns shape representations of the input objects. For training this
network, each object was presented to the network at all nine locations
within the input image, one location at a time, so that the network could
learn the appearance of the objects in a position/location invariant manner.

The Spatial network estimates the position of the object of interest and cues
from the input images and learns mapping between those. Only three layers
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of this network take part in learning, these layers are the Context_Position,
the Context_Map and the Context layer. These three layers with the help
of the Output layer learn the mapping between the position of the line and
the location of an object. Learning the two networks is performed by a
combination of Hebbian and error-driven learning algorithms.

7.2.4 Simulation and Results

After training, the network was tested on the task of object search with the
help of a cue (in this task a horizontal line). The Attention layer of the
network was considered as the output of the network for the search task,
as it combines all information from the di�erent parts of the network and
selects the object to be processed for ultimate recognition along the ventral
pathway.

Simulation 1 - Context Help Object Search

In this stimulus (Figure 7.5) all of the three objects (cup, crab and cray�sh)
and a cue were used. Objects appear at all nine locations in the input.
At some locations, objects are out of context while at other they appear
according to their context. For example, the cup in the last row of the
stimulus is according to context as it appears with the line while the cup
in the second row is out of context. In this simulation, the task was to �nd
the cup in the input. The network was required to locate the object cup
in the input by injecting object identity information from the top via the
Output layer. There are two cups in the stimulus but due to the contextual
cue the object should be found in the top row. As there are three objects
in the top row in this task, it requires feature based modulation to locate
the cup. Figure 7.5 shows a graphical description of the activations in the
di�erent layers of the network while solving this task. In the early cycles
of processing (cycle: 10) the BotUp_Saliency layer shows no activations,
but as soon as it gets input from the Feature_Extraction layer it begins
encoding salient regions in the input. Parallel to this processing, the Context
network detects lines (Cycle: 17) and sends signals to the Hidden layer of
the network. The Hidden layer combines the input from the Output layer
and the Context_Position layer and activates the most probable location
at the Context layer. In parallel, the Attention layer interacts with the
BotUp_Saliency layer and the Intermediate_Rep layer and activates the
proper unit at the Attention layer.
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Figure 7.5: Consecutive snapshots of activations in the various network
layers (each layer is made up of a matrix of units, and the activation values
of these matrices are shown here). The recorded changes in activation for
di�erent processing cycles illustrate how context-based focus of attention
emerges as a result of interactions among layers of di�erent modules. For
each graph, in the order from left to right, the columns represent: Number of
processing cycles (how far computation of activation has gone), activations
in the Output layer, Input layer, BotUp_Saliency layer, Context_Position
layer, Context layer and Attention layer of the network. All these layers are
topographically related to each other. Yellow colours denote high activation
values and red colours low activation. Gray colour means no activation.
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Figure 7.6: Cycle-wise activations of various network layers for simulation 2

Simulation 2 - Object with Context Gets Priority

The stimulus used for this simulation (Figure 7.6) is composed of two sim-
ilar objects, e.g., two cups, and a cue. This simulation demonstrates how
context in�uences attention and thereby prioritize a speci�c location. The
task for the network is to �nd the cup. Since there are two cups in the
stimulus it is interesting to see which location that is selected by the net-
work. Consider Figure 7.6. In the early cycles of this simulation (Cycle:
15) the BotUp_Saliency layer shows both of the objects. But as soon as the
cue is detected (Cyle: 17) and signals are propagated to the network, the
Context layer activates the most probable unit on the basis of prior experi-
ence. The attention layer receives signals of almost the same strength from
the BotUp_Saliency and the Intermediate_Rep layer for the two objects.
But, the Context layer modulates the Attention layer in favour of the cued
object. The end result is that the Attention layer selects the cued object.
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Figure 7.7: Cycle-wise activations of various network layers for simulation 3
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Simulation 3 - If Objects Appear Out of Context

The stimulus in this simulation contains three objects (two cups and a crab)
and a cue (Figure 7.7). All three objects were presented out of context
as during training the cup always appears with the line and the crab at
other locations. Now it can be seen from Figure 7.7, that the network
was required to locate the object cup in the input. In this situation if there
would be no cue the most usual response from the network should be to focus
attention on any of the two object cups, because of the top-down feature
based modulation in the ventral network. But, the presence of the line as
a cue makes a di�erence here (Cycle: 16-69). The line provides contextual
cues for the location of the required object and biases the network towards
a few locations in the input (Cycle 23-69) which are more probable than the
others for an e�cient search. The result is that the position of the crab is
selected. Though it is not the correct location but it is selected due to the
strong contextual cue.

7.2.5 Discussion and Conclusion

In this study a biologically-based approach for object search was presented.
The model used in this approach selects the most probable location for
a given object by simulating the focus of attention. The attention focus in
this model emerges as an interaction between the two information processing
pathways and, interaction between top-down expectations and bottom-up
visual information under the guiding principles of constraint satisfaction and
inhibitory competition. The training and testing of the model demonstrate
its practicality.
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Chapter 8

Biologically-Based Models

for Occluded Pattern

Recognition

In natural, cluttered conditions objects usually can be occluded by noise or
overlapped by other objects. These situations make recognition of individual
objects a di�cult task for arti�cial recognition systems. On the other hand,
humans have the ability to perform the recognition tasks (in most such cases)
with little di�culty. In this chapter biologically-based solutions (in the
form of biologically-based models) to the recognition problem in cluttered
environments will be presented. We will try to �nd answers to questions
posed in Chapter 1 on recognitions of occluded objects. Two studies are
presented which deal with recognition of a single object occluded by noise
or other objects. More speci�cally, in study-I a comparatively simple model
for occluded pattern recognition will be presented while in Study-II more
complex models (extensions of the simple model) will be introduced.

8.1 Study-I: Occluded Pattern Recognition-A

Simple Model

As stated earlier, occlusion mainly causes two problems for otherwise e�-
cient pattern recognition systems and thus makes recognition a hard task.
Firstly, the system cannot get complete information (features) of those parts
of a pattern which are occluded by another pattern. Secondly, the system re-
ceives features of both the occluded pattern as well as the occluding pattern,
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i.e., features from more than one pattern appear in a single view. Perfor-
mance of a system for recognizing occluded patterns is largely dependent on
a solution to these two problems.

An interesting case of the occlusion arises when the occluded part of a
pattern has a discriminatory role between two or more pattern classes. For
example, patterns `E' and `F' are indistinguishable when the lower edge
`_' of `E' is occluded. We will call such an occlusion a `critical occlusion'.
This situation is unsolvable for simple pattern recognition systems. When
we humans are confronted with such a situation we need some additional
information (e.g., contextual cues) to predict the true identity of the pattern.
Without additional information this problem is unsolvable. Humans utilize
di�erent contextual cues to recognize critically as well as simply occluded
or ambiguous patterns [108] [4]. At the core of this recognition ability lays
the architecture of the endowed visual information processing system.

Visual information processing in humans can easily be understood in terms
of the two stream hypothesis [160]. As presented in Chapter 3, these streams
are the ventral stream or `What' pathway and the dorsal stream or `Where'
pathway. The ventral stream is responsible for recognizing and identifying
the objects while the dorsal deals with the spatial information associated
with the objects. These two pathways interact with each other to solve
di�erent visual tasks.

Now, consider Figure 8.1 to recapitulate the most common human behaviour
on the task of occluding patterns. The �rst two patterns (from left) are not
occluded and can be easily recognized. The third pattern is an occluded one
but we can recognize this pattern and also perceive the occluded parts of
the pattern. The fourth pattern has some missing parts. This pattern can
be recognized but it is comparatively di�cult to perceive the missing parts.
The �fth one is a critically-occluded pattern; In this case the exact identity of
the pattern cannot be determined. It can be any of the two letters `O' or `Q'.
This type of occlusion requires some additional information (e.g., contextual
or semantic cues) to predict the exact identity of the pattern. The last
pattern is also critically-occluded but there is a di�erence comparing to the
previous case. The occluding pattern is similar to the potentially occluded
feature, i.e., the feature that makes the letter `O' `Q'. Though in this case
it is still not possible to decide the identity of the exact pattern without
any extra information, but one feels biased to consider it as the letter `Q'.
On the basis of the above discussion we hypothesize that: i) Occluding
patterns play an important role in recognition of occluded patterns and
perception of occluding parts, 2) Occluding patterns helps reconstruct the
representation of the occluded pattern in the visual system, which is not
the case with patterns having missing parts. On the basis of the above
mentioned hypotheses and known architecture of the human visual system
a model for occluded patterns was developed.
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The work in this study is related to [51] [78] and especially, the work of
Fukushima [43] [44], where he used the biologically-inspired hierarchical
structure but with only bottom-up processing of information. In that work,
the occluding patterns were removed to avoid the unwanted e�ects of irrel-
evant features. In this study, occluding patterns are utilized to recognize
and reconstruct the occluding parts in a bidirectional hierarchical neural
network.

Figure 8.1: A few example patterns.

Figure 8.2: The proposed biologically-based model

8.1.1 Model and Network

We model the visual information processing along the two pathways of the
human visual system as a solution for the recognition of occluding objects.
The visible parts of the occluded patterns are processed along the ventral
pathway for recognition. This recognition process is facilitated by the top-
down cues provided by the direct connections from the lower to the higher
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parts of the hierarchy of the ventral stream. The dorsal pathway encodes
the positional information and modulates the ventral pathway to reconstruct
the incomplete representation of the occluding parts.

The model developed for this study is a modi�ed and extended version of
our basic model of visual attention. The model is shown in Figure 8.2.
It contains two channels; the Recognition channel and the Spatial channel.
The Recognition channel is further divided into two information processing
channels; the main channel and the direct channel. The main channel is
our basic object recognition network, presented in Chapter 5 while the di-
rect channel is composed of two layers, namely,the Hidden_Direct layer and
the Output_Direct layer. The Hidden_Direct layer gets its input from Fea-
ture_Extraction layer and project to the Output_Direct layer. This channel
provides a less re�ned, in terms of discriminatory ability, but fast comput-
ing channel to the model for category recognition. The Output_Direct and
Output_ID layers are mutually connected to each other. The direct channel
computes the object category information that is used as top-down cues to
modulate processing along the main channel. This top-down modulation
facilitates the processing in the main channel by limiting the output choices
for the information processing along the main channel. The direct chan-
nel plays the role of the direct connections from lower to higher processing
levels in the primate visual cortex. The Spatial pathway of this model is a
simpli�ed version of the Spatial channel in our basic visual attention model
and is composed of only one layer, Saliency. This layer gets its input from
the Input layer and projects to the Intermediate_Rep layer in a topographic
manner. Ideally, this pathway should get its input from Feature_Extraction
layer but to reduce the complexity of the model it is connected to input
directly. The Saliency layer also has a self-connection to help generate a
positional-template of the input pattern. This layer modulates the units
of the Intermediate_Rep layer according to the position-templates of the
input images, which contains the critically occluded part of the pattern as
well. This modulation allows the units in the Intermediate_Rep layer to re-
construct the representation at the occluded locations of the input patterns
and hence facilitates the correct recognition of the object identity. Interac-
tion of the Saliency layer with the Intermediate_Rep layer is based on our
hypothesis on how occluding patterns help perceive the occluded pattern in
a biologically inspired way.

8.1.2 Task, Dataset and Training

The main task for the network was to recognize patterns occluded with
noise. To simplify the training and analysis of the results, gray level images
of only six alphabetical character classes (Figure 8.3) are used for train-
ing and testing. These characters are further divided into three categories,
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Table 8.1: Speci�cations of the network used in simulations.
Layer Name Type Unit

Geom
Group
Geom

RF of a
Unit

RF
Overlap

Input Input 60x60 - - -
Feature_Ext Hidden 4x1 28x28 4x4 2x2
Intermediate_Rep Hidden 6x6 7x7 16x4 -
Shape_Rep Hidden 18x18 - Whole

Layer
-

Output_ID Target 6x1 - Whole
layer

-

Saliency Hidden 7x7 - 9x9 1x1
Hidden_Direct Hidden 15x15 - 5x5 -
Output_Direct Target/

Hidden
3x1 - Whole

layer
-

Figure 8.3: Patterns used for training. Six di�erent classes of patterns are
grouped together into three categories. Close pattern classes in the �gure
falls in the same category.

such that each category contains two di�erent classes of characters. These
categories are created manually on the basis of shape resemblance of classes
with each other, so that simulations for critically-occluded objects can be
easily demonstrated according to the hypothesis presented in this paper.

Training for the two network channels of the ventral pathway, i.e., the main
channel and the direct channel, is performed separately. First, the training
of the direct channel was performed for learning the three input categories.
Second, the main channel was trained on six di�erent classes and three cat-
egories. In the second part of the training, the main channel learns the
representation of each of the six classes as well as a mapping between the
Output_ID layer and the Output_Direct layer. Each unit of the Out-
put_ID layer and the Output_Direct layer represent one pattern class and
one category respectively in the order they appear in Figure 8.3. The dorsal
pathway does not require any learning.
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Table 8.2: Simulation results, when the direct channel recognizes the cate-
gory of the object correctly.

No. Pattern Speci�cation Avg, Correct(%) Remarks
1_Ext No occlusion 100 -

2 Non-critical occlusion 97 -
3 Missing parts 73 -
4 Critical occlusion - Arbitrary selection

of class, mostly in
favour of the object
with occluded fea-
tures

8.1.3 Simulation and Results

After training the network is simulated on di�erent occluded patterns, Table
8.2. In the following section a few simulation results are presented and
analysed.

Pattern Without any Occlusion

Figure 8.4 shows the behaviour of the model when an un-occluded pat-
tern is presented to the network. Since the pattern is complete the main
channel can easily recognize it without any additional help from the dor-
sal pathway or the direct channel. When the pattern is presented to the
network, the direct channel activates the correct category of the object (cy-
cle: 6) and modulates the processing in the main Recognition pathway, in
a top-down manner, by interacting with the Output_ID layer. This ac-
tion of the direct channel limits the choices of the main channel and biases
its processing towards class-representations belonging to a speci�c category
(cycle: 13-16). Meanwhile, the Saliency layer of the dorsal pathway encodes
the template like positional cues of the input pattern and modulates the
Intermediate_Rep layer. This completes the representation of the pattern
�rst at the Intermediate_Rep layer and then in rest of the network (cycle:
5-39). The interaction between the top-down and bottom-up cues as well
as with the templates like positional cues from the Spatial pathway results
in an activation of the correct pattern class at the Output_ID layer (cycle:
17).

Pattern with Non-critical Occlusion

In this simulation an image of an occluded pattern is presented to the net-
work and the corresponding behaviour of the network is shown in Figure
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Figure 8.4: Snapshots of activations in the various network layers (each
layer is made up of a matrix of units, and the activation values of these
matrices are shown here). The recorded changes in activation for di�erent
processing cycles illustrate how the top-down and bottom-up interactions
within the ventral pathway and the interaction between the ventral and the
dorsal pathway lead to the desired behaviour. For each graph, in the order
from left to right, the columns represent: Number of processing cycles (how
far computation of activation has gone), activations in the Input layer, the
Saliency layer, the Intermediate_Rep layer, the Output_Direct layer and
the Output_ID layer of the network. Yellow colours denote high activation
values, red colours low activation. Gray colour means no activation.
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Figure 8.5: Cycle-wise activation of various network layers while processing
patterns with non-critical occlusion.
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8.5. The category of the pattern is correctly recognized at the Output_Dir
layer (cycle: 13). The role of the dorsal channel is not critical in this case
as the pattern is not critically-occluded and there is no confusion about the
identity of the object. However, the Saliency layer helps to reconstruct the
representations of the occluding parts of the pattern (cycle: 13-20). More-
over, the result of the interaction among di�erent information processing
channels in the network lead to correct identi�cation of the pattern class at
the Output_ID layer (cycle: 14-20).

Pattern with Missing Parts

Figure 8.6 shows the behaviour of the network when a pattern with missing
parts is presented to the network. It is the same pattern that is used in the
previous simulation but after removing the occluding patterns. Patterns of
activations at the Output_ID and Output_Direct layers are similar to the
previous case. The main di�erence of this case compared to the previous
one is the activation patterns at the Saliency and the Intermediate_Rep lay-
ers. Due to absence of occluding patterns the Pat_Saliency layer does not
encode the positional template of the missing parts of the patterns (cycle:
3-51). Consequently, interaction between the Saliency layer and the Inter-
mediate_Rep layer does not reconstruct the representation of the missing
parts of the occluding pattern (cycle: 5-51). It supports our hypothesis on
the role of occluding patterns in reconstructing the occluding parts of the
patterns through the dorsal pathway.

Pattern with Critical Occlusion

Figure 8.7 shows the processing of the network for a critically-occluded pat-
tern. Soon after the input is presented to the network the Output_Direct
layer categorizes the pattern (cycle: 7) and strengthens the units of the
Output_ID layer that represents the objects of this particular category (cy-
cle: 13-18). The Output_ID layer in turns modulates the main channel by
biasing it for two speci�c classes of patterns. In this case, the bottom-up
cues along the main network belong to the whole category and not to a
speci�c object, as the critical part of the pattern are occluded. In the same
way, the top-down cues also belong to the whole category. In this situation
bottom-up and top-down cues will interact along the hierarchy of the main
network and activates the representations of the features that are common
in both classes. Consequently, the most probable object at the output layer
should be the pattern with minimum occluded features, in this case that
would be pattern `O'. However, the positional cues in the form of the pat-
tern template from the dorsal channel make a di�erence here. Since this
template contains the occluded parts of the pattern as well, and modulates
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Figure 8.6: Cycle-wise activation of various network layers while processing
patterns with missing parts.
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Figure 8.7: Cycle-wise activation of various network layers while processing
critically occluded patterns.
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the Intermediate_Rep layer units that represent the occluded part of the
pattern `Q'. The modulation of the critically occluded pattern especially in-
teracts with the top-down category cues and activates the units representing
the critically-occluded patterns. The resulting representation in the main
network is tilted towards the pattern `Q' that is accordingly displayed at
the layer Output_ID. But, as representation of both classes is present in
the network it is just a matter of chance which pattern will win and accord-
ingly be declared as �nal output. It depends on the shape of the occluding
patterns as well as on the accuracy with which the Saliency layer encodes
the positional cues. Sometimes, this interaction results in a state where the
network cannot decide about the exact class of the pattern and oscillate
between the two choices. In such cases some kind of contextual cues are
required to bias the result towards a speci�c class.

8.1.4 Discussion and Conclusion

In this study a biologically-inspired model for recognition of occluded pat-
terns is presented. The information processing strategy is based on the
hypothesis that occluding patterns provide important cues for recognition
as well as reconstruction of the representation of occluded parts. The archi-
tecture of the model is based on the two stream hypothesis of the human
visual system. The computer simulations with the model demonstrate that
it provides a satisfactory solution to the occluded patterns recognition prob-
lem as well as produce a behaviour that is in accordance with known human
behaviour on recognizing partly occluded objects.

8.2 Study-II: Occluded Pattern Recognition-A

More Complex Model

In Study-I a comparatively simple model for occluded pattern recognition
was presented. In this study a more complex model is introduced. In
the proposed model the main problem of occluded pattern recognition,
i.e., the segmentation-recognition problem is considered with an extended-
interactive processing approach, which is a combination of the interactive
and the top-down approach. A behavioural study on occluded pattern recog-
nition is also conducted and results are used in model development and
evaluation.
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8.2.1 Eye-Tracking Studies for Occluded Pattern Recog-

nition

In order to investigate and understand human behaviour for recognition
of 2D-occluded patterns an eye tracking study was conducted. The main
emphasis of this investigation was to analyse the strategy that is employed
by humans for occluded pattern recognition.

It is common knowledge that humans perform a number of saccades on a
stimulus before recognition, especially when the pattern is relatively di�cult
to recognize. There is evidence from human vision studies [7][121][149] that
the visual system can perform rapid categorization in just fractions of a
second with little time for any eye movements or shift of attention. This early
rapid categorization or immediate recognition involves only feed-forward
connectivity in the visual system. Another important illustration is the
Kanizsa-Bergman Display [69], which implies that it is easier for humans
to recognize patterns occluded by other patterns than to recognize patterns
with missing parts. These issues were considered in the study as well as
their e�ect on the overall strategy.

The main questions to investigate were: What role does immediate pattern
recognition has for recognition of occluded patterns; what is the role of
occluding patterns (or noise) for recognition of occluded patterns; and which
approach does humans adopt to recognize occluded patterns. In this section
a brief description of the method and the results of the study are presented.

Method

In this section method used for the eye-tracking studies is presented.

Subjects Five Linköping University sta� and students were recruited as
human subjects with corrected or corrected-to-normal vision. Subjects in-
cluded four males and one female aged between 21 and 40 years. All subjects
were well conversant with the English language and had proven ability to
easily recognize English letters and digits. The subjects had never seen the
stimuli before and were naive to the purpose of the experiment.

Stimuli In total twenty-four stimuli were used in the experiment. Some
of the stimuli are depicted in Figure 8.8. The stimuli were made up of
patterns containing both capital English letters and digits. Each stimulus
was developed by drawing a pattern manually and then random noise or an-
other pattern was superimposed on that. All occluded patterns (the main
pattern of interest) have the same gray scale value (White) whereas occlud-
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Figure 8.8: Some of the stimuli used in the eye tracking experiment.

ing noise or pattern may have di�erent intensity values. Moreover, some of
the stimulus had three variants (Figure 8.8, �rst column), such that, the
three stimuli had the same occluded and occluding patterns but the inten-
sity values of the occluding pattern where di�erent for each. In the �rst
stimulus the occluded and occluding patterns had di�erent intensity values
from each other as well as from the background. In the second stimulus
the two patterns had the same intensity value and the background had a
di�erent intensity value. In the third stimulus the occluding pattern and
the background had similar intensity value and hence the pattern looks like
a pattern with missing parts.

Figure 8.9: Two time schemes for the Eye tracking experiment procedures
(a) Stimuli presented for a brief 500 msec followed by a mask for 1000 msec.
(b) Stimuli presented for a brief 5000 msec followed by a mask for 2000 msec.

Procedure and Task We used the iView X eye tracking system to record
the eye gaze position during the course of the experiment. The eye position
was sampled at a rate of 50 Hz. Both pupil and corneal re�ection from the
right eye were used to determine the gaze position on an image. Stimuli were
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presented on a 1920x1080 pixels LCD monitor and subjects were seated in
front of it on a comfortable chair.

The same sets of stimuli were presented to the subjects with two di�erent
time schemes (Figure 8.9). In the �rst scheme each of the stimuli was �ashed
to the subjects for a short duration of only 500 msec. After presentation
of each stimulus a mask is presented for another 1000 msec. The task for
the subjects was to identify and speak out the name of the pattern in the
stimulus as soon as possible or at least before disappearance of the stimu-
lus. The responses of the subjects were recorded both manually as well as
electronically for later analysis.

In the second scheme each of the stimuli was presented to the subjects for
5000 ms followed by a mask for another 2000 msec. During the presentation
of each stimulus a ticking sound was played with equal intervals of 1000
msec, such that �ve ticks could be heard during the presentation span of
each stimulus. The task for the subjects was to speak out the name of the
occluded pattern (in a stimulus) after each tick sound, if they recognize or
have got a slight idea of it. Meanwhile, subjects can ignore the tick sound
if they have no idea of the identity of the pattern at that instance. Further-
more, subjects were asked to �nd just one pattern and continue recognizing
it (enhance the con�dence level) for the whole presentation time of that
stimulus. If they change their mind about the identity of the pattern during
the stimulus life span they must speak out the new identity. Before actually
conducting the experiments each subject was properly rehearsed and inti-
mated with the experiment equipment and procedure, so that he/she could
properly understand the rules of the game. Moreover, the subjects were in-
formed that patterns of interest always appear with a speci�c intensity value
(in this study in white colour) whereas noise may have di�erent intensity
values than that of the patterns of interest.

Analysis and Discussion

On the basis of the eye-tracking experiments and analysis of the results we
made some conclusions, which are presented in the following:

1. The early/immediate recognition process computes top-down cues and
in�uence subsequent processing.

The results indicate that subjects can guess the identity of the occluded
pattern in a given stimulus very early and then analyse the stimulus
for veri�cation of this guess. Usually this early guess tends to be
highly in�uential (and bene�cial) in setting the trends for subsequent
processing, i.e., modulating the bottom-up processing in favour of a
particular pattern class. However, in�uence of the earlier top-down
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Figure 8.10: Scan path of two of the subjects when a stimulus is presented
for 500 msec. The circular marks on each instance of the stimulus represent
the scan path of the subjects overlaid on the stimulus. The scan path shows
gaze positions and eye events of the selected trial dataset plotted on the
stimulus image. It is clear from the scan path that the subjects focused on
a single point as they did not have enough time to move their eyes.

cues can be overridden if bottom-up cues contain some strong features
speci�c to some other pattern. Now consider Figure 8.10, which shows
the scan path of two of the subjects' eye-tracking experiments when
the stimulus was �ashed for 500 msec. It can be observed that the
subjects do not have enough time to change their gaze. Nevertheless,
the subject can guess the pattern with some accuracy even in this short
duration of time. It can be noted that this initial pattern recognition
ability is, most probably, based on a template matching process (as
the subjects do not change their gaze and the time is too short). It is
also quite evident from later experiments that subjects tend to follow
the strokes of the pattern they guess in the beginning; which implies
that this initial guess in�uences the subsequent visual processing as
top-down cues.

2. Occluding patterns facilitate recognition of occluded patterns

Statistics of the results were in-line with the general perception that
humans can recognize patterns occluded with other patterns more ac-
curately than the patterns with missing parts. The subjects' eye move-
ment behaviour gives some insight into the question of how occluding
patterns help recognition of occluded patterns. Figure 8.11 shows the
scan path and focus map of a subject's eye tracking data overlaid on
the stimulus image. In the focus map gaze patterns are visualized by
altering the transparency of the stimulus display based on the amount
of attention received. It is also worth mentioning that all subjects show
very similar gaze behaviour on the recognition tasks. It can be seen
that the subjects tend to explore the parts of the pattern occluded be-
hind the other pattern or noise. It seems that occluding patterns give
the viewers some kind of perceptual cues that the occluded pattern
stretches behind the occluding pattern. This implies that occluding
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Figure 8.11: Scan path (top row) and focus map (bottom row) of a subject's
eye tracking data overlaid on the stimuli. Stimuli are three variants of a
single stimulus. It can be seen that in case of patterns with occluding parts
(second and third column from left) the subject tend to move eye gaze over
the occluding pattern in search of occluded parts. On the other hand, in
case of patterns with missing parts (�rst column from left), no such e�ort
is made.

patterns play an important role and facilitate pattern recognition of
occluded patterns.

Figure 8.12: Focus maps of a subject's eye-tracking data overlaid on a stim-
ulus at six sequential time steps, i.e., �rst image is for t = 0.5 sec and later
each image after a duration of 1 sec. The order of the images in the �gure
is: from left top row and then bottom row.

3. The strategy to recognize occluded patterns is extended based on in-
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teractive processing.

The recorded eye tracking data endorse the interactive strategy for
recognition of occluded patterns. All of the subjects show a similar
behaviour on the occluded pattern recognition task. As a general
strategy they made a guess at the beginning of each task and then on
the basis of this guess they follow the strokes of the guessed patterns.
If during the task they get confused about the identity of the pattern,
by �nding features related to some other pattern or lack of features
that support the present guessed pattern, they tend to follow the new
guess pattern. For example, consider Figure 8.12 which presents a
single task. A stimulus is presented to a subject, who makes an initial
guess and then soon realizes that it is a wrong guess and changes it.
The �rst image, from left on the top row, presents the focus map for
the �rst 500 msec when the subject guesses that the pattern is an `A'.
At 1000 msec (second image) the subject realizes that the guess was
a mistake as he/she found that the feature did not match the guessed
pattern, however he/she did not respond because of confusion. At 2000
msec (third image) he/she considers the pattern as `T' and follows the
strokes of the pattern `T' under the in�uence of top-down pattern
knowledge. The rest of the time the subject recognizes the pattern as
`T' as the top-down and bottom-up cues agrees, and he/she found the
features of the pattern `T' in the stimulus.

This strategy clearly endorses the interactive processing approach that
partial bottom-up results are sent to the higher levels for recognition
and that top-down cues are sent back for further processing and veri�-
cation. This strategy is identical to the interactive strategy suggested
by Vecera and Farah [162]. But if we take into account the early recog-
nition process then it can be said that the general strategy adopted
by humans is an extended interactive approach such that it involves a
`pre-�gural' recognition process followed by an interactive process.

On the basis of this study we concluded that humans make an early guess
at the beginning of the recognition process and then use this guess as a
top-down cue to analyse the stimulus for validation of the guess. The role
of the occluding pattern is important in recognition and it gives humans a
feeling that the required pattern is extended under the occluding pattern.
On the basis of these results and previous knowledge about the architecture
of the human visual system we present a model for recognition of occluded
patterns.
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8.2.2 Approach

The approach used in this study is based on our approach to visual at-
tention. It considers information processing along three channels, i.e., the
Main channel, the Direct Channel and the Spatial Channel. Likewise in the
model in Study-I, the Main channel of this model encodes the shape of the
patterns by extracting local edge features using Gabor �lters. These fea-
tures are systematically collapsed along the hierarchy to develop invariant
shape representations of the patterns. This pathway has the capacity to
process one pattern at a given time. Direct connections from the lowest to
higher levels are also included in the model, in the form of the Direct chan-
nel, which has biological plausibility. This provides fast top-down cues, on
the basis of template matching, to modulate the processing pathways. The
Spatial channel of this model encodes the spatial as well as somewhat the
shape information of the input patterns. At the lowest level this pathway
develops an activation-strength based saliency map of the input stimulus.
At the subsequent level this map is segmented for occluded patterns present
in the map. The segmentation is performed under the in�uence of top-down
pattern knowledge. The general strategy is that the dorsal pathway, with
the help of a segmented map of the patterns, modulates processing in the
ventral pathway in favour of that pattern. As a result of this modulation and
kWTA constrains within the levels, the pattern corresponding to the seg-
mented map in the dorsal pathway is strengthened and selected for further
processing along the ventral pathway.

The main thrust of this work is on sequential segmentation of the saliency
map for each of the overlapped patterns within the Spatial channel. The
Segmentation process is based on our hypothesis that the dorsal pathway of
the visual system encodes shape knowledge, in addition to spatial informa-
tion of the patterns, and then uses this information to perform segmentation
of the overlapped patterns. There are evidences from neuroscience [79] [141]
that neurons in the lateral intraparietal cortex (LIP) part of the dorsal path-
way show some selectivity for shapes of the patterns and hence suggest the
possibility of encoding shape information along this pathway. Unlike tradi-
tional visual information processing theories, which consider segmentation
and recognition as two independent processes, the dorsal pathway of this
model is implemented as an interactive process. In this approach a patch of
the bottom-up saliency map is selected and identi�ed as part of a speci�c
pattern by matching it with stored templates and corresponding identi�ed
pattern classes activated at the higher level. This higher level perception
then sends back top-down signals to guide the segmentation process. This
interactive process of segmentation proceeds in small steps and develops a
map that encodes the spatial location as well as shape information of the
occluded patterns.
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Figure 8.13: The neural network used in the simulation.

8.2.3 Model and Network

The proposed model is a hierarchical multi-layered neural network, as shown
in the Figure 8.13. It is composed of three channels (sub-networks): Main
channel, Direct channel and Spatial channel. The new addition in this model
from the previously presented models is the structure and functionality of
the Direct channel and Spatial channel. In the following a brief description
of each of the channels is presented.

Main Channel

It is the same object recognition model used in all previous studies. The
primary task of this channel is to recognize a given pattern in a scale, position
and distortion invariant manner. The layers of this channel are named:
Feature_Ext, Intermediate_Rep, Shape_Rep and Main_Output.

Direct Channel

This channel is a simple three layered network and accounts for the direct
connections from the lower to the higher processing areas of the visual cortex.
Its main task is to immediately classify the input patterns and provide top-
down pattern speci�c cues to modulate the processing in other networks.
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This network stores (learns) shape templates of the input pattern classes
and predicts identity of a pattern on the basis of close matches with the
stored representations. It is similar to the Direct channel of the model in
Study-I.

The three layers of this network are Input, Hidden_Direct and Direct_Output.
The Input layer is the same as for the Main channel. It is shared by all three
channels. The Hidden_Direct layer, the hidden layer of the network, is con-
nected to the Input layer through bottom-up connections. This layer is
smaller in size compared to the input layer, such that each unit of this layer
receives input from a small group of the Input layer which constitute the
receptive �eld of that unit. This connectivity pattern between two layers
helps to reduce (to some extent) shape distortion as well as position and size
variations among patterns of the same class. This stage processes informa-
tion solely on the basis of its connectivity patterns and there is no learning
connection between these two layers. The next processing layer of the net-
work is the Direct_Output layer, which is connected to the previous layer
through bidirectional connections. Each unit of this layer represents one
distinct class. The templates generated at the Hidden_Direct layer are as-
sociated with their corresponding class of the Direct_Output layer through
learning.

Spatial Channel

The main functionality of this channel is to assist the ventral channel pro-
cessing one pattern at a time. In this study the task of this channel is to
segment the occluded pattern from the occluding patterns. This channel
encodes spatial information of the input patterns. It also learns the shape
of the input pattern and uses this information to guide the segmentation
of the patterns. This channel interacts with the Main channel at appro-
priate levels and modulates it in favour of speci�c locations and features.
Since this channel encodes the spatial representation of the patterns, which
is topographic in nature, it must interact with those stages of the Main
channel which keep the topographic representation of the input, in addition
to pattern speci�c information.

The �rst processing stage in this channel is the BotUp_Saliency layer, which
draws its input directly from the Input layer and develops a bottom-up
saliency map of the input. Its size, functionality and connectivity pattern
with the Input layer is the same as that of the Hidden_Direct layer with
the Input layer. The only di�erence between the two layers is the threshold
values for the units' activations. The Hidden_Direct layer generates the
templates of the occluded parts and other patterns having the same intensity
value, whereas the BotUp_Saliency layer generates the saliency map for all
input intensity values.
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Next along the processing hierarchy is the Temp_Patch layer, which has the
same size as the BotUp_Saliency layer and is connected to it through a one-
to-one connectivity pattern. Moreover, each unit of this layer is connected
to its eight close neighbours through self-connection. This layer allows only
a very small number of units to be active at a given time, furthermore, the
self-connectivity forces the active units to appear in the form of one or two
groups. Additionally, a mechanism of `accommodation' is employed on the
units of this speci�c layer. This mechanism causes a unit that is active for
a while to get tired and die down for a short period of time, thereby giving
way to other competing units to become active. In this way active group(s)
of units seems to be moving in the previous layer.

The next layer is Recon_Pat, which has the same size as the last two lay-
ers, described above, and is connected to the Temp_Patch layer through a
one-to-one connectivity pattern. This layer has a large K value for kWTA
compared to the previous layer. In this layer an additional mechanism of
`hysteresis' is used, which causes active units to remain active for a longer
period of time even after removal of their excitatory input. In this way, this
layer keeps the traces of the patches which get active.

The next layer, the Attention layer, is connected laterally to the Temp_Patch
and Intermediate_Rep layers. This layer generates an attention map on the
basis of input activations from the Recon_Pat and Intermediate_Rep lay-
ers. The in�uence of the Recon_Pat layer is far greater than that of the
Intermediate_Rep layer. The attention map modulates the units of the In-
termediate_Rep layer in favour of a speci�c pattern and facilitates the main
channel to activate representations that belong to a single pattern.

The Spatial_Output layer is the highest processing layer of the spatial chan-
nel. It associates template like spatial as well as shape representations of
the input patterns that are developed at the Temp_Patch and Recon_Pat
layers, to a speci�c class. This layer receives bottom-up cues from the lower
processing areas in the same channel as well as top-down cues from the Di-
rect channel, and in return guides the segmentation processes interactively.

The speci�cation of the network based on our model is presented in Table
8.3.

8.2.4 Task, Dataset and Training

In this section the dataset and network training is described.
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Table 8.3: Speci�cations of the network used in simulations.
Layer Name Type Unit

Geom
Group
Geom

RF of a
Unit

RF
Overlap

Input Input 60x60 - - -

Feature_Ext Hidden 4x1 28x28 4x4 2x2

Intermediate_Rep Hidden 6x6 7x7 16x4 -

Shape_Rep Hidden 8x8 - Whole
Layer

-

Hidden_Dir Hidden 26x26 - 5x5 5x5
and 1x1
alterna-
tively

BotUp_Saliency Hidden 26x26 - 5x5 5x5
and 1x1
alterna-
tively

Temp_Pat Hidden 26x26 - 1x1 -

Recog_Pat Hidden 26x26 - 1x1

Attention Hidden 14x14 - 1x1

Main_Output Target/
Hidden

10x1 - Whole
Layer

-

Direct_Output Target/
Hidden

10x1 - Whole
Layer

-

Spatial_Output Target/
Hidden

10x1 - Whole
layer

-

Figure 8.14: Images of patterns used for training the network and developing
occluded patterns (test stimuli).
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Figure 8.15: Stimuli used for testing each of the individual channels and
the integrated model. All three stimuli are versions of the same pattern.
From Left: The �rst stimulus is a pattern occluded with the noisy pattern
having di�erent intensity than the occluded pattern. In the second stimulus
occluded and occluding patterns both have same intensity values. The third
stimulus is created by removing the noise, such that the pattern becomes
the one with missing parts.

Dataset

For training, ten pattern classes were selected. These patterns are images
of �ve letters of the English alphabet and �ve digits (Figure 8.14 ). Both
machine printed as well as handwritten patterns were used as dataset for
training. Each of the patterns is shifted two steps in eight directions, where
each step is four pixels wide. For testing, stimuli containing occluded pat-
terns were developed (Figure 8.15). Each of the test stimuli have three
variants. In the �rst variant, the occluding patterns have di�erent intensity
values than that of the occluded pattern as well as from the background.
In the second variant both occluding and occluded patterns have the same
intensity values, whereas in the third variant the occluding pattern and the
background have the same intensity values.

Training and Testing

Since all three channels communicate with each other through static connec-
tions (not learnable) training of the three network channels can be performed
separately, one-by-one, without any speci�c order.

Training the Main Channel

The main channel learns invariant representations of the input pattern classes
on the basis of edge features extracted at the lowest level, i.e., the Fea-
ture_Ext layer, by using Gabor �lters. For learning a mix of Hebbian and
error-driven learning was employed. For both bottom-up as well as top-down
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connection Chebb = 0.002 was used. The channel was trained for �ve batches
whereas each batch runs until the set stopping criteria of zero-percent-error
is achieved.

Training the Direct Channel

The Direct channel learns to associate the templates of the patterns, de-
veloped at the Hidden_Direct layer, with its Direct_output layer. For this
reason a high value of Chebb (= 0.5) is used for the connections between the
Hidden_Direct and the Direct_Output layer.

Training the Spatial Channel

The three layers of this channel, which have learnable connections, learn
the templates and associate those with the eight pattern classes represented
at the Out_Spatial layer. The Chebb value is the same as for learning the
dorsal channel, i.e., 0.5.

8.2.5 Simulations and Results

In this section the simulation behaviour of the model for the task of occluded
pattern recognition will be presented. In the �rst step, each of the processing
channels of the model was simulated standalone, without any in�uence from
the rest of the channels. In the second step, all three channels were combined
and the resulting integrated model was simulated on the same task. Each
of the simulation trials ran for 400 processing cycles.

Simulation 1: Immediate Recognition by the Direct Channel

Here we will present the simulation of the Driect channel and will discuss
its behaviour. In this simulation the channel worked independently, but its
behaviour would remain the same even if combined with the other channels,
as it does not receive any input from the other sources except for the Input
layer. Three di�erent occluded variants of the same pattern were presented
to the model.

Occluded and Occluding Patterns Have Di�erent Intensity Values
Figure 8.16 shows cycle-wise processing results of the channels. The simula-
tion was initiated by clamping a stimulus to the Input layer (cycle: 0). The
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Figure 8.16: Snapshots of the activations in the Direct channel's layer for
the processing cycles when a stimulus containing occluded and occluding
patterns having di�erent intensity values is presented. Each layer is made
up of a matrix of units and the activation values of these matrices are shown.
Activations in the layers change as the cycle proceeds. In this �gure, in the
order from left to right, the columns represent: Number of processing cycles
(how far computation of the activation has progressed), activations in Input
layer, Hidden_Direct layer and Direct_Output layer of the network. Dark
colours denote high activation values, light colours denote low activation.

stimulus is composed of the pattern `2' occluded by a random noisy pat-
tern which has a di�erent intensity value compared to that of the occluded
pattern. It is di�cult even for humans to identify the pattern accurately
with full con�dence. The Hidden_Direct layer generates the template of
the occluding pattern only (cycle: 7 - 400), by discriminating patterns on
the basis of their intensity. The Direct_Output layer shows three active
units having di�erent activation values (cycle: 13 - 400). This means that
according to this channel the occluding pattern belongs to one of the three
pattern classes, represented by the three active units. The high activation
value corresponds to high con�dence.

Pattern with Missing Parts In Figure 8.17, the simulation behaviour
of the Direct channel is presented when a stimulus containing a pattern
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Figure 8.17: Snapshots of the activations in the Direct channel's layer for
the selected processing cycles when a stimulus containing a pattern with
missing parts is presented to the channel.

with missing parts is presented as input. The activation patterns of the
Hidden_Direct and the Direct_Output layers in this simulation are very
similar to those in the previous simulation (Figure 8.16). This is because
the Hidden_Direct layer discriminates among the patterns on the basis of
the intensity values and generates the template of only those parts of the
pattern in the previous simulation which are visible in the missing patterns
stimulus.

Figure 8.18: Snapshots of the activations in the Direct channel's layer for
the selected processing cycles when a stimulus with occluded and occluding
patterns having the same intensity value is presented to the network.
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Occluded and Occluding Patterns Having the Same Intensity Val-
ues Figure 8.6 shows the processing results when a stimulus composed of
occluded and occluding patterns having the same intensity values is pre-
sented to the channel. This time the Hidden_Direct layer generates a tem-
plate that contains both the occluding as well as the occluded pattern (cycle:
100-400). The Direct_Output layer indicates three possible pattern classes
(cycle: 100-400) for the occluded pattern with varying degree of con�dence,
depicted by di�erent intensity values.

Simulation 2: Pattern Recognition by the Main Channel

This channel performs recognition of the patterns in a size, position and
shape invariant manner. In this simulation it will perform processing in-
dependently of the other two channels. But, in the case of the integrated
model, this channel receives early top-down cues from the Direct channel
and interacts with the Spatial Channel. The same three stimuli were pre-
sented to this channel that were presented to the other two channels in the
previous simulations.

Occluded and Occluding Patterns Having Di�erent Intensity Val-
ues Figure 8.19, shows the results of the simulation when a stimulus
containing occluded and occluding patterns having the same intensity val-
ues was presented to the channel. It can be observed that, like the Hid-
den_Direct layer of the direct channel, the Feature_Ext layer in this chan-
nel di�erentiate the input patterns on the basis of the intensity values and
encodes edges that belong to patterns with a speci�c intensity value (cycle:
0-400), which in this case is the intensity value of the occluded pattern.
In this simulation the main channel correctly recognizes the pattern class
(cycle: 100-400).

Pattern with Missing Parts Figure 8.20, displays the simulation results
when a stimulus containing patterns with missing parts was presented to the
main channel. The processing behaviour of the channel in this simulation
is very similar to its behaviour in the previous simulation (Figure 8.19). In
this simulation, the channel correctly recognizes the pattern class (cycle:
100-400).

Occluded and Occluding Patterns Having the Same Intensity Val-
ues In this simulation (Figure 8.21) the Feature_Ext layer extracts edges
from both the occluding as well as the occluded pattern (cycle: 0-400) as
there is no way (bottom-up cues) to distinguish between the two patterns.
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Figure 8.19: Activations of the Main channel's layers when stimulus contain-
ing occluded and occluding patterns having di�erent intensity values are pre-
sented to the channel. In this �gure, in order from left to right, the columns
represent: Number of processing cycles (how far the computation of the
activation has progressed), activations in the Input layer, the Feature_Ext
layer, the Intermediate_Rep, the Shape_Rep and the Main_Output layer
of the network. Dark colours denote high activation values, light colours low
activation.

In this particular case the main network could not recognize the patterns
correctly (cycle: 15-400).

Simulation 3: Interactive Pattern Segmentation by the Spatial
Channel

As stated earlier the main functionality of this channel is to segment the
bottom up saliency map and develop a map for the occluded pattern. Here
we will present the processing behaviour of this channel.

Occluded Patterns with Noise Having Di�erent Intensity Values
Consider Figure 8.22, for an illustration of this simulation. First of all, an
occluded pattern is presented to this channel through the Input layer. Acti-
vation of the pattern spreads to the BotUp_Saliency layer, which generates
a saliency map or template of the input pattern (cycle: 60-400). Next,
the Temp_Patch layer gets activation from the BotUp_Saliency layer and
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Figure 8.20: Activations of the Main channel's layers for the selected pro-
cessing cycles, when a stimulus containing patterns with missing parts is
presented to the channel.

Figure 8.21: Activations of the Main channel's layers for selected processing
cycles, when a stimulus with occluded and occluding patterns having the
same intensity value is presented to the network.
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Figure 8.22: Snapshots of the activations in the Spatial channel's layers
for the selected processing cycles, when a stimulus containing occluded and
occluding patterns having di�erent intensity values are presented to the
channel. In this �gure, in the order from left to right, the columns rep-
resent: number of processing cycles, activations in the Input layer, the
BotUp_Saliency, the Temp_Patch, the Recon_Pat, the Spatial_Output
and the Attention layer of the channel.
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due to the low value of K (for the kWTA) a relatively small number of its
units become active. This means activation of only a small portion of the
saliency map in the previous layer. Due to self-connections among the units
within the layer, the active units in this layer appear in the form of one
or two connected patches (cycle: 60-400). This activation pattern in the
Temp_Patch layer is temporal in nature, due to the `accommodation' func-
tionality of the units in this layer, presently active units will become tired
after some time, and give way to other units of this layer to become active.
The presently active pattern in the Temp_Patch layer will activate the most
closely matched learned pattern class at the Spatial_Output layer. Mean-
while, the Temp_Patch layer transfers a copy of its activation pattern to
the Recon_Pat layer, which unlike the Temp_Patch layer keeps the active
pattern for a long time (in this simulation it keeps the pattern for the whole
trial duration or 400 cycles). The Recon_Saliency layer also sends class
speci�c signals to the Spatial_Output layer. The Spatial_Output layer in
return sends feedback to the Temp_Patch and Recon_Pat layers, and thus
modulates activations in these two layers. This interactive processing pro-
ceeds in small steps and consequently groups of units at the Temp_Patch
layer activates (moves) over the spatial area, which in this case represents
the pattern `5'. In the meantime, the Recon_Pat layer keeps traces of the
ephemeral groups at the Temp_Pat layer (cycle: 60-400). As the processing
cycle proceeds, the pattern at the Recon_Pat layer grows and sends increas-
ingly strong signals to the Spatial_Output layer for the pattern `5', as well
as it more strongly interacts with the Temp_Patch layer. The resulting map
at the Recon_Pat layer emerges in the form of a rough template represent-
ing the pattern `5' (cycle: 300-400). This template contains the spatial as
well as the shape information of the pattern.

Patterns with Missing Parts Figure 8.23, displays the activation pat-
terns of the di�erent layers for this simulation. The BotUp_Saliency layer
generates the map of the visible parts of the pattern. The Temp_Patch layer
activates some parts of the pattern and sends signals to the Spatial_Output
(cycle: 60) layer. The Spatial_Output layer identi�es these patches as a
part of the pattern `2' and sends back the signal to the Temp_Patch layer
in favour of the pattern `2'. The Temp_Patch layer gets top down signals
in favour of the pattern `2', but lacks the bottom up signal for this pattern
because some parts of the pattern is missing. This makes the Temp_Patch
layer activation unable to activate the units along the shape or spatial area
of the pattern `2'. Instead, under top down and bottom up pressure the
Temp_Patch layer activates some patches that match the pattern `3' which
is classi�ed at the Spatial_Output layer. The Spatial_Output layer sends
back a top down signal for this pattern, but due to missing parts the shape
of this pattern it cannot be constructed. This activation dynamics cause a
kind of confusion for the channel and it can be noted that the Recon_Pat
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Figure 8.23: Snapshots of the activations in the Spatial channel's layers
when a stimulus having a pattern with missing parts is presented to the
channel.

layer cannot reconstructs a legible pattern (cycle: 400).

Occluded and Occluding Patterns Having the Same Intensity Val-
ues The behaviour of the channel for this stimulus is very similar to
the channel behaviour in case of a stimulus containing occluded and oc-
cluding patterns having di�erent intensity values. The reason is that the
BotUp_saliency layer generates the same map in both cases. Figure 8.24,
shows the activation patterns of the layers for this stimulation.

Simulation 4: The Integrated Model

After presenting the simulation behaviour of the three individual channels,
the simulation behaviour of the model as a whole will now be presented.
First of all the same three stimuli will be presented to the model that were
presented to the individual channels in the previous simulations. After that
a couple of additional stimuli will be processed with the model for further
illustration.
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Figure 8.24: Snapshots of the activations in the Spatial channel's layers
when a stimulus containing occluded and occluding patterns having the
same intensity values is presented to the channel.

Occluded and Occluding Patterns Having Di�erent Intensity Val-
ues Figure 8.25, shows the simulation behaviour of the model as the sim-
ulation process progresses. In response to the stimulus containing occluded
patterns, the Output_Direct layer responds by activating two of its units,
representing the patterns `2' and `3' (cycle: 13). The Direct_Output layer
modulates the Spatial_Output and Main_Output layers, which in turn
modulate the respective channels by propagating top down signals along
their hierarchy. There is a slight di�erence in processing of the integrated
model compared to that of the individual channels: In the integrated model,
the Main and the Spatial channels get top down modulation before their re-
spective output units get bottom up signals. Now, consider cycle: 45; the
output layers of all three channels show the same result. The Recon_Pat
layer constructs the shape of the pattern `2' under the in�uence of both
top down as well as bottom-up cues. It can also be seen that the layer Fea-
ture_Ext gets modulated under the in�uence of the Spatial channel through
the Attention layer (cycle: 100-400). The model correctly recognizes the oc-
cluded pattern in the stimulus as `2' (cycle: 100-400).

Patterns with Missing Parts Figure 8.26, presents the simulation re-
sults when the stimulus is presented to the model. Initially, the Direct_Output
layer categorises the pattern as either the pattern `2' or `3'. The Spa-
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Figure 8.25: Activations of the integrated model's layers for the selected
processing cycles, when a stimulus containing occluded and occluding pat-
terns having di�erent intensity values are presented to the channel. In this
�gure, in the order from left to right, the columns represent: number of
processing cycle, activations in the Input, the BotUp_Saliency, the Re-
con_Pat, the Intermediate_Rep, the Direct_Output, the Spatial_Output,
the Main_Output and the Correct_Output layer.
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Figure 8.26: Activations of the integrated model's layers for the selected
processing cycles, when stimulus having patterns with missing parts are
presented to the channel.
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tial_Output layer gets modulated in favour of the pattern `2' and the Spa-
tial channel tries to reconstruct the pattern. But, due to lack of bottom-up
activations for this pattern, due to missing parts, the Spatial channel can-
not construct it correctly and gets confused between the patterns `2' and
`3'. Consequently, the Recon_Pat layer shows an incomplete pattern and
its interaction with the main channel results in incorrect recognition of the
pattern.

Occluded and Occluding Patterns Having the Same Intensity Val-
ues Figure 8.27, shows the simulation results when the stimulus is pre-
sented to the model. The behaviour of the model is similar to the model
behaviour in the previous simulation. The only di�erence is that the Di-
rect_Output layer activates a unit, which represents pattern `2', more strongly
than the others and under its in�uence the model correctly reconstructs and
recognizes the occluding pattern in the input stimulus.

Some More Examples In order to further illustrate the behaviour of
the model, a couple of additional simulations will be presented. Figure 8.28,
presents the behaviour of the model when a stimulus, which contains the
occluded pattern `H' is presented to the model. In this simulation the Direct
channel classi�es the occluded pattern as either `H' or `4'. This is because
pixels that form the pattern `4' are somewhat a subset of pixels forming the
pattern `H'. The initially active patches at the Temp_Patch layer match
the pattern `4' and thus the Spatial_Ouput layer recognizes this patch as
a part of the pattern `4' (cycle: 30-400). Consequently, the pattern `4' is
reconstructed (cycle: 50-400) and the occluded pattern is recognized as the
pattern `4'.

Figure 8.29, shows the model behaviour when a stimulus containing the
pattern `3' is presented. The model correctly reconstructs and recognizes
the pattern.

8.2.6 Discussion and Conclusion

In this study a biologically-Based model for recognition of occluded patterns
is presented. The model takes input stimuli containing occluding patterns
and then segments and recognizes the occluded pattern in it. Here the seg-
mentation and recognition processes are considered highly interdependent
and proceed in parallel in small incremental steps. The simulation results
indicate that the model provides a biologically-based solution to the prob-
lem. Moreover, the simulation behaviour of the model is in accordance with
human behaviour on similar tasks.
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Figure 8.27: Activations of the integrated model's layers for the selected
processing cycles, when stimulus containing patterns with occluded and oc-
cluding patterns having the same intensity values is presented to the channel.
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Figure 8.28: Activations of the integrated model's layers for selected pro-
cessing cycles.

An eye-tracking study was conducted to investigate the human behaviour
on the recognition task of occluded patterns. The results of the experiment
underline the importance of early top-down cues. Furthermore, the results
suggest an interactive processing strategy for solving the task. Based on
these �ndings an extended interactive processing approach is proposed. The
extended interactive processing approach is in fact an interactive approach
with a so called `pre-�gural', rapid recognition step which computes early
top-down cues. These top-down cues provide an early identity guess for
the occluded pattern to the model and, therefore facilitate the processing
by avoiding any confusion in the beginning. It is important to note that
the computation of early top-down cues in this model is di�erent from the
one proposed by Peterson and colleagues[114][113][111]. According to their
account the `pre-�gural step' takes place before any kind of �gure-ground
organization and on the basis of luminance contours. In our model the
computation of top-down cues are based on template matching combined
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Figure 8.29: Activations of the integrated model's layers for the selected
processing cycles.

with bottom-up intensity based information, i.e., the pre-knowledge of the
occluded pattern's intensity values are used. In the same way, this approach
is di�erent from the interactive processing approach, as the early top-down
cues do not �t well with the basic idea of the interactive processing approach,
which envisage small incremental steps instead of recognition of the template
in a single step.

The main contribution of this work is how segmentation of those parts of
the saliency maps, which represent occluded patterns in the input stimuli, is
encoded. In this work we hypothesize that the Dorsal pathway of the visual
cortex, in the human brain, encodes the shape information in addition to
encoding the spatial features of the patterns in the input. This encoded
information of the patterns' shape is used as top-down cues to modulate
processing along the pathway. The segmentation and somewhat reconstruc-
tion of the patterns' saliency maps is done as a result of interaction between
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the top-down pattern and bottom-up image-based cues. This approach is
di�erent from the other biologically-inspired approaches as in most other
models the dorsal pathway is assumed to encode just spatial information of
the input. This information is encoded, usually, by generating the saliency
map on the basis of bottom-up cues. There are other approaches that use
top-down cues for the re�nement of the saliency map in favour of one spe-
ci�c pattern but no approach use shape information in the dorsal pathway.
Moreover, in those processing models top-down modulation is performed
in just one atomic step unlike the interactive modulation employed in our
model.

Another contribution of this work is that it demonstrates the importance of
direct connections from the lower to the higher levels along the information
processing hierarchy of the model. There is numerous evidence of direct
connections in the visual system of humans. These connections have seldom
been modelled in computational models for pattern recognition in the way
we did in our three channel model. Here, we hypothesize and model these
connections to compute early top-down cues. These cues help restrict the
choices of processing along the two other processing pathways. For exam-
ple, in the Spatial pathway of the model, an important and critical step is
the emergence of the small patches which are fetched from the bottom-up
saliency layer and sent to the higher levels for classi�cation. The selection of
this patch (�rst time) is a random process and thus it can be from any part
of the map which might be noise. In this situation there is always a chance
that this patch will be recognized with some false identity and may cause
confusion in the pathway. To avoid this situation the early top-down cues
play an important role by providing the pathway an initial guess. This guess
constrains the choices of the pathway in terms of making further selection
of patches, as well as class assignment to the patches at the higher level.
It is true that accuracy of the early guess is arbitrary but it is a far better
alternative than not using it all. Nevertheless, this early guess is based on
some systematic processes unlike random selection of the patch from the
bottom-up saliency.
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Chapter 9

Biologically-Based Models

for Overlapped Pattern

Recognition

Recognition of 2-D overlapped patterns is a complex and challenging com-
putational problem. It is comparatively easier for humans to recognize
overlapped objects in 3-D environments than in 2-D environments, as 3-
D environments may provide additional cues to help the recognition pro-
cess. However, the ability of humans to recognize 2-D overlapped patterns
is also superior to present day arti�cial recognition systems. Humans has un-
matched capability of recognizing objects in cluttered environments among
all kind of distracters, and this ability owes much to the phenomenon of
visual attention.

In this chapter the recognition problem of overlapped patterns will be con-
sidered. Like Chapter 8, this chapter contains two parts. In the �rst part a
simple model for overlapped pattern recognition will be presented, while in
the second part the model will be improved and extended to a more com-
plex model. Study-I deals with overlapped patterns having the same as well
as di�erent intensity values while Study-II consider only patterns with the
same intensity values.
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9.1 Study-I: Overlapped Pattern Recognition-

A Simple Model

Recognition of overlapped patterns involves two fundamental issues in the
�eld of machine vision; pattern segmentation and pattern recognition. The
main di�culty when recognizing overlapped patterns is to accurately seg-
ment individual patterns. If the segmentation can be performed satisfacto-
rily, the recognition of patterns becomes a relatively easier task.

Figure 9.1: Images of overlapped patterns.

Consider Figure 9.1, the pattern shown in the �rst image (from left) does
not make much sense and cannot be named or recognized as a speci�c pat-
tern. Now, look at the next three images in the sequence. These images
are in fact the same pattern as in the �rst image, but due to bottom-up
intensity based cues they can be interpreted in the three images as overlap
of the patterns `TH', `FFI' and `FH' respectively. This time the recogni-
tion becomes possible due to the presence of bottom-up cues that facilitate
segmentation of overlapped patterns into individual patterns. Similarly, the
last image also has no signi�cant bottom-up cues that help segmentation
and therefore, it is di�cult for an arti�cial system, based on the bottom-up
approach, to correctly recognize the pattern in the image. This image can
be interpreted as the pattern `B' or `13' depending on high level knowledge,
i.e., whether the pattern is from the English alphabet or overlapped digits.
We may also notice that while interpreting the image as overlapped digits,
we predict the digit and then move our focus along the patterns. The same
is true in the case of interpreting the pattern as a character pattern. From
these images, we get the insight that: i) Bottom-up cues play an important
role in interpretation of overlapped patterns, ii) In the absence of bottom-up
as well as top-down cues, it is di�cult to interpret overlapped patterns, iii)
In the absence of bottom-up cues, the bottom-up, image-based information
is interpreted with the help of top-down cues, in an interactive manner. In
our experiments, we deal with images of overlapped patterns which have
little bottom-up cues. We use an interactive processing approach in which
high level object knowledge guides low level processing for segmentation and
recognition of these patterns.
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Figure 9.2: The proposed biologically-based model.

9.1.1 Approach

The approach used in this work is similar to our approach for phenomenon
of visual attention. Here, the strategy is to develop a saliency map in the
Spatial channel that represents the spatial as well as the identity information
of one of the overlapped patterns at a time and then use this information to
modulate processing along the Recognition channel in favour of that pattern.

The main thrust of this approach is on incremental development of a saliency
map that is based on an interactive process, `recognition followed by seg-
mentation, segmentation followed by recognition'. In this approach a salient
patch of the bottom-up saliency map of the occluded pattern is selected and
is identi�ed as a part of a speci�c pattern template by matching it against
stored templates. The matched pattern class is activated at the higher level.
This higher level perception then guides the growth of the saliency map in
a proximate region that belongs to the same pattern. This step uses in-
cremental growth as bottom-up image information, top-down guidance of
pattern shape information proceeds in small steps and intimately leads to a
saliency map that encodes the spatial location as well as shape information
of one of the occluded patterns. During testing, when an overlapped pattern
is presented to the model, the Spatial Channel generates the saliency map
of the overlapped patterns one by one and modulates the Recognition path-
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Table 9.1: Speci�cations of the network used in simulations.
Layer Name Type Unit

Geom
Group
Geom

RF of a
Unit

RF
Overlap

Input Input 60x60 - - -
Feature_Ext Hidden 4x1 28x28 4x4 2x2
Intermediate_Rep Hidden 6x6 7x7 16x4 -
Shape_Rep Hidden 8x8 - Whole

Layer
-

BotUp_Saliency Hidden 26x26 - 5x5 5x5
and 1x1
alterna-
tively

Temp_Sal Hidden 26x26 - 1x1 -
Seg_Sal Hidden 26x26 - 1x1 -
Attention Hidden 14x14 - 1x1
Output Target/

Hidden
10x1 - Whole

Layer
-

Spatial_Output Target/
Hidden

10x1 - Whole
layer

-

way by both spatial as well as through top-down feature based modulation
in favour of one pattern at a time.

9.1.2 Model and Network

We use a hierarchical multi-layered neural network as illustrated in Fig-
ure 9.2. It is an extension of our basic model of visual attention. It is
composed of two channels: the Recognition channel and the Spatial chan-
nel. The Recognition channel of this model is the same object recognition
model used in previous studies and described as a basic object recognition
model in Chapter 5. It is composed of the following layers: Input, Fea-
ture_Exteaction, Intermediate_Rep, Shape_Rep and Output. The speci�-
cation of the network is presented in Table 9.1.

The di�erence in this model and previously presented models is in the func-
tionality and structure of the Spatial channel.

The Spatial Channel

The main functionality of this channel is to make the ventral channel process
one pattern at a time in a sequential manner, in case more than one pattern is
presented as input. This channel encodes spatial and shape properties of the
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input in the form of a saliency map, and uses this information to guide the
segmentation of the overlapped patterns. This pathway interacts with the
ventral pathway, at appropriate levels of processing stages, to modulate it in
favour of speci�c locations and features. This pathway encodes the spatial
representation of the patterns, which is topographic in nature. Therefore,
in order to interact correctly with the ventral channel it must interact with
those stages of the ventral pathway that keep, in addition to pattern speci�c
information, topographic information of the input.

The �rst stage of processing in this channel is the BotUp_Sal layer, which
draws its input directly from the Input layer and develops a bottom-up
saliency map of the input. It is smaller in size than the Input layer and each
unit of this layer receives input from a group of units from the Input layer.
This connectivity pattern helps reduce (to some extent) shape distortion as
well as position and size variations among patterns of the same class. This
stage processes information on the basis of its connectivity patterns and
does not perform any learning.

The next stage of this channel, the Temp_Sal layer, is of the same size as the
BotUp_Sal layer and connected through it with a one to one connectivity
pattern. Moreover, each unit of this layer is connected to eight close neigh-
bours through self-connection. This layer allows only a very small number
of units to be active at a given time, furthermore, self-connectivity forces
the active units to appear in the form of one or two groups. Additionally,
a mechanism of `accommodation' was employed on the units of this speci�c
layer. This mechanism causes a unit that is active for a while to get tired
and die down for a short period of time thereby allowing other competing
units to become active. In this way active group(s) of units act like the
visual attention and move over the patterns.

The next stage is Seg_Sal, which has the same size as the last two layers and
is connected to the Temp_Sal layer with a one to one connectivity pattern
among the units. This layer has a large k value for the kWTA mechanism
compared to the previous layer. In this layer an additional mechanism of
`hysteresis' is used, which causes active units to remain active for a short
time even after removal of their excitatory input. In this way, this layer
keeps track of the moving activating patterns.

The Attention layer is connected to the Seg_Sal and Intermediate_Rep
layers. It serves as a communication bridge between the two channels and
modulates the processing in the Recognition channels by strengthen the
activation of the Intermediate_Rep units at speci�c locations.

The Spatial_Output layer is the highest processing layer of the Spatial chan-
nel. It associates the template like spatial representation of the input pat-
terns at the Temp_Sal and Seg_Sal layers to a speci�c class. This layer
receives bottom-up cues and in response generates top-down shape speci�c
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cues, in order to guide the segmentation process in an interactive manner.
This layer is also connected to the Output layer of the Recognition channel
and modulates the processing in the Recognition pathway and thus becomes
instrumental in modulating the processing of this channel to a given class
speci�c features.

Figure 9.3: Top row: Six English alphabet pattern classes used for the
simulations. Bottom row: Some of the test patters developed by overlapping
the patterns.

9.1.3 Task, Dataset and Training

To simplify training and analysis of the results gray level images of six En-
glish letters (Figure 9.3, top row) were used for the simulations. Both ma-
chine printed as well as distorted patterns were used as dataset for training.
Each of the patterns was shifted two steps in eight directions, where length
of the each step is four pixels. For testing, stimuli containing overlapped
patterns were created (Figure 9.3, bottom row), such that, each stimulus
contains two randomly selected patterns.

9.1.4 Simulation and Results

Training of the two network channels, i.e., the Recognition and the Spatial
channels was performed separately. The ventral channel learns the invari-
ant representations of the input patterns on the basis of edge features ex-
tracted at the lowest level, i.e., the Feature_Extraction layer. The Spatial
channel, on the other hand, learns templates of the input patterns. After
completion of the training, the trained network is simulated on overlapped
patterns. In the following section a few simulation results with a brief anal-
ysis are presented to demonstrate the workability of the approach. The �rst
two simulations show the interactive development and segmentation of the
saliency map of one of the overlapped patterns in the Spatial channel. The
third simulation demonstrates the development of the saliency maps for two
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overlapped patterns in a sequence, one after another. The fourth simulation
result demonstrates the segmentation and development of the saliency map
at the Spatial channel as well as modulation and recognition of patterns in
the Recognition channel in a sequential manner.

Segmentation of One of the Overlapped Patterns in the Spatial
Channel

Figure 9.4 shows the behaviour of the Spatial channel when a stimulus is
presented to the network. This stimulus contains two overlapped patterns;
`O' and `T'. When a pattern is presented at the input layer, the bottom-up
saliency map of the overlapped pattern is generated at the BotUp_Sal layer
(cycle: 12). Next, the Temp_Sal layer gets activation from the BotUp_Sal
layer, and due to low value of k for the kWTA a relatively small number of
its units become active. Due to self-connection, the active units in this layer
appear in the form of one or two groups (cycle: 57-63). The Temp_Sal
layer, on the basis of the similarity of the active groups with the learned
pattern templates, activates the Spatial_Output layer that represents, in
this instance, the pattern `O'. The Spatial_Output layer in return feedback
to the Temp_Sal and Seg_Sal layers, and thus modulate these in favour of
the pattern `O'. This interactive process proceeds in small steps and conse-
quently active groups of units at the Temp_Sal layer moves over the spatial
area representing the pattern (obtaining input from the saliency map of the
`O' in the BotUp_ Sal layer) `O' (57-600). In the meantime, the Seg_Sal
layer keeps the traces of the moving groups at the Temp_Sal layer (cy-
cle: 67-600). The Temp_Sal layer also interacts with the Spatial_Output
layer and strongly in�uences it and therefore plays an important role in
in�uencing the top-down signals. The resulting map at the Seg_Sal layer
appears in the form of a rough template representing the pattern `O'. This
map contains spatial as well as shape information of the character `O' in
the overlapped pattern, which helps modulate the Recognition channel pro-
cessing in favour of this pattern. The attention layer, which serves as a
communication bridge between the two pathways for spatial modulation,
also displays the activation patterns of a speci�c shape.

Segmenting one of the Overlapped Complex Patterns from the
Saliency Map

In this simulation, Figure 9.5, a stimulus that contains somewhat complex
and ambiguous overlapped patterns is presented to the network. It is com-
posed of two overlapping patterns, `T' and `H', but their overlap create
contours for the characters `F' and `P' as well. Therefore, this stimulus can
be segmented as one of four possible classes of patterns. When this stimulus
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Figure 9.4: Snapshots of the activations in the various network layers. Each
layer is made up of a matrix of units, and the activation values of these
matrices are shown here. The recorded changes in activation for di�erent
processing cycles illustrate how the top-down and bottom-up interactions
within the Spatial channel leads to incremental development of a saliency
map for one pattern at a time. For each graph, in the order from left to
right, the columns represent: Number of processing cycle (how far compu-
tation of activation has gone), activations in Input layer, BotUp_Sal layer,
Temp_Sal layer, Seg_Sal layer, Spatial_Output layer and Attention layer
of the network. Yellow colours denote high activation values, red colours
low activation. Gray colour means no activation.
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Figure 9.5: Cycle-wise activation of various network layers while developing
a saliency map for one of the complex patterns through interactive process-
ing.
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is presented to the model, the BotUp_Sal layer activates the saliency map of
the stimulus (cycle: 12-544) and gradually at the Temp_Sal layer a couple
of groups of units become active (cycle: 44). The very �rst active groups of
units at the Temp_Sal layer, in this case, matches the pattern `T' and as
a consequence, activates the corresponding representative unit of this class
at the Spatial_Output layer. The Seg_Sal layer, like in the previous case,
keeps traces of activations of the Temp_Sal layer. The interaction among
these three layers leads to incremental development and segmentation of
the saliency map in favour of the pattern `T'. The segmentation results are
continuously feed to the Attention layer (cycle: 65-236).

Segmenting Both of the Overlapped Patterns in the Saliency map

Figure 9.6 shows the simulation results when the Spatial channel generates
the saliency maps for two overlapped patterns one by one. The stimulus is
composed of the two overlapped patterns `E' and `O'. When it is presented
to the model, the BU_Maplayer generates a bottom-up saliency map (cycle:
12-544). The Temp_Sal layer activates a chunk of this saliency map which
subsequently is identi�ed as the pattern `E' at the Spatial_Output layer
(cycle: 52-154). As a result, top-down signals are generated that have the
Temp_Sal and Seg_Sal layers favour the pattern `E'. As bottom-up signals
contain the activation patterns of `E', the Seg_Sal layer grows and develops
a map for `E' due to interactions between top-down and bottom-up in�u-
ences (cycle: 65-206). The attention layer, which serves as a communicating
layer between the two channels, also shows the corresponding saliency maps
(cycle: 65-206). Meanwhile, some of the active units at the Seg_Sal layer
start getting tired and thus give way to other competing units to become
active (cycle: 154-206). Most probably the newly activated units belong to
the other pattern, `O', because units that represent `E' were already active.
At this moment the newly active units support the pattern `O' and thus
forces the Spatial_Output layer to generate top-down signals that favours
this new pattern (cycle: 154). Consequently, the top-down and bottom-up
interaction leads to the development of a saliency map that represents the
pattern `O' (cycle: 230-544). This process goes on, such that the interac-
tive processing of units leads to the development of saliency maps for each
pattern one after another.

Segmentation in the Spatial Channel and Recognition in the Recog-
nition Channel

In this simulation segmentation of the saliency map by interactive process-
ing in the Spatial channel and consequently sequential recognition of over-
lapped patterns in the Recognition channel is demonstrated. The stimulus
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Figure 9.6: Cycle-wise activation of various network layers while developing
saliency maps for overlapped patterns one by one, and the corresponding
modulation and recognition patterns in the Recognition channel.
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Figure 9.7: Cycle-wise activation of various network layers while developing
saliency maps for overlapped patterns one by one, and the corresponding
modulation and recognition patterns in the Recognition channel.
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is composed of two overlapped patterns; the patterns `E' and `O'. On presen-
tation of the stimulus, the BU_Sal layer generates the saliency map for the
overlapped patterns and the Seg_Sal layer develops the segmented saliency
maps for the occluded patterns one by one, using the tiring function of the
units as in the previous simulation. The two channels interact with each
other at three levels and consequently the Recognition channel recognizes
the patterns one by one.

Consider Figure 9.7, �rst the Int_map layer develops the saliency map for
the pattern `O'. The Spatial channel modulates the processing of the Recog-
nition channel at three levels. The Interact_map layer and the Attention
layer modulate the activation of the Feature_Extraction and Intermedi-
ate_Rep layers for speci�c spatial locations and the Temp_Id layer inter-
acts and thus modulates the Output layer of the Recognition channel that in
turn provides the feature based modulation of the Recognition channel for
the pattern `O'. Consequently, the Recognition channel, which has already
identi�ed the overlapped pattern as `O', now identi�es one of the overlapped
patterns as `O'. Next, when the saliency map for `E' is developed and mod-
ulation of the Recognition channel is performed the Output layer identi�es
the second character as `E'.

9.1.5 Discussion and Conclusion

We have presented a biologically Based model for recognition of overlapped
patterns. The main emphasis was to segment the saliency map of overlapped
patterns into individual patterns by using interactive processing in a biolog-
ically based framework. The segmented patterns, in the form of template
patterns, contain the spatial information of the pattern in the Recognition
channel, and modulate the processing in favour of the pattern.

The computer simulations with the model demonstrate a satisfactory so-
lution to overlapped patterns recognition that need little bottom-cues for
segmentation. The model produces a behaviour that is in accordance to the
known human behaviour for recognition of overlapped patterns.

9.2 Study-II: Overlapped Pattern Recognition-

A More Complex Model

This study considers the problem of recognizing 2-D overlapped patterns
with the same gray values. A biologically-based attention-based-recognition
model is presented which is an extended form of the model presented in the
previous studies. This model recognizes overlapped patterns in sequential
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order and, with simulation behaviour similar to the human behaviour on the
same task.

9.2.1 Eye-Tracking Studies for Overlapped Pattern Recog-

nition

As a part of this study we conducted an eye-tracking experiment to register
human behaviour for the task of overlapped pattern recognition. It is com-
mon knowledge that humans perform a couple of saccades for recognizing
somewhat obscure patterns. Studies on the human visual system [7] [121]
[149] support the existence of an immediate recognition process which is
based on the feed-forward processing and can help recognize patterns in a
fraction of seconds without any attention shift.

The experiment was designed to investigate two aspects of recognizing over-
lapped patterns: 1) the role of the earlier recognition process in the sub-
sequent processing stages and, 2) the overall general strategy adopted by
humans for this task.

Method

In this section a step-by-step description of the method for eye-tracking will
be described.

Subjects For this study we recruited ten Linköping University sta� and
students as human subjects with corrected or corrected-to-normal vision.
Subjects included both male and female aged between 21- and 40 years. All
subjects were well conversant with the English language and had proven
ability to easily recognize English letters and digits. The subjects had never
seen the stimuli before and were naive to the purpose of the experiment.

Stimuli We used stimuli that are composed of two or three overlapped
patterns (Figure 9.8). These patterns are randomly selected from capital
English letters and digits. Each stimulus was developed by manually draw-
ing two or three patterns which were superimposed on each other. All of
the patterns had the same gray scale value (white), while the background
has zero intensity value (black). The stimuli were divided into two sets,
Set-I and Set-II. Set-I comprises thirty stimuli with mostly two overlapped
patterns, while, Set-II had �fteen stimuli of three overlapped patterns.
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Figure 9.8: Some of the stimuli used in the eye-tracking study.

Procedure and Task We used the iView X eye tracking system to record
eye gaze position during the course of the experiment. Eye position was
sampled at a rate of 50 Hz. Both pupil and corneal re�ection from the right
eye were used to determine the gaze position on the image. Stimuli were
presented on a 1920x1080 pixels LCD monitor and subjects were seated in
front of it on a comfortable chair.

Each of the two sets of stimuli was presented to the subjects with two dif-
ferent time schemes. In the �rst scheme, for Set-I, each of the stimuli was
�ashed to the subjects for a short duration of only 500 msec. After presen-
tation of each stimulus a mask was presented for another 1000 msec. The
task for the subjects was to identify and speak out the name of the patterns
in the stimulus as soon as possible or at least before disappearance of the
stimulus. In the second scheme for Set-I, each stimuli was presented to the
subjects for 5000 ms followed by a mask for another 2000 msec. The task
for the subjects was to speak out the name of the all overlapped patterns
(in a stimulus). For Set-II, the �rst scheme was the same as for Set-I, e.g., a
brief �ash of stimuli for 500 msec each followed by a mask for another 1000
msec. While in the second scheme, each of the stimuli was presented for
6000 msec followed by a mask of 3000 msec. The task for the subjects was
the same as for Set-I.

The responses of the subjects were recorded for later analysis. Moreover, the
subjects were informed in advance that patterns of interest always appear
with a speci�c intensity value (in this study in white colour) whereas noise
may have di�erent intensity values other than that of the patterns of interest.

Analysis The eye-tracking data were analysed in the same way as the as
the study on occluded pattern recognition, see Chapter 8 section 8.2.1. On
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the basis of the analysis we draw the following main conclusions:

1. The earlier recognition process provides cues for the proceeding process

For both datasets presented with the �rst scheme, subjects can name
at least one of the overlapped patterns correctly. Later when the same
stimuli was presented again with the second scheme, it was found that
the subjects continued to explore the overlapped patterns one-by-one
in the order in which they had previously recognized those patterns.
When the subjects could not recognize at least one of the overlapped
patterns with scheme-1, they tended to explore the remaining pattern
parts after being exposed to the recognized pattern. These results
underlie the importance of an earlier recognition process in provid-
ing cues for the subsequent exploration of the patterns for ultimate
recognition.

2. Subjects do not necessarily follow the whole pattern

When recognizing a pattern the subjects did not necessarily follow the
whole pattern but instead, with a few �xations, cover some parts of
the pattern. This is time dependent, as when more time is at the
disposal for the subjects they will explore more parts of the pattern
to enhance recognition con�dence.

3. Recognition is an interactive process

The results support the hypothesis that recognition is an interactive
process, as subjects make an initial guess for one of the overlapped
patterns and then strengthen this guess by a series of �xations. Each
�xation changes the con�dence level for a guess as well as provides
cues for the next �xation.

4. The order of recognition is not always the same

It is evident from the results that the order in which patterns are
recognized in a stimulus is similar for many subjects but there are still
some variations. It can be explained by arguing that although there
are some cues that prioritize the selection of one pattern over another,
these cues vary from person to person. Therefore, it is not essential
to model these e�ects in our model which prioritize one pattern over
another; rather more focus (and especially in case of performance of
the recognition system) should be on the fact that all patterns in a
stimulus must be recognized.

On the basis of the results from the eye tracking study and knowledge
of the human visual system, we devised an approach for development
of a computational model for overlapped pattern recognition.
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9.2.2 Approach

The approach used in this work is based on our approach for modelling visual
attention and extend the model presented in Study-I. Input information is
processed along three di�erent channels. These channels are named: the
Recognition channel, the Spatial and the Direct channel.

The Recognition channel as usual is the same object recognition channel
and performs the invariant recognition of the input objects.

The spatial aspect of input information is encoded separately along a di�er-
ent hierarchical structure, apart from the patterns shape information. This
information processing is inspired by the knowledge of the dorsal pathway,
which deals with the spatial aspect of the visual information in the human
visual system. In this work we also hypothesize that the dorsal pathway
learns shape information of the pattern classes. This shape knowledge of
the classes, which is invoked by the top-down identity information, helps to
distinguish the bottom-up spatial information on the basis of the pattern
shapes. Thus, this channel has the ability to segment input information and
generate the templates that contain spatial as well as shape information of
each pattern class in the input. This template representation interacts with
the identity representation topographically and strengthens the recognition
of the speci�c location within the representation. As a result the feature
representing a speci�c class gets strengthened. Due to the mechanisms of
inhibition and interactive processing the other patterns are inhibited and
result in processing of features of only one overlapped pattern in the chan-
nel.

An important role in this work is played by the biologically plausible direct
connection from the lower to higher levels of the processing hierarchy. These
connections communicate identity information of the classes present in the
input, on the basis of regularities in the input. As these connections require
little processing overhead they fed the higher levels well before completion of
the processing in the other two channels. Consequently, the top-down iden-
tity information is injected into the channels which modulate the processing
in favour of a few speci�c classes.

In this approach sparsity and the encoded representation act as two impor-
tant constraints on the information processing. The interactive (recurrent,
feedback) processing exploits these two factors and perform a constraint
satisfaction style of processing.
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Figure 9.9: The neural network used in the simulation.

9.2.3 Model and Network

The proposed model is a hierarchical neural network which is shown in
Figure 9.9, while a detailed speci�cation of the model is given in Table 9.2.
This network is composed of three sub-networks or processing channels: the
Recognition channel, the Spatial channel and the Direct channel. This model
is an improved version of the model presented in Study-II of Chapter 7 for
occluded pattern recognition. The improvement in this model is mainly
done in the Spatial and Direct channels while the Recognition channel is
modelled as it is. In the following a brief description of each of the channels
and their mutual interaction is presented.

Recognition Channel The task for this channel is to perform position,
scale and shape-distortion invariant pattern recognition. This channel is
similar to the basic object recognition model presented in Chapter 5. It has
following layers: Feature_Ext, Intermediate_Rep, Shape_Rep and Recog-
nition_Output.

The Spatial Channel This channel is similar in functionality to the Spa-
tial channel of the models described in Study-I, but it is improved in this
model by reducing the number of layers and hence the complexity of the
channel. The main functionality of this channel is to assist the Recognition
channel in sequential processing of input overlapped patterns, one by one.
In this study the task of this channel is to segment the overlapped patterns
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map in a sequence. This channel encodes spatial information of the input
patterns. It also learns the shape of the input pattern and uses this informa-
tion to guide the segmentation of the patterns. This channel interacts with
the Main channel at appropriate levels and modulates it in favour of speci�c
locations and features. Since this channel encodes the spatial representation
of the patterns, which is topographic in nature, it must interact with those
stages of the Main channel which keep the topographic representation of the
input, in addition to pattern speci�c information.

The �rst processing stage in this channel is the BotUp_Saliency layer, which
draws its input directly from the Input layer and develops a bottom-up
saliency map of the input. This layer is connected to the Input layer through
bottom-up connections. This layer is smaller in size than the input layer,
such that each unit of this layer receives input from a small group of the
Input layer which constitute the receptive �eld of that unit. This connec-
tivity pattern between two layers helps to reduce (to some extent) shape
distortion as well as position and size variations among patterns of the same
class. This stage processes information solely on the basis of its connectivity
patterns and there is no learning connection between these two layers.

Next along the processing hierarchy is the Temp_Pat layer, which has the
same size as the BotUp_Saliency layer and is connected to it through a one-
to-one connectivity pattern. Moreover, each unit of this layer is connected
to its eight close neighbours through self-connection. This layer allows only
a very small number of units to be active at a given time; furthermore, the
self-connectivity forces the active units to appear in the form of one or two
groups. Additionally, a mechanism of `accommodation' is employed on the
units of this speci�c layer. This mechanism causes a unit that is active for
a while to get tired and die down for a short period of time, thereby giving
way to other competing units to become active. In this layer an additional
mechanism of `hysteresis' is used, which causes active units to remain active
for a longer period of time even after removal of their excitatory input. In
this way, this layer keeps the traces of the patches which get active.

The Spatial_Output layer is the highest processing layer of the spatial chan-
nel. It associates template like spatial as well as shape representations of
the input patterns that are developed at the Temp_Pat layer, to a speci�c
class. This layer receives bottom-up cues from the lower processing areas in
the same channel as well as top-down pattern speci�c cues from the Direct
channel, and in return guides the segmentation processes interactively. The
mechanism of `accommodation' is also employed on the units of this layer;
so that the active unit gives way to the next unit with respect to decreasing
activation value.
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The Direct Channel This channel connects the BotUp_Saliency layer
to an output layer, the Direct_Output layer, which is connected to the out-
put layers of the other two channels, and thus provides an alternative and
fast processing pathway from lower to higher levels. The Direct_Output
layer represents a high level processing area in the hierarchy. This channel
develops an association between the shape templates of the individual input
pattern classes with the higher level processing areas and predicts identity
of a pattern on the basis of close matches with the stored representations.
Due to less computing overhead, this channel immediately classi�es the in-
put patterns and provides top-down pattern speci�c cues to modulate the
processing in the other networks. In this work only two closely matched
classes with the input data are allowed to get active.

Interaction Among the Three Channels The input data is initially
represented as local edge features and a spatial map at the lowest level of the
information processing hierarchy of the model. The Direct channel, on the
basis of template matching, predicts the possible pattern classes in the input
patterns and modulates the other two channels for the rest of the processing
cycles. The Recognition and Spatial channels perform interactive processing
under the in�uence of bottom-up image information and top-down pattern
cues, as well as additional constraints of representation and sparsity which
are embedded in the model. These two channels interact, by spatially dis-
tributed connections between the Temp_Pat layer, with the Feature_Ext
and Intermediate_Rep layers and via the Spatial_Output layer with the
Recognition_Output layer. This information processing scheme leads to
emergence of attention on spatial location and features that represent indi-
vidual pattern classes.

9.2.4 Task, Dataset and Training

For training ten pattern classes were used. These patterns are images of
�ve letters of the English alphabet and �ve digits. Both machine printed
as well as handwritten patterns were used as datasets for training. Each
of the patterns is shifted two steps in eight directions, where each step is
four pixels wide. For testing, stimuli containing overlapped patterns were
developed. Each of the test stimuli contains overlapped patterns, such that
patterns have the same intensity values.

Training of each of the three network channels was performed separately,
one-by-one. This kind of training is possible because the mutual connections
between these channels, which connect these channels with each other, are
static (not learn-able).

The Pattern Recognition channel builds up its representation by extracting
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Table 9.2: Speci�cations of the network used in simulations.
Layer Name Type Unit

Geom
Group
Geom

RF of
a Unit

RF
Overlap

Input Input 60x60 - - -
Feature_Ext Hidden 4x1 28x28 4x4 2x2
Intermediate_Rep Hidden 6x6 7x7 16x4 -
Shape_Rep Hidden 8x8 - Whole

Layer
-

BotUp_Saliency Hidden 26x26 - 5x5 5x5
and 1x1
alterna-
tively

Temp_Pat Hidden 26x26 - 1x1 -
Recognition_Output Target/

Hidden
10x1 - Whole

Layer
-

Direct_Output Target/
Hidden

10x1 - Whole
Layer

-

Spatial_Output Target/
Hidden

10x1 - Whole
layer

-

the edge features from the input by using Gabor �lters at the Feature_Ext
layer. For learning a mix of Hebbian and error-driven learning was employed.
For both bottom-up as well as top-down connection Chebb = 0.002 was used.
The channel was trained for �ve batches whereas each batch runs until the
set stopping criteria of zero-percent-error is achieved.

Learning at the Direct channel meant to associate the templates of the
individual patterns, developed at the BotUp_Saliency layer, with the Di-
rect_output layer. For this reason a high value of Chebb = 0.5 is used.

In the Spatial channel learning is performed between the Temporal_Pat
layer and the Spatial_Output layer. The connections between these two
layers are trained to associate templates of the individual patterns with the
ten classes represented at the Spatial_Output layer. The Chebb value is the
same as for learning the Spatial channel, i.e., 0.5.

9.2.5 Simulations and Results

In this section the simulation behaviour of the proposed model for the task
of overlapped pattern recognition will be presented. Each of the simulation
trials was run for 200 processing cycles.

Figure 9.10, shows the simulation behaviour of the model for a stimulus
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Figure 9.10: Snapshots of the activations in some selected layers of the model
when a stimulus containing overlapped patterns of the same intensity values
are presented to the model. The overlapped patterns are the numbers `3'
and `4'.
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containing overlapped patterns. Each layer is made up of a matrix of units
and the activation values of these matrices are shown. Activations in the
layers change as the cycle proceeds. In order from left to right, the columns
represent: the number of processing cycles (how far computation of the acti-
vation has progressed), activations in the Input layer, the Temp_Pat layer,
the Intermediate_Rep layer, Direct_Output, the Spatial_Output layer and
the Recognition_Output layer of the network. Dark colours denote high ac-
tivation and light colours low activation. The ten units (from left) in each
of the three layers, Direct_Output, Spatial_Output layer and Recognition
layer, represent the pattern classes `1', `2', `3', `4', `5', `E',`F',`P',`T' and `H'
respectively. The stimulus is composed of two patterns `3' and `4', superim-
posed on each other. The direct channel performs early computations and
suggests the presence of two pattern classes, `3' and `4', in the input data (cy-
cle: 14-200). At the output layer of the direct channel, the con�dence level
for pattern `4' is higher than that of pattern `3', as indicated by the corre-
sponding activation values of their representative units in the layer. The Di-
rect_Output layer biases the Spatial_Output and the Recognition_Output
layers in favour of these two patterns and thus modulates the processing in
the respective channels. The Recognition_Output layer under the in�uence
of bottom-up image information and top-down modulation from the direct
channel perceives the pattern as `4' (cycle: 14) and, in turn, modulates the
representation in favour of this pattern along its hierarchy. Consequently
the units representing the pattern `4' get strengthened while the rest of the
units get weakened due to the kWTA constraint on the unit population. The
change in representation can be seen by observing the activation pattern in
the Intermediate_Rep layer (cycle: 122). Meanwhile, interactive processing
in the Spatial pathway, as a result of top-down and bottom-up in�uences,
favours the pattern `4' (cycle: 48) which is indicated by the active unit at
the Spatial_Output layer. As soon as the Spatial_Output layer identi�es
the pattern as `4', ambiguities in the representation start vanishing (cycle:
48-122) and, consequently, top-down cues help develop the template for this
pattern at the Temp_Pat layer (cycle: 122). The Spatial channel modu-
lates the processing in the Recognition channel and help strengthening the
representation for the pattern `4'. Consequently, the interactive processing
in the Recognition channel agrees on the identity of the pattern and do not
change the activation unit at the Spatial_Output layer (cycle: 122-140).

As the simulation proceeds, the accommodation mechanism employed at the
Temp_Pat and Spatial_Output layers forces the presently active represen-
tations in these two layers to die down and allow other units, and hence
other pattern representations, to become active. Consequently, the Spa-
tial_Output layer, under the in�uence of the Direct_Ouput layer, which
favours the next strong candidate class representing the pattern `3', and
bottom-up information, which now favours the pattern `3', classify the can-
didate class as pattern `3' (cycle: 150-200). Furthermore, interactive pro-
cessing develops the pattern `3' at the Temp_Pat layer (cycle: 150-200)
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and thus in�uences the processing in the Recognition layer for this pattern.
The Spatial_Output and Direct_Output layers too in�uence the Recogni-
tion_Ouptput layer for the pattern `3'. Consequently, the internal repre-
sentation of the Recognition channel is aligned to the pattern `3' and the
classi�cation outcome of the second overlapped pattern is depicted as pat-
tern `3' at the output layer. (cycle: 200) .

Now, consider the graph in Figure 9.11 which displays the simulation be-
haviour of the model when a stimulus containing the overlapped patterns `T'
and `H', is presented at the input. In this case, the Direct channel could not
decide about the identities of the overlapped patterns with con�dence and,
therefore, sends a week signal for the pattern `H' only to the other channels
(cycle: 15-200). But, the Spatial pathway receives strong bottom-up cues
for the pattern `T' and activate the representation for this pattern along
its hierarchy (cycle: 50). Furthermore, the Spatial channel modulates the
Recognition channel in favour of pattern `T'. As a consequence, the repre-
sentation for the class `T' is strengthened and selected along the Recognition
channel and one of the occluded patterns is classi�ed to belong to class `T'
(cycle: 50-139). Due to the accommodation mechanism the Temp_Pat layer
alters the active representation and gives way to the next pattern, which be-
long to the class `H' (cycle: 150-200). The interaction between the Spatial
channel and the Recognition channel leads to the recognition of the pattern
class as `H' (cycle: 200).

Figure 9.12 shows the Simulation behaviour of the model for four di�erent
stimuli of overlapped patterns. In the �rst three simulations (a, b and c)
the model correctly recognizes both of the overlapped patterns but in the
last simulation (d) the model is only able to recognize one of the patterns.
In the last simulation the Spatial channel is unable to generate the map
for the second pattern. The Spatial_Output layer gets modulated by the
Direct_Output layer and activate the unit representing pattern `4', but
the top-down cues do not get any support from the bottom-up information
and thus the Temp_Pat layer could not generate the template map for
the pattern class `4'. The interaction between the Spatial layer and the
Recognition layer does not invoke the representation for any new pattern in
the Recognition pathway and, thus the model fails to recognize the second
pattern.

9.2.6 Discussion and Conclusion

In this study we presented a selective attention based pattern recognition
model to handle overlapped patterns of the same gray values. The phe-
nomenon of visual attention is modelled as an emergent property in the two
information processing pathways of the human brain. Attention provides
a mechanism to the proposed model which helps recognition of overlapped
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Figure 9.11: Snapshots of the activations in some selected layers of the model
for stimuli containing overlapped letters `T' and `H'.
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Figure 9.12: Activations in the selected layers of the model for four di�erent
stimuli.
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patterns in a sequential order. Simulation results demonstrate that the pro-
posed model can recognize overlapped patterns satisfactorily; moreover, the
processing behaviour of the model is similar to the known human behaviour
on such tasks.

The results from the behavioural experiments show that the immediate or
rapid recognition process can predict the pattern classes present in the over-
lapped pattern stimuli with some accuracy. These earlier predictions provide
top down class speci�c cues which remove ambiguities in the visual system
by constraining the choices for possible output classes in a given view. These
earlier cues, by the above stated reason, accelerate the recognition process.
Moreover, it is also observed that once humans have accommodated the
top-down cues, they tend to follow the strokes of the cued patterns one-by-
one. Each of the patterns is explored by �xating at its di�erent points and
continues this process until it is recognized with some con�dence. It is also
found that the pattern can be recognized with few �xations and need not
explore the whole pattern in case the available time is short but then the
con�dence level for recognition decreases.

In this work attention is modelled as an emergent phenomenon that ap-
pears as a result of a constraint satisfaction style of interactive processing
in a specialized hierarchical architecture. The Recognition channel of this
model, which mimics the ventral pathway, can make the right classi�cation
if the activated representation in this channel belong to, largely, one of the
encoded patterns at a given time. In case of overlapped patterns the channel
is �ooded with activations from more than one pattern present in the input.
The kWTA constraint try to manage such a situation by allowing only a
speci�c number of units to reach full activation level but then kWTA has no
mechanism to group the units representing only one pattern. Consequently,
the kWTA constraint results in partial activation of representations for each
of the patterns present in the input and thus cause confusion in the network.
This confusing state in the Recognition channel requires some external fac-
tor to bring back order in the representation. This ambiguous situation is
partially resolved by the top-down pattern speci�c cues generated by the
Direct channel. The modulation caused by this cue along the Recognition
channel works e�ectively if backed-up by bottom-up information, otherwise,
the confusion prevails. The lateral modulation of the Recognition channel
by the Spatial channel, as a result of mutual interaction, enhances unit ac-
tivations at those speci�c locations which belong to one of the patterns one
at a time. This mutual interaction between two channels plays a signi�cant
role in removing the ambiguities in the Recognition channel.

An important part of this work is about segmentation of the overlapped
patterns' saliency map into templates of each individual pattern, in the
spatial channel. Since the spatial channel, in addition to encoding spatial
information, encodes the shape information, it has the ability to perform
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segmentation as an interactive process between bottom-up image-based data
and top-down identity cues. This interactive process develops segmented
templates, for each pattern in the input data, in small incremental steps.
As for the Recognition channel, early top-down cues are provided to the
Spatial channel by the Direct channel. But, if bottom-up data do not agree
with the top-down cues, it generates its own top-down cues by identifying the
bottom-up data through the encoded shape information along its structure.
It is also possible that top-down cues generated by the Direct channel are
overlooked by the Spatial channel, but it largely depends on the con�dence
level of the cues as well as the ambiguities in the input data. If the top-
down cues are weak or there are little ambiguities in the input data then
the top-down cues are usually ignored by the Spatial channel. If input data
is ambiguous enough, such that the Spatial channel itself cannot make any
strong criteria for a speci�c pattern class, then the top-down early cues
prevail and can manipulate the activations in the Spatial channel.

An important characteristic of the presented model is the biologically-plausible
direct connection from low level edge representations to high level class rep-
resentations. The direct connection provides a fast route for input infor-
mation to get processed quickly and bias the higher level representations in
favour of a few most probable present classes in the input data. In turn,
higher representations in�uence the other two channels by biasing the rep-
resentations of those channels in favour of the predicted classes. In this
way, the direct connection helps reduce the ambiguities in the input data by
enhancing the representations of a few pattern classes.
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Chapter 10

Conclusions

This thesis is about biologically-based models for visual attention and object
recognition. As a part of this thesis a number of studies were conducted by
developing biologically-based interactive neural network models and simulat-
ing those on task speci�c datasets. We begun with single object recognition
and then gradually advanced our model to deal with more than one object
appearing in the visual �eld. The overall work was divided into three steps.
In the �rst part, an object recognition model for single object recognition
was developed. In the second step, the model was extended to recognize
more than one object. In the third step of this thesis, the recognition prob-
lem of occluded and overlapped objects was considered.

10.1 Discussion

Most of the existing biologically-inspired models have a feed-forward archi-
tecture. These models lack the true strength that a biologically-inspired
system should have. Also, there are various visual phenomena, for ex-
ample, selective attention, which cannot be explained and modelled in a
biologically plausible way by considering only feed-forward processing of in-
formation. On the other hand, recurrent or bidirectional models are very
powerful computational machines and theoretically able to model a number
of vision-related mechanisms. But, on a practical level, bi-directionality in
a model increases the model's complexity and makes the model di�cult to
manage; which leads to a number of problems. One such problem arises due
to the tendency of bi-directional models to learn an object so well and with
such an internal representation that the generalization ability of the model
for novel input objects decreases. Earlier it has been shown that a mix
of Hebbian and error driven learning is useful for the generalization ability
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of a three layer network [105]. We extended this idea and experimented
with biologically-based multilayer networks. The results from that study
suggest that a combination of Hebbian and error driven learning is a good
choice for biologically-based networks. It improves both generalization per-
formance and the biological plausibility of the network. On the other hand,
pure error-driven learning used with the powerful bi-directionally connected
hierarchical networks runs the risk of over-�tting and could therefore im-
pair the network's ability to generalize [102] [105]. Further analysis shows
that Hebbian learning at the feature extraction level develops modular fea-
ture detectors and that other hidden layers introduces useful constraints on
error-driven learning and helps to develop representations which facilitate
part-based generalizations [105].

Our results show that feature extraction has a role in the generalization abil-
ity of these networks. In addition to the algorithm used, in our case a mix
of Hebbian learning and error-driven learning, the size of the receptive �elds
used in the network in�uences feature extraction performance. It is one of
the most fascinating concepts for biologically-based bidirectional networks.
It facilitates the feature extraction process and its size has direct impact on
the size of the features that are extracted from the input. In order to evalu-
ate and understand the connection between the generalization performance
of the network and the size of the receptive �elds used, a study was carried
out by using Hebbian learning as the feature extraction method. The study
suggests that for better generalization performance, the receptive �eld must
be large enough to contain some meaningful parts of the input image. Here,
`meaningful' means a part that is in some way useful for the recognition
tasks. Analysis shows that receptive �elds which do not contain any such
part develop false activation patterns, due to backward connections. Con-
sequently, false feature detectors are developed that are useless and rather
obstructive for generalization. These results are valid under the condition
that the feature detectors are developed through learning instead of being
hard-coded, and that the feature extraction layer has backward connections
to the input layer.

A very common practice in the computer vision community is to use hard-
coded feature extraction which approximates the line-feature-detection prop-
erty of the biological vision system in the V1 area. Contrary to common
practice, in our �rst two studies we relied on the more biologically-plausible
Hebbian learning for extracting features from the dataset. We conducted a
study to evaluate the performance of the model for two feature extracting
methods: the hard coded feature extraction method using Gabor �lters and
the Hebbian learning method. Systematic testing shows that the hard coded
method has an edge over the Hebbian learning method for the task presented
to the network. Additionally, the hard coded method is fast to learn a given
dataset, as prede�ned feature detectors do not need any learning to develop
feature detectors.
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As mentioned earlier, considering only feed-forward processing does not ex-
plain and is unable to model attentional focus in a biologically plausible
way. In the literature, most of the existing work related to attentional
computation is based on feed-forward architectures, whose implementation
compromises biological plausibility. From a biological point of view atten-
tion is not a separate, standalone mechanism within the visual system, but
an emergent property and an outcome of interaction between the ventral
and dorsal pathways. In our work, we model the attention mechanism in
a biologically plausible way. In our model, there is no separate module for
computing attention but instead attention emerges in the network due to
interaction within the network. The network generates the attention focus
on an object by using both image based bottom-up cues as well as task
speci�c top-down cues.

We also investigated how contextual cues biased the object search task and
guided the focus of attention to the object that �ts the current search criteria
as well as its previous experience. In our model context information interact
with the bottom-up images and top-down goal cues to guide attention to the
required object. In case of more than one object con�rming to the search
criteria, context cues prioritize locations where the object tend to appear
frequently.

We have further investigated several issues related to recognition of occluded
and overlapped objects. On the basis of our common observation, we make
a hypothesis that occluding noise or patterns play an important facilitating
role in recognition as well as reconstruction of occluded patterns. Our eye-
tracking studies support this hypothesis. We extended our models to use
the e�ects of occluding noise. In this regard, we hypothesize that the dorsal
pathway not only generates the spatial map of the objects but also encode
and learns shapes of the objects. This helps the dorsal pathway segment
the occluded and overlapped objects from noise or other objects. This ex-
tension also help the dorsal pathway to use occluding noise to modulate the
ventral pathway for recognition and hence recognition of occluded and over-
lapped objects. We have demonstrated in simulations with our models that
reconstruction and recognition of patterns with missing parts is compara-
tively more di�cult than that of occluded patterns. We have also suggested
and demonstrated through our model simulations that occluding patterns
or noise is important and help modulate the representation of the occluded
parts.

Our studies with human subjects suggest that recognition of occluded and
overlapped patterns is usually performed in two steps. In the �rst step, an
initial guess of the pattern (patterns) is made, while in the second step, the
initial guess is validated by following the strokes of the patterns. Usually,
�xations are made at di�erent parts of the pattern such that each �xation
either increases or decreases the con�dence level for a speci�c pattern. In
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case of overlapped patterns, the same strategy is used in an (arbitrary) se-
quence. In order to follow this strategy for occluded and overlapped patterns
we extended our models of visual attention and used the accommodation and
hysteresis functionalities of the neurons, which help to �xate strokes of the
patterns. Top-down cues force the focus of attention to �xate and follow
the pattern strokes according to the initial guess. The simulation behaviour
of the model is similar to the registered behaviour of humans on similar
tasks. Our qualitative results also support our approach to recognition of
overlapped and occluded patterns as viable.

As stated above, our studies indicate that the recognition process begins
with generation of an initial guess which guides and in�uences subsequent
processing. There are evidence for a rapid recognition process which is be-
lieved to be carried out through feed forward connectivity as a feed forward
process. In our work we model the biologically-plausible direct connection
from lower to higher levels of the visual cortex as a direct channel to per-
form rapid recognition of bottom-up information. In this way this channel
provides top-down cues for modulating subsequent processing in the mod-
els. These cues put a kind of control of the processing in the model for
their own favourite patterns. But, this control is somewhat weak as strong
bottom-up cues can always shift the balance on their side and thus override
the top-down cues. It all depends on the strength of the cues.

An important issue in recognition of occluded and overlapped patterns is
the segmentation-recognition process. On the basis of our results from eye-
tracking studies we proposed an approach to this issue which is an extended
interactive approach as it combines interactive and bottom-up approaches.
In this new approach a bottom-up rapid recognition process is followed by
an interactive process. The rapid recognition process provides top-down
cues for subsequent processing. The interactive process then takes control
and processes the information. In our model, as we stated above, the rapid
recognition processing is modelled by direct connections. For interactive
segmentation-recognition we further hypothesize that the dorsal pathway of
the visual system encodes the identity information of the objects as well.
Segmentation of the objects from noise is performed in the dorsal pathway
of the model. The bottom-up image based cues and top-down cues interact
to segment the saliency map into individual pattern shapes. The interaction
between the dorsal and the ventral pathway in the model invoke the repre-
sentations of the respective patterns in sequence and the subsequent �nal
recognition.
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10.2 Future Work

An important extension to the present work is to consider the concept of bor-
der ownership [133][98] and model the facilitatory role it plays in resolving
occluded objects as well as in the associated processes of surface comple-
tion. Moreover, occlusion cues such as `T' junctions would be modelled to
di�erentiate occluding and occluded objects.

In this thesis only shape information of the objects was used as basic fea-
tures for processing in the models. This is in line with early theories [9][25]
that assume that color information is more or less irrelevant for the object
recognition tasks. But, recent research [65][180][147] shows that color can
improve recognition performance. The human visual system utilizes color
information for object recognition. Moreover, we can easily appreciate the
role of color cues in focus of attention. One possible way to extend this work
is to add color information in the processing. While it will most probably
increase the performance of the model, many interesting implementation re-
lated issues will arise, e.g., which type of feature representation should be
used for color processing in the model; what schemes should be used for
assigning weights to a particular feature type; and how will di�erent types
of features interact with each other.

In the present work, we used simple datasets, with the aim to clearly under-
stand the working of biologically-based networks. Now, after analysing and
estimating the e�cacies of di�erent structural and algorithmic parameters,
the next step would be to develop networks for practical applications. For
evaluation of performance, available standard datasets can be used which
allows direct comparison with existing state-of-the-art systems.
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Appendix A

Gabor �lters as a feature extraction method:

The Gabor �lter was postulated by Dennis Gabor for image processing. A
Gabor �lter is a linear �lter and mainly used for edge detection tasks. These
�lters got considerable attention after the discovery that they approximate
the characteristics of the V1 cell in the visual cortex [126] [26].

The following family of two-dimensional Gabor functions was proposed by
Daugman [23] to model the spatial summation properties (of the receptive
�elds) of simple cells in the visual cortex:

F (x, y) = exp(− x̂
2 + γ2ŷ2

2σ2
) × cos(2π

x̂

λ
+ φ) (10.1)

x̂ = x cos θ + y sin θ (10.2)

ŷ = −x sin θ + y cos θ (10.3)

Where, x and y specify the position of a light impulse in the visual �eld,
σ = orientation, σ = e�ective length, γ = aspect ratio, φ = phase, λ =
wavelength.
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Appendix B

The pseudo code for the Leabra:

(This pseudo code has been taken from the book `Computational Explo-
rations in Cognitive Neuroscience' [106])

1. Iterate over minus and plus phases of settling for each event.

� At start of settling, for all units:

� Initialize all state variables (activation, vm, etc).

� Apply external patterns (clamp input in minus, input & out-
put in plus).

� Compute net input scaling terms (constants, computed here
so network can be dynamically altered).

� Optimization: compute net input once from all static activa-
tions (e.g., hard-clamped external inputs).

� During each cycle of settling, for all non-clamped units:

� Compute excitatory net input (net or ηj , and gi if unit-based
inhib) - sender-based optimization by ignoring inactives.

� Compute kWTA inhibition for each layer, based on gθj :

A. Sort units into two groups based on gθj : top k and re-
maining k + 1 to n.

B. If basic, �nd k and k + 1 th highest, If averaged-based,
compute average of 1 to k & k + 1 to n

C. Set inhibitory conductance gi between k and k+1 for ba-
sic kWTA, or between averages �r average-based

� Compute point-neuron activation combining excitatory input
and inhibition.

� After settling, for all units:

� Record �nal settling activations as either minus or plus phase
(actmoractp).

2. After both phases update the weights (based on linear current weight
values), for all connections:

� Compute error-driven weight changes with CHL with soft weight
bounding

� Compute Hebbian weight changes with CPCA from plus-phase
activations.

� Compute net weight change as weighted sum of error-driven and
Hebbian.

� Increment the weights according to net weight change.
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